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Study Guide

Congratulations Congratulations on your enrollment in a distance learning course from the
Distance Learning and Technologies Department (DLTD) of the Marine
Corps Institute (MCI).  Since 1920, the Marine Corps Institute has been
helping tens of thousands of hard-charging Marines, like you, improve their
technical job performance skills through distance training.  By enrolling in
this course, you have shown a desire to improve the skills you have and
master new skills to enhance your job performance.  The distance learning
course you have chosen, MCI 0381C, Land Navigation, provides instruction
to all Marines having duties that may require them to navigate over unfamiliar
terrain.

Your Personal
Characteristics

• YOU ARE PROPERLY MOTIVATED.  You have made a positive
decision to get training on your own.  Self-motivation is perhaps the most
important force in learning or achieving anything.  Doing whatever is
necessary to learn is motivation.  You have it!

• YOU SEEK TO IMPROVE YOURSELF.  You are enrolled to improve
those skills you already possess, and to learn new skills.  When you
improve yourself, you improve the Corps!

• YOU HAVE THE INITIATIVE TO ACT.  By acting on your own, you
have shown you are a self-starter, willing to reach out for opportunities to
learn and grow.

• YOU ACCEPT CHALLENGES.  You have self-confidence and believe
in your ability to acquire knowledge and skills.  You have the self-
confidence to set goals and the ability to achieve them, enabling you to
meet every challenge.

• YOU ARE ABLE TO SET AND ACCOMPLISH PRACTICAL
GOALS.  You are willing to commit time, effort, and the resources
necessary to set and accomplish your goals.  These professional traits will
help you successfully complete this distance training course.

Continued on next page
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Study Guide, Continued

Beginning Your
Course

Before you actually begin this course of study, read the student information
page.  If you find any course materials missing, notify your training officer or
training NCO.  If you have all the required materials, you are ready to begin.

To begin your course of study, familiarize yourself with the structure of the
course text.  One way to do this is to read the table of contents.  Notice the
table of contents covers specific areas of study and the order in which they are
presented.  You will find the text divided into several study units.  Each study
unit is comprised of two or more lessons, lesson exercises, and finally, a study
unit exercise.

Leafing
Through the
Text

Leaf through the text and look at the course.  Read a few lesson exercise
questions to get an idea of the type of material in the course.  If the course has
additional study aids, such as a handbook or plotting board, familiarize
yourself with them.

The First Study
Unit

Turn to the first page of study unit 1.  On this page you will find an
introduction to the study unit and generally the first study unit lesson.  Study
unit lessons contain learning objectives, lesson text, and exercises.

Reading the
Learning
Objectives

Learning objectives describe in concise terms what the successful learner,
you, will be able to do as a result of mastering the content of the lesson text.
Read the objectives for each lesson and then read the lesson text.  As you read
the lesson text, make notes on the points you feel are important.

Completing the
Exercises

To determine your mastery of the learning objectives and text, complete the
exercises developed for you.  Exercises are located at the end of each lesson,
and at the end of each study unit.  Without referring to the text, complete the
exercise questions and then check your responses against those provided.

Continued on next page
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Continuing to
March

Continue on to the next lesson, repeating the above process until you have
completed all lessons in the study unit.  Follow the same procedures for each
study unit in the course.

Seeking
Assistance

If you have problems with the text or exercise items that you cannot solve,
ask your training officer or training NCO for assistance.  If they cannot help
you, request assistance from your MCI distance learning instructor by
completing the course content assistance request form located at the back of
the course.

Preparing for
the Final Exam

To prepare for your final exam, you must review what you learned in the
course.  The following suggestions will help make the review interesting and
challenging.

• CHALLENGE YOURSELF.  Try to recall the entire learning sequence
without referring to the text.  Can you do it?  Now look back at the text to
see if you have left anything out.  This review should be interesting.
Undoubtedly, you’ll find you were not able to recall everything.  But with
a little effort, you’ll be able to recall a great deal of the information.

• USE UNUSED MINUTES.  Use your spare moments to review.  Read
your notes or a part of a study unit, rework exercise items, review again;
you can do many of these things during the unused minutes of every day.

• APPLY WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED.  It is always best to use the
skill or knowledge you’ve learned as soon as possible.  If it isn’t possible
to actually use the skill or knowledge, at least try to imagine a situation in
which you would apply this learning.  For example make up and solve
your own problems.  Or, better still, make up and solve problems that use
most of the elements of a study unit.

Continued on next page
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Preparing for
the Final Exam,
continued

• USE THE “SHAKEDOWN CRUISE” TECHNIQUE.  Ask another
Marine to lend a hand by asking you questions about the course.  Choose
a particular study unit and let your buddy “fire away.”  This technique can
be interesting and challenging for both of you!

• MAKE REVIEWS FUN AND BENEFICIAL.  Reviews are good habits
that enhance learning.  They don’t have to be long and tedious.  In fact,
some learners find short reviews conducted more often prove more
beneficial.

Tackling the
Final Exam

When you have completed your study of the course material and are confident
with the results attained on your study unit exercises, take the sealed envelope
marked “FINAL EXAM” to your unit training NCO or training officer.
Your training NCO or officer will administer the final examination and return
the examination and the answer sheet to MCI for grading.  Before taking your
final examination, read the directions on the DP-37 answer sheet carefully.

Completing
Your Course

The sooner you complete your course, the sooner you can better yourself by
applying what you’ve learned! HOWEVER--you do have 2 years from the
date of enrollment to complete this course.  If you need an extension, please
complete the Student Request/Inquiry Form (MCI-R11) located at the back of
the course and deliver it to your training officer or training NCO.

Graduating! As a graduate of this distance learning course and as a dedicated Marine, your
job performance skills will improve, benefiting you, your unit, and the Marine
Corps.

Semper Fidelis!



STUDY UNIT 1 
 

INTRODUCTION TO THE MILITARY MAP 
 

Introduction.  Maps provide you with information on the existence and location of ground 
features, such as populated areas and routes of travel and communication.  They also 
indicate variations in terrain, heights of natural features, and the extent of vegetation 
cover.  With the Marine Corps dispersed throughout the world, it is necessary to rely on 
maps to provide information to our combat elements far from our shores. Therefore, all 
operations require a supply of maps; however, the finest maps available are worthless 
unless you know how to read them.  During this study unit you will be introduced to the 
contents of maps and how to determine grid coordinates. 

 
Lesson 1.  CONTENTS OF A MAP 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
1. Given a Margarita Peak map, identify marginal information. 
 
2. Select what each color used on your Margarita Peak map represents. 
 
3. When provided with a series of topographical symbols, name the natural or man-

made feature(s) that each symbol represents. 
 
1101.  Marginal Information on a Map 
 
A map can be compared to any other piece of equipment.  Before you use it, you must read the 
instructions.  Map instructions are placed around the outer edge of the map and are called 
"marginal information." 
 
A topographical map is defined as a type of map which portrays terrain features, as well as the 
horizontal positions of the features represented. The vertical positions, or relief, are normally 
represented by contour lines. 
 
All maps are not the same, so every time you use a different map, examine the marginal 
information carefully.  Figure 1-1 on the next page shows a reduced version of a topographic 
map.  The circled numbers indicate the key elements of marginal information that you need to 
know.  They correspond to the following items: 

1-1 



 
Fig 1-1.  Marginal information. 
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a. Sheet Name (1). A map is named after the most prominent cultural or geographical feature.  
Whenever possible, the name of the largest city on the map is used.  The sheet name is found in 
two places:  the center of the upper margin and either the right or left side of the lower margin. 
 
 

 
b. Sheet Number (2).  The sheet number is used as a reference number for that map sheet.  It 
is found in two places:  the upper right margin and the lower left margin. 
 
 
 
 
c. Series Name (3).  The map series name is found in the upper left margin.  It usually 
includes a group of similar maps at the same scale and/or the same sheet lines designed to cover 
a particular geographical area. The name given a series is that of the most prominent areas. 
 
 
 
d. Scale (4).  The scale note is a representative-fraction that gives you the ratio of a distance 
on the map to the corresponding distance on the earth's surface.  For example, the scale note 
1:50,000 on your California Series map indicates that one inch on the map equals 50,000 inches 
on the ground.  Maps with different scales will display different degrees of topographical detail.  
For example, a map with a scale of 1:25,000 will give more detail than a 1:50,000 map because 
one inch on the map represents only 25,000 inches on the ground, rather than the 50,000 inches 
of the 1:50,000 map.  The scale is found both in the upper left margin after the series name and 
in the center of the lower margin. 
 

 
 

e. Series Number (5).  The series number is a sequence reference expressed either as a 
four-digit number (1125) or as a letter, followed by a three or four-digit number (M556; N3341).  
It is found in both the upper right margin and the lower left margin. 
 

 
 
f. Edition Number (6).  The edition number represents the age of the map in relation to other 
editions of the same map and the agency responsible for its production.  For example, EDITION 
5-DMATC indicates the fifth edition prepared by the Defense Mapping Agency Topographic 
Center.  EDITION 6-DMA indicates the sixth edition prepared by the Defense Mapping Agency.  
Edition numbers run consecutively.  A map bearing a higher edition number is assumed to 
contain more recent information than the same map bearing a lower edition number.  It is found 
in the upper right margin and in the lower left margin. 
 

8-NIMA 
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g. Index to Boundaries (7).  The index to boundaries diagram, which is a miniature of the 
map, shows the boundaries that occur within, the map area, such as county lines and state 
boundaries.  The index of boundaries diagram appears in the lower right margin of all map 
sheets. 
 

 
 
h. Adjoining Sheets Diagram (8).  Maps contain a diagram that illustrates the adjoining map 
sheets.  The adjoining sheets diagram usually contains nine rectangles, but the number may vary 
depending on the locations of the adjoining sheets.  All represented sheets are identified by their 
sheet numbers.  The diagram is found in the lower right margin of all map sheets. 
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i. Elevation Guide (9).  The elevation guide is a miniature characterization of the terrain 
shown.  The terrain is shown by bands of elevation, spot elevations, and major drainage features.  
The elevation guide helps you rapidly identify major landforms.  It is normally found in the 
lower right margin. 

 
j. Declination Diagram (10).  This indicates the angular relationships of true north, grid north, 
and magnetic north.  Recent edition maps have a note indicating how to convert azimuths from 
grid to magnetic and from magnetic to grid next to the declination diagram.  The declination 
diagram is located in the lower margin. 
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k. Bar Scales (11).  Bar scales are used to convert map distance to ground distance.  Maps 
may have three or more bar scales, each in a different unit of measure.  Exercise care when using 
the scales, especially in the selection of the unit of measure.  The bar scales are located in the 
center of the lower margin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
l. Contour Interval Note (12).  The contour interval note states the vertical distance between 
adjacent contour lines on the map. When supplementary contours are used, the interval is 
indicated.  In recent edition maps, the contour interval is given in meters instead of feet.  This 
note is found in the center of the lower margin normally below the bar scales. 
 
                                                                 ELEVATIONS IN METERS 
 
 
 
 
m. Legend (13).  The legend illustrates and identifies the topographic symbols used to depict 
some of the more prominent features on the map, such as railroad tracks, buildings, and swamps.  
The symbols are not always the same on every map.  Always refer to the legend to avoid error 
when reading a map.  The legend is located in the lower left margin. 
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1102.  Colors on a Map 
 
To help you identify features on a map, topographical and cultural information is usually printed 
in different colors.  These colors may vary from map to map.  On a standard map, the colors used 
and the features they represent are shown below. 
 

COLOR DESCRIPTION 
Black Indicates manmade features, such as buildings and roads. 
Blue Identifies hydrography or water features, such as lakes, swamps, 

rivers, and drainage. 
Green Identifies vegetation with military significance, such as woods and 

orchards. 
Reddish-Brown On newer maps, red and brown have been combined to identify all 

cultural features (boundaries and major roads) and elevation (contour 
lines).  When using a red lens light source, this color is easier to see 
than the brown used on older maps. 
Note: On older edition maps, the colors brown and red are usually 

used instead of reddish-brown. 
Brown Identifies all relief features and elevations, such as contour lines. 
Red Classifies cultural features, such as populated areas, main roads, and 

boundaries. 
 
1103. Topographic Map Symbols 
 
The mapmaker uses symbols to represent the natural and manmade features of the earth's 
surface.  These symbols resemble, as closely as possible, the actual features themselves as 
viewed from above.  They are positioned in such a manner that 
 
 

The center of the symbol remains in the true location. 
 
 
An exception to this rule is the position of a feature next to a major road.  If the width of the road 
is exaggerated, then the feature is moved from its true position to preserve its relation to the road. 
 
There are several hundred standard topographic map symbols.  You are not required to memorize 
all of these symbols, but you must be able to identify those features which are used on your 
Margarita Peak map.  By the completion of this course you will be able to recognize most of 
these topographic symbols without referring to the legend.  Until that time, be sure to refer to the 
legend. 
 
Note: Now that you are familiar with the layout of your map, you will want to fold it for 

storage and easy access.  There are many ways to do this, but Appendix A gives one 
suggestion on how to fold your map. 
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Lesson Summary.  This lesson introduced you to how a topographical map is set up, as well as 
the colors and symbols used on these maps. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 

1. In the space provided, enter the following elements of marginal information from 
your Margarita Peak map.  For those items with illustrations (h-m), identify the 
element of marginal information shown above each item. 

 
a. Sheet Name   _____________________ 
 
b. Series Number   _____________________ 
 
c. Contour Interval Note  _____________________ 
 
d. Edition Number  _____________________ 
 
e. Series Name   _____________________ 
 
f. Sheet Number   _____________________ 
 
g. Scale    _____________________ 

 

 
 

h.  ________________________ 
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i. ________________________   j. __________________________ 

 
k. ________________________   l. __________________________ 

 
 

m. _________________________ 
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2. Identify the colors used on your map to show natural and man made features and 
describe what each color represents. 

 
Color Representation 

 
a. ________________ ____________________________ 

  
 ____________________________ 

 
 ____________________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
 
 
 

Color  Representation 
 

b. _______________ ____________________________ 
 

 ____________________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
  
 ____________________________ 
 
 

Color  Representation 
 

c. _______________ ____________________________ 
  
 ____________________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
 
 

Color  Representation 
 

d. _______________ ____________________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
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3. Using the legend on your map, identify the following topographical symbols used to                
represent natural and manmade features. 

 

a.   ___________________________________ 
 
b.   ___________________________________ 
 
c.   ___________________________________ 
 

d.   ___________________________________ 
 
e.   ___________________________________ 
 
f.   ___________________________________ 
 

g.   ___________________________________ 
 

h.   ___________________________________ 
 

i.   ___________________________________ 
 
j.   ___________________________________ 
 

Lesson 2.  THE GRID SYSTEM 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
1. Determine the exact 4-digit coordinate of the grid square containing a specified 

point on a topographical map. 
 
2. Determine the 6-digit grid coordinate of a point on a topographical map to within 

100-meters. 
 
3. Given a 6-digit grid coordinate, determine the identity of the feature located at 

that coordinate. 
 
Many Marines have difficulty with understanding the grid coordinate system.  If you understand 
it, then it is seems easy--just READ RIGHT, THEN UP!  But if you don't understand it, then 
"read right, then up" becomes some sort of cryptic evil incantation, that when recited backwards 
ten times, will damn you to eternal confusion in the stagnant morass of incomprehension.  But it 
is not like that at all.  Because of the number of Marines who have difficulty with grid 
coordinates, we will teach you grid coordinates using two different analogies. 
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The first involves basic algebra.  This analogy is covered in paragraph 1202.  If you have never 
taken algebra (or took it and did not understand it) then don't worry.  In paragraphs 1203 and 
1204 we will explain grid coordinates a second time using non-algebraic methods. 
 
1201.  The Military Grid Reference System 
 
To navigate, you have to know how to find your location on a map.  The map has lines running 
north, south, east and west.  These lines (which are called grid lines) form small squares, 1,000 
meters on each side, called grid squares.  The lines that form grid squares are numbered along 
the outside edge of your map.  The precision of a point location is shown by the number of digits 
in the coordinates; the more digits, the more precise the location.  A 4-digit grid coordinate, such 
as 8872, identifies an area on the map that is 1,000 meters x 1,000 meters.  A 6-digit grid 
coordinate, such as 885727, identifies an area that is 100 meters x 100 meters.  How big an area 
do you think an 8-digit grid coordinate identifies?  That's right, 10 meters x 10 meters.  Note that 
grid lines are identified by a set of digits.  The NORTH-SOUTH grid lines increase in value from 
west to east.  The EAST-WEST grid lines increase in value from south to north. 
 
1202.  Algebra Analogy 
 
a. Plotting numbers on a quadrant.  In algebra, you are often required to plot numbers, such as 
(3,2) and (10,11), in a quadrant (fig 1-2 ). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1-2.  Plotting numbers on a quadrant. 
 
In case you have forgotten, the first number in the point that you are trying to plot is the "x" 
number.  In our second example --(10,11)-- the number plotted on the "x axis" is "10."  In other 
words, you went 10 spaces to the right.  The second number, in this case "11," is plotted on the 
"y axis."  In other words, after you found the proper position for the "x"  (10 spaces to the right), 
you went 11 spaces up.  If you did this properly, then guess what?  You plotted the point by 
READING RIGHT, THEN UP.  This is one of the cardinal rules in map reading. 
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b. Algebra and 4-digit grid coordinates.  The only major differences in locating grid 
coordinates on a map and plotting points on a quadrant in algebra is that in algebra, the points are 
surrounded by parentheses and the "x" and "y" numbers are separated by a comma!  There are a 
few minor differences.  On a map, you only deal with the "upper right hand quadrant."  The x 
axis and y axis are rarely shown on a map (thus, the origin, point (0,0), will rarely be shown).  
Single digit numbers, such as 4 and 9 have a "0" placed in front of them as a "place holder" (thus 
being expressed as "04" and "09").  Finally, grid lines are drawn on a map to help you locate 
your points.  To locate the point 5892 on a map, go RIGHT to space 58 on the "x axis" and go 
UP to space 92 on the "y axis" (fig 1-3).  Remember, this will identify an area that is 1,000 
meters x 1,000 meters (a grid square).  You now know how to plot a 4-digit grid coordinate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1-3.  Finding grid square 5892. 
 
c. Algebra and 6-digit grid coordinates.  Suppose that you needed to get a little more precise 
when plotting a point on a quadrant.  Instead of plotting (30,50), suppose you had to plot (30 
3,50 7).  How would you do it?  That's right.  Instead of going RIGHT to space 10, you would 
go to space 30 and 3/10th.  Instead of going UP to space 50, you would go to space 50 and 7/10th 
(fig 1-4).  To write the algebraic point (30.3, 50.7) as a grid coordinate, simply take out the 
parentheses, the coma, and the decimal points.  When you do that, it is written 303507. 
Remember, a 6-digit grid coordinate identifies an area that is 100 meters x 100 meters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1-4.  Finding a 6-digit grid coordinate. 
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d. Algebra and 8-digit grid coordinates.  An 8-digit grid coordinate is done the exact same 
way.  For grid coordinate 46898376, the first four numbers, 4689, apply to the "x axis."  Move 
46 and 89/100th spaces to the right.  The second set of four numbers, 8376, apply to the "y axis."  
Move 83 and 76/100th spaces up.  An 8-digit grid coordinate identifies an area that is 10 meters x 
10 meters.  That wasn't so hard, was it?  Now recite the magical incantation, "ekac fo eceip" 
backwards ten times to release yourself from the stagnant morass of incomprehension. 
 
In paragraphs 1203 and 1204 we will teach grid coordinates again, without using the algebra 
analogy.  Even if you were "blessed" with taking algebra in school, read paragraphs 1203 and 
1204 anyway to get a better understanding of grid coordinates. 
 
1203. 4-Digit Grid Coordinates 
 
Let's say that you desire to determine the grid coordinates of hill 450 to the nearest 1,000 meters.  
First, identify the grid square in which it is located.  The cardinal rule of map reading is 
 

 
READ RIGHT, THEN UP 

 
 

In other words, looking at the numbers at the bottom of the map, read from left to right until you 
identify the last north-south grid line before arriving at hill 450.  This is grid line 11.  Write "11" 
down on a piece of paper.  Now look at the numbers on the side of the map and read UP until 
you identify the last east-west grid line before arriving at hill 450.  This is grid line 43.  Write 
"43" down right beside the "11."  The identity of the grid square is 1143.  Note that the point 
where these two grid lines intersect is in the lower left hand corner of the grid square.  In other 
words, grid squares are identified by the grid lines that intersect in their lower left hand corner.  
You have, therefore, located a point to the nearest 1,000 meters by using a 4-digit grid coordinate 
(fig 1-5). 
 

 
 

Fig 1-5.  Determining a 4-digit grid coordinate. 
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1204. 6-Digit Grid Coordinates 
 
Next, you need to know how to locate points within grid squares.  Imagine dividing the grid 
square into 100 smaller squares.  The coordinates of a point in such a grid square will have six 
digits (numbers).  Each of the grid squares in figure 1-6 is 1,000 meters long and 1,000 meters 
high.  One of the grid squares is divided into 100 smaller squares--each 100 meters long and 100 
meters high.  Note that the lines within the grid square also read RIGHT, then UP.  In a 6-digit 
grid coordinate, such as 284936, the first 3 numbers are the "read right" part of "read right, then 
up;" whereas, the last 3 numbers are the "then up" part. 
 
To locate point C in grid square 3050 (fig 1-6), you should use the following procedure: 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Read right to vertical line 30.  Note that point C is 3/10 of the distance 

toward the vertical line 31.  Write the vertical coordinate for point as 303. 
2 Read up vertical line 30 to horizontal line 50.  Note that point C is 7/10 of 

the distance toward the horizontal line 51.  Write the horizontal coordinate of 
point C as 507. 

3 To write the 6-digit coordinate that locates point C, simply combine the two 
readings--303507.  The vertical reading is ALWAYS placed before the 
horizontal reading. 

 
Do not actually draw the lines within the grid square (fig 1-6), since such lines would obstruct 
other information.  You can determine a 6-digit grid coordinate by approximation, or by using 
your coordinate scale on a protractor.  Use of the coordinate scale is explained in the next 
paragraph. 
 

 
 

Fig 1-6.  Determining a 6-digit grid coordinate. 
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1205. Use of the Coordinate Scale 
 
If you require a more accurate 6-digit grid coordinate than can be obtained by estimation, you 
should use a coordinate scale (fig 1-7). 

 
Fig 1-7.  Coordinate scales on a protractor. 

 
There are three coordinate scales located on your protractor:  1:100,000, 1:50,000, and 1:25,000.  
Use the one that corresponds with the scale of the map you are using.  In most cases this will be 
1:50,000.  To locate point C in grid square 3050 using the coordinate scale on your protractor, 
use the following procedures: 
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a. Place the proper coordinate scale of your protractor on the map so that the zero-zero point 
is to the BOTTOM RIGHT of the scale (fig 1-8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 1-8.  Coordinate scale. 

 
b. Place the zero-zero point at the LOWER LEFT hand corner of grid square 3050 (fig 1-9). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 1-9.  Place coordinate scale on map. 

 
c. Keeping the horizontal line of the scale directly on top of the east-west grid line (in this 
case, grid line 50), slide it to the right until the vertical line of the scale touches the point (point 
C) for which the coordinates are desired (fig 1-10). 
 
d. Examine the two sides of the coordinate scale to ensure that the horizontal line of the scale 
is aligned with the east-west grid line, and the vertical line of the scale is parallel with the north-
south grid line. 
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e. Determine your RIGHT reading by first reading the value of the grid line to the left of 
point C (30).  Add to this value the number which tells how far into the grid square point C is.  In 
this case, it is 300 meters (fig 1-10).  You now have the complete RIGHT reading of 303. 
 
f. Next, determine your UP reading by first reading the value of the horizontal grid line below 
point C (50).  Add to this value the number which tells how far point C is up in the grid square.  
In this case it is 700 meters.  You now have the complete UP reading of 507 (fig 1-10).  When 
determining both your right and up reading, round your value to the closest number on your 
coordinate scale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1-10.  Read RIGHT, then UP. 
 
g. By combining the RIGHT reading (303) with the UP reading (507), you have accurately 
determined that the 6-digit grid coordinate of point C is 303507. 
 
1206.  Locating Points on a Map 
 
You have learned how to determine the grid coordinates of a given point on a snap to within 100 
meters (6-digits).  Next you need to know the method of locating a point on your map when 
given a 6-digit grid coordinate.  To locate a point on the map, using the coordinate scale on your 
protractor, use the following procedures: 
 
a. Locate the correct arid square.  To locate the correct grid square, determine the 4-digit grid 
coordinates from the given 6-digit grid coordinates. 
 

(1) Split your 6-digit coordinates into two parts.  For example, the grid coordinates 
025672 would be split to read 025 for your RIGHT reading, and 672 for your UP 
reading. 
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(2) Determine the vertical (north-south) grid line.  It is the first two numbers of your 

RIGHT reading. 
 

02 
 

(3) Determine the horizontal (east-west) grid line.  It is the first two numbers of your 
UP reading. 

 
67 

 
(4) Determine your 4-digit grid coordinates.  Combine the RIGHT with the UP 

reading. 
 

 
02 + 67 = 0267 

 
 

b. Plot the 6-digit coordinates.  The procedures for plotting your grid coordinates are listed as 
follows: 
 

(1) Place the proper coordinate scale of your protractor with the zero-zero point at the 
lower left hand corner of the grid square 0267, keeping the horizontal line of the 
scale directly on top of the east-west grid line. 

 
(2) Examine the two sides of the coordinate scale to ensure that the horizontal line of 

the scale is aligned with the east-west grid line, and the vertical line of the scale is 
parallel with the north-south grid line (fig 1-11). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 1-11.  Place the coordinate scale. 
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(3) Slide the protractor to the right until vertical grid line 02 intersects the horizontal 

scale at the 100-meter reading “5” (fig 1-12).  This point 025, is your RIGHT 
reading. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1-12.  Slide coordinate scale to the right. 
 

(4) Determine the position of your UP reading by plotting a point adjacent to your 
vertical scale equal to your UP reading.  In this case the UP value of the vertical 
scale is at the 100-meter reading 2 (fig 1-13).  This point is not only your UP 
reading, 672, but is also the location of your 6-digit coordinate, 025672. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 1-13.  Plot UP reading. 

 
c. Through accurate plotting you have located the position of your 6-digit grid coordinate 
025672.  Remember, because this point is only accurate to within 100 meters, the actual point 
that you are trying to locate on the map may be up or down, or on one side or the other of your 
plot. 
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1207. 8-Digit Grid Coordinates 
 
In some mapping situations, it is desirable to further divide a 100-meter grid square into 10-
meter grid squares.  This is done in the same manner as dividing a 1,000-meter grid square into 
100-meter grid squares, either through estimation or by use of a coordinate scale.  The result is 
an 8-digit grid coordinate which identifies a point on the map to within 10 meters.  However, 6-
digit grid coordinates, when accurately determined, should meet all your needs for effective land 
navigation.  Therefore, in this course you will only be concerned with 4-digit (1,000-meter) and 
6-digit (100-meter) grid coordinates. 
 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson you learned about grid coordinates, a simple concept that 
gives many Marines a difficult time.  If you are still having problems with grid coordinates or if 
you have problems with the following lesson exercise, then go back and review this lesson, as it 
is very important. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 

1. Determine the exact 4-digit coordinates of the grid square containing the 
following specified points on your Margarita Peak map. 

 
a. Bench mark 582.5     ____________ 
 (upper left section of map) 

 
b. De Luz School     ____________ 
 (upper right section of map 

 
c. Horizontal control station 25    ____________ 
 (lower left section of map along the coast) 

 
d. Spot elevation 201     ____________ 

   (lower right section of map) 
 

e. Bench mark 80.2     ____________ 
   (middle left section of map) 
 

f. Marine Corps Hospital Helipad   ____________ 
   (middle right section of map) 
 

g. Little Libby Lake     ____________ 
   (lower right section of map) 
 

h. Checked spot elevation 176    ____________ 
   (middle section of map) 
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i. Bench mark 189.9     ____________ 
   (upper right section of map) 
 

j. Southeastern part of Ross Lake   ____________ 
 (upper right section of map) 

 
k. Northwestern part of Windmill Lake   ____________ 
 (lower middle section of map) 

 
1. Pulgas Lake      ____________ 
 (middle left section of map) 

 
2. Determine the 6-digit grid coordinates of the following points on your Margarita 

Peak map to within 100 meters. 
 

Hint: Use the grid squares that you determined in item 1 to help you relocate 
these points. 

 
 a. Bench mark 582.5 ____________________ 
 
 b. De Luz School ____________________ 
 
 c. Horizontal Control Station 25 ____________________ 
 
 d. Rodeo grounds ____________________ 
 
 e. Horizontal Control Station Rex  ____________________ 
 
 f. Las Flores   ____________________ 
 
 g. Libby School ____________________ 
 
 h. Checked spot elevation 176 ____________________ 
 
 i. Bench Mark 189.9 ____________________ 

 
3. Determine the feature located at the following coordinates. 

 
  a. 626995 ________________________ 
 
  b. 582863 ________________________ 
 
  c. 741799 ________________________ 
 
  d. 693837 ________________________ 
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  e. 741854 ________________________ 
 
  f. 639875 ________________________ 
 
  g. 666926 ________________________ 
 
  h. 656025 ________________________ 
 
  i. 721795 ________________________ 
 
  j. 735922 ________________________ 
 
  k. 702988 ________________________ 
 
  1. 615004 ________________________ 
 
  m. 553941 ________________________ 
 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
 
During this study unit, you were introduced to grid coordinates and the layout of topographical 
maps.  In the next study unit, you will learn about how to determine distances on a map and how 
to maintain direction using a compass. 
 
Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions 
 Reference 
 

1. 
a. Margarita Peak      1101a 
b. V795        1101e 
c. 20 Meters       1101l 
d. 8-NIMA       1101f 
e. California       1101c 
f. 2550 IV       1101b 
g. 1:50,000       1101d 
h. Bar Scales       1101k 
i. Adjoining Sheets Diagram     1101h 
j. Index to Boundaries      1101g 
k. Elevation Guide      1101i 
l. Declination Diagram      1101j 
m. Legend       1101m 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions, continued 
 Reference 
 
 2. 

a. Black - indicates cultural (man made) features, such  1102 
as buildings and roads. 

b. Reddish-Brown - the colors red and brown are   1102 
combined to identify cultural features and elevation, 
such as roads and contour lines, on red-light readable 
maps. 

c. Blue - identifies hydrography or water features, such 1102 
as lakes, swamps, rivers, and drainage. 

d. Green - identifies vegetation with military   1102 
significance, such as woods and orchards. 

3. 
a. Road route markers: interstate, federal, state   1103 
b. Road, fair or dry weather, unimproved surface  1103 
c. open pit mine or quarry     1103 
d. Divided highway with median strip    1103 
e. Buildings       1103 
f. Secondary road, all weather, hard surface   1103 
g. Church; School      1103 
h. Bench Mark 219.2, monumented    1103 
i. Spot elevation .144, in meters     1103 
j. Light duty road, all weather, hard or improved  1103 

surface 
 
Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions 
 Reference 
 

1. 1202a/1203 
 a. 5801 
 b. 7000 

  c. 5783 
  d. 7386 

 e. 6290 
 f. 6988 
 g. 7179 
 h. 6393 
 i. 7402 
 j. 7300 
 k. 6879 

  1. 5989 
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions, continued 
 Reference 
 

2. 1202c/1204c 
  a. 583016 
  b. 703003 
  c. 572830 

 d. 713833 
 e. 595994 
 f. 592832 

g. 715792 
  h. 635937 
  i. 741029 
 

3.          1206 
 a. Hill 

  b. Borrow Pit 
 c. Light duty road intersection 
 d. Reservoir 

  e. Saddle 
  f. Intersection of intermittent stream and 

unimproved surface road 
  g. Observation tower 
  h. Building 

 i. Intersection between a secondary road and a 
  light duty road 
 j. Borrow pit 
 k. Fire Station 
 1. Lake or pond 

m. Observation tower 
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STUDY UNIT 2 
 

DISTANCE AND DIRECTION 
 

Introduction.  How far have you traveled since leaving your last checkpoint?  How fast 
must you move to reach your next checkpoint before nightfall?  How long will it take to 
reach the next source of water shown on your map?  During this study unit you will learn 
how to answer these questions and many others pertaining to time, rate, and distance so 
you can successfully navigate to your objective. 

 
Lesson 1. DETERMINING DISTANCE 
 
 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Using the metric system of measurement, convert distances between meters and 
kilometers. 
 

2. Determine the straight-line map distance between two points to within 50 meters. 
 

3. Determine the irregular map distance between two points to within 100 meters. 
 

4. Solve time, rate, and distance problems. 
 
2101.  Preparing to Measure Distance 
 
There are several techniques of determining distance, each involving several considerations or 
steps.  Regardless of which technique you use, accuracy is essential.  Errors resulting from 
carelessness will be magnified thousands of times on the actual terrain.  Each centimeter of error 
on a 1:50,000 scale map will reflect an error of 500 meters on the ground.  Such errors will 
ultimately result in missed checkpoints and failure to successfully navigate to your objective.  
While all aspects of land navigation deserve particular attention, this is especially true when 
determining distance.  You should take the following precautions when measuring distances: 
 
a. Isolate yourself to avoid being disturbed. 
 
b. Put the map on a flat surface and remove all the wrinkles. 
 
c. Use the most accurate measuring devices available, such as the bar scale at the bottom of 
your map. 
 
d. Keep the sharpest point possible on your pencil. 
 
e. Erase tick marks made on the map as soon as they have served their purpose. 
 
f. If you are using a piece of paper to tick off distance, erase the old tick marks or use a 

different side of the paper for each new measurement taken. 
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g. Do not trust your memory.  As soon as a measurement is made or distance determined, 
record and identify it on a separate sheet of paper. 
 
h. Take your time.  Look straight down at the map to ensure that the tick marks and 
measuring devices are positioned correctly. 
 
i. Recheck your work.  If possible, have another qualified person check it. 
 
2102.  The Metric System of Measurement 
 
In most foreign countries, the metric system of measurement is used.  Since Marines must be 
able to operate in "any clime and place," it is essential that you learn the metric system of 
measurement and how it applies to land navigation.  While completely understanding the metric 
system may be beneficial, there are only two units of measurement which you need to be 
concerned with to navigate successfully--the meter and the kilometer. 
 
a. The meter is commonly used to express ground distances.  It contains 39.37 inches or, 
when compared to the yard, it is 1.094 yards.  For practical purposes, you can visualize the meter 
as being slightly larger than a yard. 
 
b. The kilometer is used to express greater ground distances than would be practical to 
express in meters.  Compared to the mile, the kilometer is equal to 621 of a mile.  For practical 
purposes, you can visualize a kilometer as being slightly larger than 1/2 a mile.  1,000 meters = 1 
kilometer. 
 
c. Often it is necessary to convert from meters to kilometers or kilometers to meters.  This is 
accomplished by simply moving the decimal point the proper number of places and in the proper 
direction. 
 

(1) To convert meters to kilometers, move the decimal point three places to the LEFT. 
 
Example: 1,250 meters = 1.250 kilometers 

 
(2) To convert kilometers to meters, move the decimal point three places to the 

RIGHT, adding zeros when necessary. 
 

Example: 3.41 kilometers = 3,410.00 meters 
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2103. Graphic Scales 
 
a. The coordinate scale you have been issued (fig 2-1) may also be used to determine 
distances of 1 kilometer or less.  If a coordinate scale is used to determine ground distance, 
ensure it is the same scale as your map. 

 
Fig 2-1.  The coordinate scale. 

 
b. The straightedge of the lensatic compass is engraved with a graphic scale (fig 2-2).  This 
graphic scale represents 6,000 meters of ground distance on a map with a scale of 1:50.000.  This 
scale is divided by lines, into 100-meter increments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2-2.  Compass graphic scale. 
 
c. You may use the bar scale on your map to convert distances on the map to actual ground 
distances (fig 2-3).  The bar scale is divided into two parts.  To the right of the zero, the scale is 
marked in full units of measure and is called the primary scale. To the left of the zero, the scale is 
divided into tenths and is called the extension scale.  Most maps have three or more bar scales, 
each using a different unit of measure.  Be sure to use the correct scale for the unit of measure 
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desired.  The bar scale is the preferred technique for measuring distances over 1 kilometer (1,000 
meters). 
 

 
 

Fig 2-3.  Bar Scale. 
 
d. Your choice of which graphic scale to use when determining ground distances is 
unimportant.  If properly used, they will all produce the same results. 
 
2104.  Determining Straight-line Distance. 
 
a. To determine straight-line distance between two points on a map, lay a straight-edged piece 
of paper on the map so that the edge of paper touches both points and extends past them.  Make a 
tick mark on the edge of the paper at each point (fig 2-4).  Remember that the center of the 
topographic symbol accurately designates the true location of the object on the ground. 
 

 
MEASURE ALL MAP DISTANCES FROM THE CENTER OF THE 

TOPOGRAPHIC SYMBOL 
 

 
Fig 2-4.  Transferring map distance to paper strip. 
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b. To convert map distance to ground distance, move the paper down to the appropriate unit 
of measure on the graphic bar scale, and align the right tick mark (b) with a printed number 
in the primary scale so that the left tick mark (a) is in the extension scale (fig 2-5). 

 

 
 

Fig 2-5.  Measuring straight-line map distance. 
 
In this case the right tick mark (b) is aligned with the 3,000-meter mark in the primary scale, thus 
the distance is at least 3,000 meters.  To determine the distance between the two points to the 
nearest 10 meters, look at the extension scale.  The extension scale is numbered with zero at the 
right and increases to the left.  When using the extension scale, always read RIGHT TO LEFT 
(fig 2-5).  From the zero to the end of the first shaded square is 100 meters.  From the beginning 
of the white square to the left is 100 to 200 meters; at the beginning of the second shaded square 
is 200 to 300 meters.  Remember, the distance in the extension scale increases from right to left.  
To determine the distance from tick mark (a), estimate the distance inside the squares to the 
closest tenth.  As you break down the distance between the squares in the extension scale, you 
will see that tick mark (a) is aligned with the 950-meter mark.  Adding the distance of 3,000 
meters determined in the primary scale, we find that the total distance between (a) and (b) is: 
 

3,000 + 950 = 3,950 meters 
 
c. There may be times when the distance you measure on the edge of the paper exceeds the 

graphic scale.  One technique you can use to determine the distance is to align the right tick 
mark (b)with a printed number in the primary scale, in this case 5 kilometers (fig 2-6).  You 
can see that from point (a) to (b) is more than 6,000 meters.  To determine the distance to 
the nearest 10 meters, place a tick mark (c) on the edge of the paper at the end of the 
extension scale (fig 2-6). 

 

 
Fig 2-6.  Determining exact distance. 
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You know that from point (b) to (c) is 6,000 meters (5,000 from the primary scale and 1,000 
from the extension scale).  Now, measure the distance between points (a) and (c) on your sheet 
of paper the same way you did in paragraph 2104b, only use point (c) as your right hand tick 
mark (fig 2-7).  The total ground distance between start and finish points is 6,420 meters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2-7.  Reading the extension scale. 
 
d. One point to remember is that distance measured on a map does not take into consideration 
the rise and fall of the land.  All distances measured by using the map and graphic scales are flat 
distances.  Therefore, the distance measured on a map will increase when actually measured out 
on the ground (fig 2-8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2-8.  Comparison of horizontal measurement to actual distance. 
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2105. Determining Irregular Map Distance 
 
To measure distance along a winding road, stream, or other curved line, you still use the straight 
edge of a piece of paper.  In order to avoid confusion concerning the starting point and the 
ending point, a six-digit coordinate, combined with a description of the topographical feature, 
should be given for both the starting and ending points.  Place a tick mark on the paper and map 
at the beginning point from which the curved line is to be measured.  Place a paper strip or other 
material with a straightedge along the center of the irregular feature (fig 2-9), and extend the tick 
mark onto the paper strip.  Because the paper strip is straight and the irregular feature is curved, 
the straightedge will eventually leave the center of the irregular feature.  At the exact point where 
this occurs, place a tick mark on both the map and paper strip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2-9.  Measuring irregular distances. 
 
Keeping both tick marks together (on paper and map), place the point of the pencil close to the 
edge of the paper on the tick mark to hold it in place and pivot the paper until another straight 
portion of the curved line is aligned with the edge of the paper.  Repeat this procedure while 
carefully aligning the straightedge with the center of the feature and placing tick marks on both 
the map and paper strip each time it leaves the center until you have ticked off the desired 
distance (fig 2-10). 
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Fig 2-10.  Placing tick marks. 
 
Place the paper strip on a graphic bar scale and determine the ground distance measured (fig 2-
11). 

 
Fig 2-11.  Determining total map distance. 

 
2106. Time, Rate, and Distance 
 
In practically every aspect of land navigation, you will ask questions dealing with time, rate, and 
distance.  How long should it take me to reach my next checkpoint?  How far must I travel?  
How far have I gone?  Your success will often depend on how accurately you answer these and 
many other questions pertaining to time, rate, and distance.  Time, rate, and distance--if you 
know two of these three factors, you can easily determine the third.  Ensure that you express 
each factor in the proper units and exercise care in carrying out the calculation. 
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a. Time must b expressed in hours.  If minutes are involved, convert them to a decimal part of 
an hour: 
 

(1) To convert minutes to a decimal form, simply divide the number of minutes by 60 
(the number of minutes in an hour). 

 
Example:  To convert 15 minutes to a decimal fraction, divide 15 by 60. 
 

                                  .25 hour
                60 )15.00 
                              12 0 
                                3 00 
                                3 00 
                                     0 
 

(2) When you solve for TIME, the minutes portion will come out in decimal form.  You 
may want to convert this decimal fraction to minutes.  To do so, multiply the 
decimal fraction by 60. 

 
Example:  To convert .35 hour to minutes: 

 
                                .35 
                            x   60 
                            21.00 minutes 
 
b. Express rate in miles per hour (mph) or kilometers per hour (kph).  If a fraction of this rate 
is involved, express it in decimal form. 
 

(1) To convert a common fraction to a decimal fraction, simply divide the bottom 
number (denominator) into the top number (numerator). 

 
 Example: To convert 1/4 kph into decimal form: 
 
                            .25  kph 
                       4)1.00 
                             8  
                             20 
                             20 
                               0 

 
(2) The normal rate of march for foot troops over normal terrain is 4 kilometers per 

hour (2.5 mph).  
 

Normal Terrain:  4 kph 
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(3) When traveling through thick jungle, swamps, or other restrictive terrain, the 
normal rate will vary.  As a rule of thumb when traveling through such terrain, 
assume your rate to be no more than 1/2 the normal rate, or 2 kilometers per hour. 

 
Restrictive Terrain:  2 kph 

 
(4) At times when speed is essential, troops may greatly exceed the normal rate of 

march and approach a rate of 8 kph. 
 

Speed is Essential:  8 kph 
 

(5) If you must estimate the rate at which you have been moving, use 4 kph as a basis.  
If you feel you have been moving faster or slower than the normal rate, adjust your 
estimation accordingly. 

 
c. Distance must be expressed in miles or kilometers.  If a part of a mile or kilometer is 
involved or a lesser unit of measure is used, it must be expressed as a decimal part of a mile or 
kilometer.  To convert a part of a mile or kilometer expressed as a common fraction to a decimal 
fraction, divide the bottom number (denominator) into the top number (numerator). 
 
 Example: To convert 3/4 of a kilometer to a decimal fraction: 
 
                                 .75  km (kilometer) 
                            4)3.00 
                               2 8 
                                  20 
                                  20 
                                    0 
 
2107.  Time, Rate, and Distance Problems 
 
In the previous section you learned how to convert time, rate, and distances measurements into 
the proper units of measurement.  In this section you will learn how to solve time, rate, and 
distance problems. 
 
a. To determine time required.  If you know the average speed at which you will be moving 
(rate) and how far you are going (distance), you can find out how long it will take to travel that 
distance by dividing the DISTANCE by the RATE where T = Time, D = Distance, and R = 
Rate: 
 
       T=D OR        T 

R          R)D 
 
 Example: How long will it take to travel 16 1/4 km at a rate of 5 kph? 
 
Solution: (1) Convert 16¼ to a decimal fraction:  If ¼ = .25, then 16 ¼ = 16:25 
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(2) Following your formula T = D/R, divide the Distance(16.25) by the Rate (5). 

 
                             3.25 hours  

                         5)16.25 
                           15 
                             12 
                             10 
                               25 
                               25 
                                 0 
 

b. To determine rate required.  If you know the distance you must travel and how much time 
you have to travel it in, you can determine how fast you must travel (rate) in order to arrive at 
your objective at the prescribed time by dividing the DISTANCE by the TIME.  Where T = 
Time, D = Distance, and R = Rate: 
 

R=D      OR   R      
                                  T                                          T)D 
 

Example: You have 2 hours and 15 minutes to travel 6 3/4 kilometers At what 
rate must you travel? 

 
Solution: 

 
(1) Convert the distance to a decimal form: 6 3/4 = 6.75 km. 

 
(2) Convert the minutes involved in the time into decimal form: 15 min = .25 hr, 

therefore 2 hr 15 min = 2.25 hr. 
 

(3) Following your formula R = D/T, divide the distance (6.75) by the time (2.25). 
 
                                 3 kph 
                    2.25)6.75 
                            6.75 
                                 0 
 
You must travel at a rate of 3 kph to cover 6 3/4 kilometers in the allotted time of 2 hours and 15 
minutes. 
 
c. To determine distance involved.  If you know the average rate at which you have been 
traveling and for how long you have traveled at that rate, you can determine the distance you 
have traveled by multiplying the TIME by the RATE.  Where T = Time, D = Distance, and R = 
Rate: 
 

D = T x R 
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 Example: You have been moving at an average rate of 4 kph since 0630 this 
morning.  It is now 1300.  How far have you traveled? 

Solution: 
 

(1) Determine the number of hours involved:  0630 to 1300 = 6½ hr = 6.5 hrs. 
 

(2) Following your formula D = T x R, multiply the time(6.5 hrs) by the rate (4 kph). 
 

6.5 x 4 = 26.0 km 
 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson you have learned about the metric system, measuring 
distances on a map, and solving time, rate, distance problems.  During the next lesson, you will 
learn about azimuths. 
 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 5 by performing the action required.  Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit 
 

1. Convert the following distances from meters to kilometers. 
 

a. 1,000 meters = ___________ kilometer(s) 
 

b. 3,000 meters = ___________ kilometer(s) 
 

c. 2,500 meters = ___________ kilometer(s) 
 

d. 750 meters = ___________ kilometer(s) 
 

e. 4,850 meters = ___________ kilometer(s) 
 

f. 1,333 meters = ___________ kilometer(s) 
 

2. Convert the following distances from kilometers to meters. 
 

a. 2 kilometers = ___________  meters 
 

b. 4.5 kilometers = ___________  meters 
 

c. 1.75 kilometers = ___________  meters 
 

d. .5 kilometers = ___________  meters 
 

e. .1 kilometers = ___________  meters 
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 3. Determine the straight-line map distance between the following points to within 

50 meters. 
 

a. Spot elevation .188 (5494) and the Observation Tower (5594). 
 
   __________ meters 
 

b. The intersection of the light duty road and the unimproved surface road 
(6000) and Bench Mark 705.3 (6502). 

 
   __________ meters 
 

c. The Borrow Pit (7392) and Pendleton School (7187). 
 

  __________ meters 
 

d. Control Tower (6389) and Non-monumented Bench Mark 123.1 (6489). 
 

 __________ meters 
 

e. Water tank (7484) and Water tank (7584). 
 
   __________ meters 
 

4. Determine the irregular map distance between following points to within 100 
meters. 

 
a. The "Y" intersection of light duty roads (5784) along Las Pulgas road to 

bench mark 25.3 (5885). 
 
   __________ meters 
 

b. Secondary and light duty intersection (582934)and the light duty road 
intersection (625899) along Basilone Rd. 

 
   __________ meters 
 

c. Bench Mark 139.3 (7101) and Bench Mark 189.9 (7402). 
 

   __________ meters 
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 5. Solve the following time, rate, and distance problems. 
 

a. How long will it take you to travel 24 kilometers at the normal rate of 
march over normal terrain?  

 
 __________ hours 

 
b. How long will it take you to travel 10 kilometers at the normal rate of 

march over normal terrain?  
 

 __________ hours 
 

c. How long will it take you to travel 3 kilometers at the normal rate of 
march over obstructive terrain?  

 
 __________ hours 

 
d. How long will it take you to travel from the unimproved and secondary 

intersection at (604878) and the "Y" intersection of light duty roads (5784) 
if speed is essential? 

 
   __________ minutes 
 

e. How fast must your squad travel to go 7 kilometers in 2 hours?  
 

 __________ kilometers per hour 
 
  f. How fast must your squad travel to go 10 kilometers in 2.5 hours?  
 

 __________ kilometers per hour 
 
 g. How fast must your squad travel to go from Bench Mark 139.3 (7101) to 

Bench Mark 189.9 (7402) in ½ +hour?  
 

 __________ kilometers per hour 
 

h. Your squad has been traveling at an average rate of 4 kph since 0800 this 
morning.  It is now 1530.  How far have you traveled? 

 
   __________ kilometers 
 

i. Your squad has been traveling at an average rate of 4 kph since 1900.  It 
is now 2200.  How far have you gone? 

 
   __________ kilometers 
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Lesson 2.  AZIMUTHS 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Describe grid north, magnetic north, and true north. 
 

2. Describe when grid north, magnetic north, and true north are used in land 
navigation. 

 
3. Using a protractor, determine the grid azimuth between two points to within 3 

degrees. 
 

4. Plot a grid azimuth using a protractor. 
 
5. Plot a known distance onto a plotted azimuth. 
 
6. Determine the back azimuth between two points. 
 
7. Given a declination diagram, determine the G-M angle. 
 
8. Using the declination diagram, convert a grid azimuth to a magnetic azimuth. 
 
9. Using the declination diagram, convert a magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth. 
 
10. Given a declination diagram, use the acronym LARS to convert grid azimuths and 

magnetic azimuths when a conversion note is unavailable. 
 
There are many ways of expressing direction, such as the clock system used to designate the 
wind direction on the rifle range, and the “right front,” “left front,” used in target designation. 
While these and other means are sometimes used in land navigation, the most accurate, most 
reliable, and the most often used method of expressing direction is in terms of an AZIMUTH. 
 
2201.  Azimuth Defined 
 
An azimuth is a straight line from one point to another.  This definition, however, leaves much to 
be desired in understanding the complete meaning of the word azimuth as it applies to land 
navigation.  Therefore, the following definition is required: 
 
 

 
AN AZIMUTH IS AN ANGLE MEASURED IN A CLOCKWISE DIRECTION 

FROM A PREDETERMINED BASE LINE 
 

 
Before attempting to determine or follow an azimuth in the field, you must have a clear 
understanding of each part of this definition. 
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AN AZIMUTH IS AN ANGLE . . . 

 
a. An azimuth is an angle means that it is part of a circle.  But just how much of a circle does 
each azimuth represent?  If a circle were divided into 360 equal “slices of pie” each slice would 
be one degree (fig 2-12).  Additionally, each degree can be broken down into 60 “minutes.”  Just 
as there are 60 minutes in an hour, there are also 60 minutes (60’) in a degree.  Thus, an azimuth 
can be expressed as 5° 15’ (5 degrees, 15 minutes). 

 
 

Fig 2-12.  An azimuth. 
 

. . . MEASURED IN A CLOCKWISE DIRECTION . . .  
 
b. When we say that an azimuth is an angle measured in a clockwise direction, we mean that 
each of the angles discussed above must have a starting point and from there progress in 
numerical value in a clockwise direction around the circle until it returns to the starting point.  
The starting point has a value of 0°, or (since it is also the final direction line) 360°.  It may be 
expressed as either 0° or 360°.  Since the degree value of azimuths always progresses in a 
clockwise direction, all azimuths between 0° and 180° will be on the right side of the imaginary 
circle and all azimuths between 180° and 360° will be on the left side of the circle (fig 2-12). 
 
Keep in mind that there are only 360° in a circle.  When working map problems, if you 
mathematically arrive at a figure exceeding 360°, then you have gone completely around the 
circle and started over again.  For example, if you add 15° to 350°, it would be expressed as 5°, 
NOT 365°. 
 

. . . FROM A PREDETERMINED BASE LINE 
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c. When we say that an azimuth is an angle measured in a clockwise direction from a 
predetermined base line, we mean that it is a certain number of degrees measured in a clockwise 
direction from some sort of reference point.  It is this portion of the definition that causes the 
most misunderstanding, confusion, and often loss of direction in the field. 
 
This reference point or base line we are referring to is north.  There are three base lines--true 
north, magnetic north, and grid north (fig 2-13).  The most commonly used are magnetic and grid 
north. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 2-13.  Base lines. 
 

(1) True North.  The true north line is a line from any point on the earth's surface to the 
North Pole.  True north can be found at night by locating the North Star, which 
always points towards true north (this will be covered in Study Unit 6).  True north 
is usually represented on the declination diagram by a line ending with a star (fig 2-
13).  True north is used almost exclusively when navigating without a compass. 

 
(2) Magnetic North.  The earth has a magnetic field that is close to (but not exactly on) 

the North Pole.  The direction to this north magnetic pole is indicated by the north-
seeking arrow of your lensatic compass.  Magnetic north is usually symbolized on 
the declination diagram by a line ending with a half arrowhead (fig 2-13).  Anytime 
you use the compass to plan or follow an azimuth in the field, you must work with 
azimuths measured from magnetic north. 

 
(3) Grid North.  This base line is established by using the vertical grid lines on the map.   

Grid north may be symbolized on the declination diagram by the letters GN (fig 2-
13).  Anytime you use a protractor in conjunction with a vertical grid line to 
determine or plot an azimuth on a map, you must work with an azimuth measured 
from grid north. 

 
d. When using grid north and magnetic north as base lines, you need to understand the 
difference between a grid azimuth and a magnetic azimuth: 
 

• A grid azimuth is an angle measured in a clockwise direction from grid north. 
 

• A magnetic azimuth is an angle measured in a clockwise direction from magnetic 
north. 
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2202. Determining a Grid Azimuth 
 
There are two methods of measuring grid azimuths from one point to another on the map.  
Whichever method you use, remember that you are dealing with GRID AZIMUTHS.  A grid 
azimuth CAN NOT be followed with a compass.  See paragraph 2205 for converting azimuths. 
 
a. Protractor and string method.  To use this method, you must first modify your protractor.  
Using a needle and piece of thread, punch a SMALL hole through the index mark of your 
protractor.  (The thread should be about 6 inches long).  Tie a knot in the thread on each side of 
the protractor as close to the index line as possible to secure the thread to the protractor.  Now 
you are ready to go. 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Place the index mark on your starting point.  Ensure that the vertical base line is 

parallel with a north-south grid line and the horizontal base line is parallel with 
an east-west grid line. 

2 Holding the protractor firmly against the map with one hand, stretch the piece 
of thread with your other hand so that the thread intersects your second point. 

3 The point where the thread intersects the inside scale of the protractor is your 
azimuth (the outside scale is in mils).  This is the GRID AZIMUTH from the 
starting point to the second point. 

 
b. Protractor and pencil method.  Before we get started with the steps for this method, you 
need to understand something.  If you go in a STRAIGHT line from one point to another, does 
the azimuth ever change?  Of course not.  No matter where you are on that line of march, as long 
as you maintain a straight line, the azimuth never changes.  Remember that when you get to 
Steps 1 and 3 for this method. 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Using a straight edge, draw a line connecting the two points (fig 2-14).  This 

line needs to be at least 4 inches long so that the line reaches the edge of the 
protractor in Step 4. 

2 Label the two points A and B, with point A being your starting position (fig 2-
14 ). 

3 Place the index mark of your protractor on the line you just drew where that 
line intersects a vertical grid line.  This point should be as close to point A as 
possible.  Ensure that the entire vertical base line on your protractor is directly 
on the vertical grid line that your line intersects.  If it is not, then your azimuth 
reading will be inaccurate. 
 
Note: The reason for placing the index mark on a point where your line 

intersects a vertical (or horizontal) grid line instead of directly on point 
A is so that you get a more accurate reading.  Remember, as long as 
you are on that straight line from point A to point B, the azimuth 
doesn't change. 

4 The point where the line intersects the inside scale of the protractor is your 
azimuth (the outside scale is in mils).  This is the GRID AZIMUTH from point 
A to point B. 
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Fig 2-14.  Determining a grid azimuth. 
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2203. Plotting A Grid Azimuth 
 
To plot a grid azimuth on a map, follow these steps (fig 2-15): 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Place the protractor on the map with the index mark at center mass of the 

known point. 
2 Ensure that the protractor's vertical base line is parallel with the closest north-

south grid line and the horizontal base line is parallel with an east-west grid 
line. 

3 Make a mark on the map at the desired grid azimuth. 
4 Remove the protractor and draw a line connecting the known point and the 

mark on the map.  You have now plotted the grid azimuth. 
5 To plot a known distance onto that azimuth, use a piece of paper to transfer the 

distance from the scale to the plotted azimuth. 
 

 
 
 

Fig 2-15.  Plotting a grid azimuth on the map. 
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Note: Remember, the azimuth you have just plotted is a GRID AZIMUTH.  It 

cannot be followed using a compass.  See paragraph 2205 for 
converting grid and magnetic azimuths. 

 
2204. Determining a Back Azimuth 
 
A back azimuth is the opposite direction of an azimuth.  It is the same as doing an “about face.”  
To obtain a back azimuth from an azimuth, refer to figure 2-16: 
 

ADD 180° IF THE AZIMUTH IS 180° OR LESS 
 

or 
 

SUBTRACT 180° IF THE AZIMUTH I S 180° OR MORE 
 

 
 

Fig 2-16.  Back azimuth. 
 
The back azimuth of 180° may be stated as 0° or 360°.  So, what happens if you added when you 
should have subtracted or subtracted when you should have added?  You will come up with 
either a negative number, or one that is over 360°.  Since you cannot express azimuths as either 
negative numbers or as numbers over 360°, simply do the opposite of what you did before.  If 
you added 180°, then subtract.  If you subtracted 180°, then add. 
 
2205. Converting Azimuths 
 
Because there is an angular difference between grid north and magnetic north, a conversion from 
magnetic to grid or vice versa is needed. 
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a. Declination diagram.  As previously discussed, azimuths measured with a protractor are 
grid azimuths (measured from grid north), and azimuths determined with the compass are 
magnetic azimuths (measured from magnetic north).  You cannot follow a grid azimuth with a 
compass, nor can you plot a magnetic azimuth with a protractor because of the angular difference 
between grid north and magnetic north. 
 

This angular difference (between grid north and magnetic north) is called G-M ANGLE 
(Grid-Magnetic angle).  The G-M angle varies for each map. 

 
Because of this angular difference (the G-M angle), before you can plot a magnetic azimuth on a 
map, you must convert it to a grid azimuth.  Likewise, before you can use a grid azimuth to 
navigate, you must convert it to a magnetic azimuth.  Declination diagrams display the difference 
between grid and magnetic north.  A complete set of instructions is included in MOST 
declination diagrams for your use in converting azimuths.  The G-M angle often is not expressed 
as a whole degree, such as ½° or 7° 15'.  Since you will not need to work with such precise 
numbers as minutes, round the G-M angle off to the nearest whole degree. 
 

If the G-M angle is ½o or 30’, round the angle up to the next highest whole degree. 
 
For example, the G-M angle that you use on your Margarita Peak Map is 14°.  What G-M 
angle would you use if the map’s G-M angle was 5 ¼°?  That's right, 5°.  What if it was 3°40'?  
Right again, 4°.  Remember, there are 60’ (minutes) in one degree, so 40’ is over ½° so you 
round up to the next higher degree. 
 

Remember, use 14o as the G-M angle for the Margarita Peak map. 
 
b. Conversion notes.  Refer to the conversion notes that appear with the declination diagrams 
explaining the use of the G-M angle (fig 2-17).  Refer to paragraph c to see how to use G-M 
angles on maps that don't have conversion notes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 2-17.  Examples of various declination diagrams. 
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One note provides instructions for converting a magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth.  The other 
provides instructions for converting a grid azimuth to a magnetic azimuth.  The conversion 
(addition or subtraction) is governed by the direction of magnetic north relative to grid north. 
 

(1) Converting arid azimuths to magnetic azimuths.  Examine the declination diagram 
on your Margarita Peak map.  The conversion note states: 

 
TO CONVERT A GRID AZIMUTH TO A 

MAGNETIC AZIMUTH, SUBTRACT G-M ANGLE 
 
To convert a 39° grid azimuth to a magnetic azimuth you simply follow the instructions.  
Subtracting the G-M angle (14°) from the grid azimuth (39°), you get the correct magnetic 
azimuth of 25°. 
 

(2) Converting magnetic azimuths to grid azimuths.  Again, examine the declination 
diagram on your Margarita Peak map.  The conversion note states: 

 
TO CONVERT A MAGNETIC AZIMUTH 

TO A GRID AZIMUTH, ADD G-M ANGLE 
 
To convert a 238° magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth you simply follow the instructions.  
Adding the G-M angle (14°) to the magnetic azimuth (238°), gives you the correct grid azimuth 
of 252°. 
 
c. Converting G-M angles without conversion notes.  If your declination diagram doesn't have 
conversion notes, how will you know whether to ADD or SUBTRACT the G-M angle?  This is 
rather simple.  Look at the examples of the declination diagrams in figure 2-18.  In the 
declination diagrams on the left and in the middle you will notice that magnetic north is to the 
left of grid north.  In other figures, as in the declination diagram on the right, magnetic north is to 
the right of grid north.  To convert grid azimuths and magnetic azimuths on declination diagrams 
that do not have conversion notes, use the simple acronym LARS (Left - Add, Right - Subtract). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2-18.  Declination diagrams without conversion notes. 
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(1) Converting magnetic azimuths to arid azimuths.  Look at your declination diagram 

(any map will work).  If you want to convert a magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth, 
put your finger on the magnetic north line on the declination diagram.  Which way 
do you have to move your finger to get to the grid azimuth?  If you move your 
finger to the LEFT, then ADD the G-M angle to the magnetic azimuth to get the 
proper grid azimuth.  If you move your finger to the RIGHT, then SUBTRACT the 
G-M angle to get the proper grid azimuth.  

 
(2) Converting arid azimuths to magnetic azimuths.  It works the same way for 

converting grid azimuths to magnetic azimuths.  Put your finger on the grid north 
line on the declination diagram.  If you move your finger to the LEFT to get to the 
magnetic azimuth, then ADD the G-M angle.  If you move your finger to the 
RIGHT, then SUBTRACT the G-M angle to get the proper magnetic azimuth. 

 
Look at the declination diagram on your Margarita Peak map.  Without looking at the conversion 
notes, do you have to add or subtract the G-M angle to convert a grid azimuth to a magnetic 
azimuth?  What do you do when converting a magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth?  Now look at 
the conversion notes.  Did you get it right?  Look at the middle declination diagram in figure 2-
18.  To convert a magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth do you add or subtract (and what is the G-
M angle)?  The correct answer is, you SUBTRACT 8°.  Did you get it right?  If not, then review 
paragraph c. 
 
Lesson Summary.  During this important lesson, you have learned the difference between the 
three types of norths and when they are used.  You have also learned how to determine and plot 
grid azimuths using a protractor and how to plot known distances onto plotted azimuths.  From 
there, you learned how to determine back azimuths, how to determine and use the G-M angle, 
and how to use the acronym LARS to convert grid azimuths and magnetic azimuths. 
 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 9 by performing the action required.  Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 

1. In the space provided below, describe grid north, magnetic north, and true north. 
 

Grid North ____________________________________________________ 
 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Magnetic North _________________________________________________ 
 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

True North ____________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
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2. In the space provided below, describe when grid north, magnetic north, and true 
north are used in land  navigation. 

 
Grid North ____________________________________________________ 

 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 Magnetic North _________________________________________________ 

 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
True North ____________________________________________________ 

 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Using your protractor, determine the grid azimuth between  the following points 

to within 3 degrees. 
 

a. Point A  Light duty road intersection at 597928 
   Point B  Intermittent stream intersection at 634912 
 
   Azimuth, A to B ________________________________ 
 

b. Point A  Well at 639870 
Point B  Hilltop at 625885 

 
Azimuth, A to B ________________________________ 

 
c. Point A  Hilltop at 596994 

   Point B  Hilltop at 605980 
 

Azimuth, A to B ________________________________ 
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4. Plot the following grid azimuths with your protractor and answer the questions in 
the space provide below. 

 
a. From the light duty road intersection at 572934 plot a grid azimuth of 

291°.  What topographical symbol is located 2,000 meters away along this 
azimuth? 

 __________________________________________________________ 
 

b. From the light duty road intersection at 742799, plot a grid azimuth of 40° 
What topographical symbol is located 1,900 meters away along this 
azimuth? 

  __________________________________________________________ 
 

c. From the building at 702797 plot a grid azimuth of 44° What 
topographical symbol is located 1,760 meters away along this azimuth? 

   __________________________________________________________ 
 

5. Determine the grid back azimuth of each azimuth that you determined in question 
3 and record your answers in the spaces provided below. 

 
 a. __________ b. ___________  c. __________ 

 
6. Round the following G-M angles off to the nearest whole degree. 

 
 a. 3 1/2° _____________ 
 
 b. 6° 44' _____________ 
 
 c. 4° 15' _____________ 
 
 d. 14° 30' _____________ 
 
 e. 5° 4' _____________ 
 

7. Using the declination diagram on your Margarita Peak map sheet, convert the 
following magnetic azimuths to grid azimuths. 

 
a. 108° magnetic = ____________° grid. 

 
b. 123° magnetic = ____________° grid. 

 
c. 352° magnetic = ____________° grid. 

 
d. 8° magnetic = ____________° grid. 

 
e. 276° magnetic = ____________° grid. 

 
f. 45° magnetic = ____________° grid. 
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8. Using the declination diagram on your Margarita Peak map sheet, convert the 
following grid azimuths to magnetic azimuths. 

 
a. 118° grid = ____________ ° magnetic 
 
b. 185° grid = ____________ ° magnetic 
 
c. 352° grid = ____________ ° magnetic 
 
d. 9° grid = ____________ ° magnetic 
 
e. 176° grid = ____________ ° magnetic 
 
f. 281° grid = ____________ ° magnetic 

 
9. Using the declination diagram pictured below, convert the following azimuths. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 a. 47° magnetic azimuth = _________ grid azimuth 
 
 b. 283° grid azimuth = __________ magnetic azimuth 
 
 c. 182° grid azimuth = __________ magnetic azimuth 
 
 d. 305° magnetic azimuth = __________ grid azimuth 
 
 e. 4° grid azimuth = __________ magnetic azimuth 
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UNIT SUMMARY 
 
In this study unit, you learned about the metric system, measuring distances on a map, and 
solving time, rate, distance problems.  You have learned the difference between the three types 
of norths and when they are used.  You have also learned how to determine and plot grid 
azimuths using a protractor and how to plot known distances onto plotted azimuths.  From there, 
you learned how to determine back azimuths, how to determine and use the G-M angle, and how 
to use the acronym LARS to convert grid azimuths and magnetic azimuths.  These skills are vital 
if you are to successfully navigate.  During the next study unit you will learn how to determine 
the elevation of locations on the ground, how to recognize the various terrain features, and the 
military significance of these features. 
 
Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions 
 Reference 
 
 1.        2102c(1) 

a. 1 kilometer 
b. 3 kilometers 

  c. 2.5 kilometers 
  d. 75 kilometers 
  e. 4.85 kilometers 
  f. 1.333 kilometers 

2.   2102c(2) 
  a. 2,000 meters   
  b. 4,500 meters 
  c. 1,750 meters 
  d. 500 meters 
  e. 100 meters 

3. 2104 
 a. 1,100 meters 
 b. 5,280 meters 
 c. 5,180 meters 
 d. 1,350 meters 
 e. 620 meters 

 4. 2105 
  a. 1,920 meters 
  b. 6,420 meters 
  c. 3,080 meters 

5. 
 a. 6 hours        2106b(2) 

b. 2.5 hours or 2 hours, 30 minutes    2106b(2) 
           2107a 

c. 1.5 hours or 1 hour, 30 minutes    2106b(3) 
           2107a 

d. 54 minutes       2106b(4) 
         2107a 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions, continued 
 Reference 
 

e. 3.5 kilometers per hour      2107c 
f. 4 kilometers per hour       2107c 
g. 63 kilometers per hour      2107c 
h. 30 kilometers        2107d 
i. 12 kilometers        2107d 

 
Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions 
 Reference 

1. 
a. Grid north - the vertical grid lines on the map  2201c(3) 
b. Magnetic north - the magnetic field near the   2201c(2) 
 North Pole.  The north seeking arrow on the 

compass points to it. 
c. True north - the north star and the North Pole  2201c(1) 

 
2. 
 a. Grid north - used when measuring azimuths   2201c(3) 

   on the map with a protractor 
 b. Magnetic north - used when following an   2201c(2) 

   azimuth off of a compass 
  c. True north - used when navigating without   2201c(1) 
   a compass 

3.          2202 
  a. 113° 
  b. 324° 
  c. 148° 

4.          2203 
 a. An observation tower 
 b. A light duty road intersection 
 c. An intermittent stream 
5.          2204 
 a. 289° 
 b. 144° 
 c. 328° 
6.          2205a (2) 
 a. 4° 
 b. 7° 
 c. 4° 
 d. 15° 
 e. 5° 
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions, continued 
 Reference 
 

7.          2205b (2 ) 
 a. 122° 
 b. 137° 
 c. 6° 
 d. 22° 
 e. 290° 
 f. 59° 
8.          2205b(1) 
 a. 104° 
 b. 171° 
 c. 338° 
 d. 355° 
 e. 162° 
 f. 267° 
9. 
 a. 39°        2205c(1) 
 b. 291°        2205c(2) 
 c. 190°        2205c (2) 
 d. 297°        2205c (1) 
 e. 12°        2205c (2 ) 
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STUDY UNIT 3 
 

ELEVATION AND RELIEF 
 

Introduction.  To navigate on land, you must have a clear understanding of the terrain 
which you and your squad must travel.  One way to do this is through a comprehensive 
map study.  You must be able to study a map and understand how the mapmaker shows 
elevation and relief.  This understanding will enable you to visualize the hills, valleys, 
cliffs, and other terrain features that will affect your navigation.  During this study unit, 
you will learn about elevation and relief. 

 
Lesson 1 TERRAIN FEATURES 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 
 
Given the grid coordinates to a terrain feature on the Margarita Peak map, identify the 
type of feature depicted 

 
 
3101. Types of Terrain Features 
 
As you plan and execute land navigation, you must be able to recognize and associate ground 
forms which you see or expect to see on the ground with the same features shown by contour 
lines on the map once you can recognize these ground forms and understand their characteristics, 
you can better use certain terrain features to your advantage and avoid those which might hinder 
you. 
 
a. Hill. 
 

(1) Representation.  A hill is an area of high ground.  From a hilltop, the ground slopes 
down in all directions.  A hill is shown on a map by contour lines forming 
concentric circles.  The inside of the smallest closed circle is the hilltop. 

 
(2) Application to navigation.  Your ability to recognize hills on a map will help you 

greatly in land navigation.  You can plan your routes to avoid unnecessary travel 
over them.  Checkpoints can be chosen on or near a prominent hilltop.  You can use 
a distant prominent hilltop to guide you.  Identifying hilltops on the ground and on 
the map can help you locate your position accurately (fig 3-1). 
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Fig 3-1.  Hill located at 750844. 
 
b. Ridge. 
 

(1) Representation.  A ridge is a series of hills connected to each other near the top.  A 
ridge line may extend for many miles.  It may be winding or quite straight.  It may 
have a reasonably uniform elevation along its top or it may vary greatly in 
elevation. 

 
(2) Application to navigation.  A ridge often serves as an ideal reference line during 

both day and night.  If a map study shows that the ridge is constantly on your left, 
then as long as you can see the familiar characteristics of the ridge silhouetted 
against the skyline on your left, you know that you are heading in the proper 
general direction.  After passing through thick terrain, if the ridge line is no longer 
on your left, you know you are heading in the wrong general direction.  It is 
normally easier to maintain direction, observe steering marks, and move with less 
obstruction by moving along the top of the ridge as opposed to the sides of the ridge 
(if the tactical disadvantage of being silhouetted against the skyline is not a 
determining factor, and if the top of the ridge is fairly uniform ) (fig 3-2 ). 
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Fig 3-2.  Ridge located from 657824 to 678828. 
 
c. Saddle. 
 

(1) Representation.  This is a dip or low point between two areas of higher ground.  A 
saddle is not necessarily the lower ground between two hilltops; it may be simply a 
dip or break along a level ridge crest.  If you are in a saddle, there is high ground in 
two opposite directions and low ground in the other two directions.  A saddle is 
normally represented as an hourglass or by figure-eight shaped contour lines. 
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(2) Application to navigation.  A distinct, unmistakable saddle will often provide a 
suitable checkpoint or steering mark.  Also, if you must cross a ridge, it is normally 
easiest to cross it at a saddle (fig 3-3). 

 

 
 

Fig 3-3.  Saddle located at 666826. 

 
d. Finger. 
 

(1) Representation.  A finger is a short, continuous sloping line of higher ground, 
normally jutting out from the side of a ridge or hill.  A finger is often formed by two 
roughly parallel draws.  The ground slopes down in three directions and up in one.  
Contour lines on a map depict a finger with the U or V pointing away from high 
ground. 

 
(2) Application to navigation.  A distinct, unmistakable finger may be chosen as a 

checkpoint or steering mark.  In the defense, fingers provide good fields of view for 
observation posts.  During movement, there is a chance of being skylined when 
traveling on fingers (fig 3-4). 
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Fig 3-4.  Finger and draw. 
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e. Draw. 
 

(1) Representation.  A draw is a short, continuous sloping line of low ground, normally 
cut into the side of a ridge or hill.  Often, there is a small stream running down the 
draw.  In a draw, there is essentially no level ground.  Therefore, little or no 
maneuver room exists within its confines.  If you are standing in the middle of a 
draw, the ground slopes upward in three directions and downward in the other 
direction.  Contour lines (fig 3-4) on a map depict a draw with the U or V pointing 
toward high ground. 

 
(2) Application to navigation.  A draw may or may not be a wise route to follow.  The 

sides of a draw are often steep.  The sides of draws are normally steeper than the 
fingers on both sides of the draw.  Fingers normally have convex slopes while 
draws normally have concave slopes.  Therefore, when you must climb a hill, draws 
provide an easy route at the bottom of the hill, but the route gets more difficult near 
the top when the sides of draws are normally quite steep.  Draws often provide good 
concealment during movement, but if the draw is covered by an enemy 
machinegun, it could become a death trap due to its steep sides.  A draw can be 
used to maintain direction. 

 
(3) Distinguishing between draws and fingers.  Look at point (a) on figure 3-5.  Is it a 

finger or a draw?  If you think it is a finger, you are wrong.  If you think it is a 
draw, you also are wrong.  You see, from the amount of information given in the 
figure, you can not tell what type of terrain feature it is.  You MUST look at the 
surrounding terrain features.  If there is a hill in the direction of the open end of the 
"U", then the feature is a finger; if not, then it is a draw.  If there is a stream in the 
middle of the feature, then is it a finger or a draw?  That's right, a draw.  Along 
those lines, here's a trivia question for you - which way does the closed end of the 
"U" of the contour lines point on a stream, upstream or downstream?  You already 
have enough information to answer this.  Which way does the closed end of the "U" 
of the contour lines point in a draw?  And where are streams, in draws or fingers?  
So the correct answer is that the closed end of the "U" points UPSTREAM. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-5.  Draw or finger? 
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f. Valley. 
 

(1) Representation.  A valley is a continuous line of low ground that normally rests in 
between two roughly parallel ridges.  Valleys often have streams or rivers running 
through them (fig 3-6). 

Fig 3-6.  Valley. 
 

(2) Application to navigation.  If you are navigating through a valley that has a stream, 
keep in mind that while the stream bed provides a relatively vegetation-free, easy 
to-follow route, it will often meander back and forth across the valley floor.  During 
inclement weather, many streams are subject to flash flooding.  Additionally, the 
banks of streams, creeks, and rivers often contain mud flats, marshes, and extremely 
thick vegetation.  During tactical foot movements, keep in mind the need for 
security and silent movement.  Moving silently while wading in water requires a 
great deal of effort on the part of each Marine.  Therefore, while the trace of a 
stream will often provide an ideal reference line, it is recommended that you move 
away from the stream and use the valley as a reference point. 

 
g. Cuts and fills. 
 

(1) Representation. 
 

(a) A CUT is a manmade feature resulting from cutting through high ground, 
usually to form a level bed for a road or railroad track.  Cuts are drawn with 
a contour line along the cut line.  This contour line extends the length of the 
cut and has tick marks that extend from the cut line to the roadbed, if the 
map scale permits this level of detail (fig 3-7). 
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(b) A FILL is a manmade feature resulting from filling a low area, usually to 
form a level bed for a road or railroad track.  Fills are drawn with contour 
lines along the fill line.  This contour line extends the length of the filled 
area and has tick marks that point toward lower ground.  If the man scale 
permits, the length of the fill tick marks are drawn to scale and extend from 
the base line of the fill (fig 3-7). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 3-7.  Cuts and fills. 

 
 (2) Application to navigation.  Prominent cuts and fills can often be used as 

checkpoints.  If the map shows that a road or railroad is punctuated with cuts and 
fills, it indicates that efforts have been made to eliminate radical changes in slope. 

 
h. Depression. 
 
 (1) Representation.  This is a low point in the ground or a sinkhole.  It is an area of low 

ground surrounded by higher ground in all directions, or simply a hole in the 
ground.  Usually only depressions that are equal to or greater than the contour 
interval will be shown.  On maps, depressions are represented by closed contour 
lines that have tick marks pointing toward low ground (fig 3-8). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-8  Depression. 
 
 (2) Application to navigation.  Prominent depressions can often be used as checkpoints.  

Because of the usually steep sides of depressions, bypass them if possible. 
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i. Cliff. 
 

(1) Representation.  A cliff is a vertical or near vertical terrain feature.  It is an abrupt 
change of the land.  When a slope is so steep that the contour lines converge into 
one "carrying" contour of contours, this last contour line sometimes has tick marks 
pointing toward low ground (fig 3-9).  (This cliff is shown on a Camp Pendleton 
Special map 1:32,500.  You were not issued this map with this course ). 

 
(2) Application to navigation.  Prominent cliffs can often be used as checkpoints.  

Because of the steep face of a cliff, it should be bypassed. 
 

 
Fig 3-9.  Cliffs. 

 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson, you learned about the various terrain features, how they 
are depicted on maps, and their application to land navigation.  During the next lesson, you will 
learn about the four types of slopes and their military significance. 
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Exercise: Complete item 1 by performing the action required.  Check your responses 
against those listed at the end of this study unit. 

 
1. Identify the following terrain features represented on your map by contour lines. 

 
Location   Terrain feature 
 
a. 701967 to 703940 _____________________________________ 
 
b. 694945  _____________________________________ 
 
c. 649861  _____________________________________ 
 
d. 641866  _____________________________________ 
 
e. 578950  _____________________________________ 
 
f. 648979 to 641996 _____________________________________ 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Lesson 2.  SLOPES 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Given the grid coordinates of a slope on the Margarita Peak map, identify the type 
of slope depicted. 

 
2. Determine the military impact of each of the four types of slopes. 

 
The terrain you navigate will contain wide varieties of ground forms.  Each hill may have a 
combination of different types of slopes which offer either an advantage or disadvantage to land 
navigation.  To determine the best routes for navigation, you must be able to recognize the 
characteristics of contour lines used to show these types of slopes on the map. 
 
3201. Types of Slopes 
 
Depending on your mission, you may need to determine not only the elevation of a hill, but the 
hill's slope as well. 
 

The rate of rise or fall of a hill is known as its slope. 
 
The speed at which equipment or personnel can move is effected by the slope of the ground.  
This slope can be determined from the map by studying the contour lines--the closer the contour 
lines, the steeper the slope; the farther apart the contour lines, the gentler the slope.  The four 
types of slopes that you should be concerned with are: 
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a. Uniform gentle slope.  Contour lines showing a uniform, gentle slope are evenly spaced 
and wide apart (fig 3-10).  Considering relief only (not vegetation, manmade features, etc), a 
uniform, gently slope allows the defender to use grazing fire, while the attacking force has to 
climb a slight incline. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-10.  Uniform, gentle slope. 
 
b. Uniform, steep slope.  Contour lines showing a uniform, steep slope are evenly spaced, but 
close together.  Remember, the closer the contour lines, the steeper the slope (fig 3-11).  
Considering relief only, a uniform, steep slope allows the defender to use grazing fire, while the 
attacking force has to negotiate a steep incline. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-11.  Uniform, steep slope. 
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c. Concave slope.  Contour lines showing a concave slope on a map are closely spaced at the 
top of the terrain feature and widely spaced at the bottom (fig 3-12).  The slope is bowed 
INWARD.  Considering relief only, the defender at the top of the slope can observe the entire 
slope and the terrain at the bottom, but he cannot use grazing fire.  The attacker will have no 
cover from the defender’s observation of fire, and his climb will become more difficult as he 
goes farther up the slope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-12.  Concave slope. 
 
d. Convex slope.  Contour lines showing a convex slope on a map are widely spaced at the 
top and closely spaced at the bottom (fig 3-13).  The slope is bowed OUTWARD.  Considering 
relief only, the defender at the top of the convex slope can obtain a small distance of grazing fire, 
but he cannot observe most of the slope or the terrain at the bottom.  The attacker will have 
concealment on most of the slope and an easier climb as he nears the top. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 3-13.  Convex slope. 

 

Lesson Summary.  During this lesson, you have learned the four types of slopes and their 
military significance.  During the next lesson, you will learn how to determine the elevation of 
various points on your map. 
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Exercise: Complete items 1 and 2 by performing the action required.  Check your responses 
against those listed at the end of this study unit. 

 
1. Identify the type of slope depicted on your Margarita Peak map, as specified 

below. 
 

a. Slope running from 654988 to 645988. _____________ 
 

b. Slope running from 695941 to 695943. _____________ 
 

 c. Slope running from 639990 to 642992. _____________ 
 

 d.  Slope running from 692011 to 671016. _____________ 
 

2. State the military impact of each of the following slopes. 
 

a. Uniform, gentle slope  _______________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
  b. Uniform, steep slope ________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

 c. Concave slope  ____________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 d. Convex slope  _____________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson 3. CONTOUR LINES 
 
 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
 1. Identify the contour interval on your Margarita Peak map. 
 
 2. Determine the exact elevation of a point(s) on your Margarita Peak map 
 
3301. Definitions 
 
To fully understand elevation and relief, you must have a clear understanding of certain terms. 
 
a. Datum Plane.  There must be a reference or starting point to measure anything.  The 
starting point for vertical measurement of elevation on standard military maps is the datum plane 
or mean sea level, the point halfway between high tide and low tide. 
 
b. Elevation.  The elevation of a point on the earth's surface is the vertical distance it is above 
or below the datum plane (mean sea level). 
 
c. Relief.  Relief is the representation (as depicted by the map maker) of the shape of hills, 
valleys, streams, or landforms on the earth's surface. 
 
d. Contour Lines.  Contour lines are the most common method of showing relief and elevation 
on standard topographic maps.  A contour line represents an imaginary line on the ground, above 
or below sea level.  All points on the contour line are at the same elevation.  The three types of 
contour lines used on a standard topographic map are as follows: 
 

(1) Index.  Starting at zero elevation or mean sea level, every fifth contour line is 
thicker than the other contour lines.  These are known as index contour lines (fig 3-
14).  Normally, each index contour line is numbered at some point.  This number is 
the elevation of that line above mean sea level. 

 
(2) Intermediate.  The contour lines falling between the  index contour lines are called 

intermediate contour lines (fig 3-14).  These lines are thinner than index contour 
lines.  Intermediate contour lines are only numbered if there are no index contour 
lines in the area (for example, the intermediate contour line at grid coordinate 
588839 on your Margarita Peak map is labeled 40 meters).  There are normally four 
intermediate contour lines between index contour lines. 
 

(3) Supplementary.  These contour lines resemble dashes.  They show sudden changes 
in elevation of at least one-half the contour interval (fig 3-14). 
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Fig 3-14.  Three types of contour lines. 
 
e. Hachures.  Hachures are short broken lines used to show relief.  Hachures are sometimes 
used with contour lines.  They do not represent exact elevations, but are mainly used to show 
large, rocky outcrop areas, and depressions (fig 3-15). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-15.  Hachures. 
 
3302. Elevation 
 
a. Contour interval.  Before you can determine the elevation of a point on the map, you must 
know the contour interval.  This is given in the marginal information of your map (normally at 
the lower middle portion of the map).  The contour interval measurement is the vertical distance 
between adjacent contour lines.  What is the contour interval of your Margarita Peak map?  
That's right, 20 meters. 
 
b. Elevation of points located on contour lines.  To determine the elevation of a point on the 
map you must do the following: 
 

(1) Index contour line.  Find the numbered index contour line nearest the point of 
which you are trying to determine the elevation (fig 3-16). 
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(2) General elevation.  Determine if your point is at a higher or a lower elevation than 

the index contour line.  This is done by examining the elevations of the index 
contour lines around your point.  If your point lies between index contour lines 400 
and 500, then your point must be somewhere between 400 and 500 meters high.  In 
figure 3-16, point (a) is between the index contour lines 500 and 600.  The lower 
index contour line is numbered 500, which means any point on that line is at an 
elevation of 500 meters mean sea level.  The upper index contour line is numbered 
600 (600 meters).  Going from the lower to the upper index contour line shows an 
increase in elevation.  If point (a) is somewhere between 500 and 600 meters high, 
and it is on the SECOND intermediate contour line from the index contour line that 
marks 500 meters, and the contour interval is 20 meters, what is the elevation of 
point (a)?  That's right, 540 meters.  That was above easy.  But what if your point 
lies between index contour lines 500 and 500, such as point (b)?  This often 
happens when the point lies between two hills, in a valley, or in a flat area.  In this 
case, you must determine what kind of terrain feature the point lies on.  It should be 
obvious to you that point (b) lies on either a saddle or in between two hills.  In this 
case, the point is lower than index contour line 500.  Since it is on the second 
intermediate contour line below 500, what is its elevation?  That's right, 460 meters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-16.  Points on contour lines. 
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Do you think you can do one yourself?  Look at your Margarita Peak map.  What is the elevation 
of the three buildings at grid coordinate 684851?  The correct answer is 40 meters.  Did you get 
it right?  Are there any contour lines near that point that are labeled with their elevation?  
(Remember, sometimes intermediate contour lines are labeled).  The closest one is located at grid 
coordinate 692846 with an elevation of 100 meters.  Follow it around to the north and west until 
you reach a point at 686851 where it is 250 meters to the east of your buildings.  Now the 
question is, are your buildings higher or lower than contour line 100?  Look at grid coordinate 
689851.  This terrain feature is obviously a hilltop.  Your buildings lie on a contour line below 
the hilltop.  Thus, the contour line that your buildings sit on must be 40 meters in elevation! 
 
c. Elevation of points not located on contour lines. 
 

(1) Hilltop.  To determine the elevation of a hilltop, point (c), add one-half the contour 
interval to the elevation of the last contour line (fig 3-17).  In this example, the last 
contour line before the hilltop is an index contour line numbered 600.  Add one-half 
the contour interval, 10 meters, to this contour line.  The elevation of the hilltop is 
610 meters. 

 
(2) Points between contour lines.  There will be times when you need to determine the 

elevation of points falling between contour lines (fig 3-17).  To do this, you must 
determine how far between the two contour lines the point lies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-17.  Points between contour lines. 
 

(a) If the point is LESS than one-fourth or MORE than three-fourths the 
distance between contour lines, the  elevation is the same as the closest 
contour line.  In figure 3-17, the elevation of point (a) is 540 meters. 

 
(b) To estimate the elevation of a point between one-fourth and three-fourths of 

the distance between contour lines, add one-half the contour interval to the 
last contour line.  Point (b) is one-half the distance between contour lines 
(fig 3-17).  The contour line immediately below point (b) is at an elevation 
of 580 meters. 
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The contour interval is 20 meters; thus one-half the contour interval is 10 
meters.  In this case, add 10 meters to the last contour line of 580 meters.  
The elevation of point (b) is approximately 590 meters. 

 
(3) Depressions.  To estimate the elevation at the bottom of a depression (fig 3-18), 

subtract one-half the contour interval from the value of the lowest contour line 
before the depression.  The lowest contour line before the depression is 240 meters 
in elevation.  Thus, the elevation at the edge of the depression is 240 meters.  To 
determine the elevation at the bottom of the depression, subtract one-half the 
contour interval.  The contour interval for this example is 20 meters.  Subtract 10 
meters from the lowest contour line immediately before the depression.  The result 
is that the elevation at the bottom of the depression is 230 meters.  The tick marks 
on the contour line forming a depression always point to lower elevations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3-18.  Depression. 
 
 
d. Points of known elevation.  In addition to the contour lines, bench marks and spot 
elevations are used to indicate points of known elevations on the map. 
 

(1) Bench marks.  Bench marks (the more accurate of the two) are symbolized by a 
black X, such as “X BM 214” if monumented, or “X 214” if unmonumented.  The 
214 indicates that the center of the “X” is at an elevation of 214 meters above mean 
sea level. 

 
(2) Spot elevations.  Spot elevations are shown by a black “.” and are usually located at 

road junctions and on hilltops and other prominent terrain features.  An example of 
a spot elevation is “ 76,” indicating that the center of the “.” is at an elevation of 76 
meters above mean sea level.  Sometimes an "x" is used to mark spot elevations.  
Just look at the legend of your map to see which one is being used. 

 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson, you learned about how to determine the elevation of 
points on contour lines, points in between contour lines, and points of known elevation. 
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Exercise: Complete items 1 through 6 by performing the action required.  Check your 
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 

 
1. What is the contour interval on your Margarita Peak map? 

 
________________________ 

 
2. Determine the exact elevation of the following features. 

 
a. Observation tower located at grid coordinates 554939. 

 
   ________________________ 
 

 b. Unimproved surface road intersection at grid coordinate 625990. 
 

 ________________________ 
 

3. Determine the elevation of the hilltops at the following grid coordinates. 
 

a. Grid coordinate 656952 ________________________ 
 

b. Grid coordinate 720043 ________________________ 
 

4. Determine the elevation of the following points on your map. 
 

a. Building at 596914 ______________________________ 
 

b. Building at 691007 ______________________________ 
 

5. Determine the exact elevation of the following bench mark. 
 

BM located at 583016  ______________________________ 
 

6. Determine the elevation of the following spot elevation. 
 

Spot elevation located at 568980 ________________________ 
 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
 
As with the rest of the information in the other study units, being able to distinguish terrain 
features on a map is worthless knowledge unless you can combine this information with the 
ability to determine distances, locate grid coordinates, etc.  You should already see from this 
study unit that all of this information works together.  During your next study unit, you will learn 
how to shoot azimuths and maintain direction. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions        Reference 
 

1. 
  a. Valley        3101f 
  b. Finger        3101d 
  c. Hill        3101a 
  d. Saddle        3101c 
  e. Draw        3101e 
  f. Ridge        3101b 
 
Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions        Reference 
 
 1. 
  a. Uniform, steep slope      3201b 
  b. Convex slope       3201d 
  c. Uniform, gentle slope      3201a 
  d. Concave slope       3201c 
 

2. 
  a. Uniform gentle - permits the defender to use grazing 3201a 
   fire.  The attacking force climbs a slight incline. 

 b. Uniform steep - permits the defender to use grazing  3201b 
  fire.  The attacking force climbs a steep incline. 
 c. Concave slope - the defender can observe the entire  3201c 

slope.  An attacker’s climb will get more difficult 
as he goes farther up the slope. 

  d. Convex slope – the defender cannot observe the entire 3201d 
slope from the top.  An attacker's climb will get easier 
as he nears the top. 

 
Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions 

 Reference 
 

1. 20 meters        3302a 
2.          3302b 
 a. 140 meters 
 b. 740 meters 
3.          3302c(1) 
 a. 370 meters 
 b. 450 meters 
4. 

  a. 180 meters       3302c(2)(a) 
b. 160 meters       3302c(2)(b) 

5. 582 meters        3302d(1) 
6. 266 meters        3302d(2) 
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STUDY UNIT 4 
 

MAINTAINING COURSE AND ORIENTATION 
 

Introduction.  The tools you need during land navigation consist of the map, compass, 
and protractor.  These tools will increase your accuracy and make navigation easier and 
faster.  They should always be used when available.  Previous study units discussed the 
techniques of map reading.  This study unit will focus on all those techniques used during 
movement when navigating. 

 
Lesson 1. THE LENSATIC COMPASS 
 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Given an illustration of a lensatic compass, identify the specific parts. 
 
2. Identify the proper safe distances that the lensatic compass must be separated 

from specified metal or electric sources in order to function properly. 
 
3. List the steps used to determine a magnetic azimuth, using the centerhold 

technique and a lensatic compass. 
 
4. List the steps used to preset the lensatic compass during daylight hours. 
 
5. List the steps used to determine a magnetic azimuth, using the compass-to-cheek 

and a lensatic compass. 
 

The primary instrument you need to determine and maintain direction during land navigation is 
the lensatic compass.  It provides you with the most reliable means of maintaining direction 
while navigating from one point to another. 
 
4101. Description 
 
The lensatic compass consists of three major parts (fig 4-1): 
 

• Cover 
• Base 
• Rear sight 
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Fig 4-1. Lensatic compass. 
 

PART DESCRIPTION 
Cover Protects the floating dial and the glass encasement.  It contains the sighting wire 

and two luminous sighting dots for night navigation. 
Base 1. Floating dial - mounted on a pivot so that it rotates freely when the compass 

is held level.  It contains the magnetic needle.  A luminous arrow and the 
letters "E" & "W" are printed on the dial.  The arrow points to magnetic 
north.  Letters fall at the east (E) 90o and (W) 270o.  There are two scales:  
outer - denotes MILS (black); inner - denotes DEGREES (red). 

2. Glass encasement - houses the floating dial and contains a fixed black index 
line. 

3. Bezel ring. - device that clicks when turned.  Contains 120 clicks when 
rotated fully.  Each click equals 3°.  A short luminous line is used in 
conjunction with the north-seeking arrow during night navigation.  

4. Thumb loop - is attached to the base. 
Rear 
Sight 

Used to lock the floating dial.  Rear sight must be opened more than 45 degrees 
to allow the floating dial to float freely. 
 
1. Lens - used to read the floating dial. 
2. Rear sight slot - used in conjunction with the front sighting wire when 

aiming at objects. 
 
4102. Handling the Compass 
 
a. Inspection.  Compasses are delicate instruments and should be cared for accordingly.  
Conduct a detailed inspection before you use your compass.  The most important part is the 
floating dial.  It must float freely.  You must also ensure the sighting wire is straight, the glass 
encasement is not broken, and the numbers on the dial are readable. 
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b. Effects of Metal and Electricity.  Metal objects and electrical sources can affect the 
performance of a compass (nonmagnetic metals and alloys do not affect compass readings).  To 
ensure the proper functioning of your compass, keep a safe distance from the following metal 
objects: 
 

High-tension power lines       55 meters 
Field gun, truck, or tank       10 meters 
Telegraph or telephone wires and barbed wire    10 meters 
Machine gun         2 meters 
Rifle           ½ meter 
Steel rim glasses         1/3 meter 

 
c. Accuracy.  A compass in good working condition is very accurate.  However, you must 
periodically check your compass on a known line of direction, such as a surveyed azimuth using 
a declination station.  If your compass has more than 3 degrees + variation, do not use it. 
 
d. Protection.  When traveling with the compass unfolded, make sure the rear sight is folded 
down onto the bezel ring.  This will lock the floating dial and prevent vibration, as well as 
protect the crystal and rear sight from being damaged. 
 
4103.  Techniques for Using the Compass 
 
The lensatic compass is used to determine or follow magnetic azimuths during both the day and 
night.  To use it with the maximum degree of accuracy, it is important that certain techniques be 
understood and properly applied.  Like developing techniques for shooting a rifle, you must 
develop the proper holding position and practice until you master the techniques for accurately 
"shooting" an azimuth. 
 
a. Using the centerhold technique (fig 4-2).  This technique is faster and easier to use than the 
other techniques. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 4-2.  Centerhold technique. 
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STEP PROCEDURE 

1 Open the compass cover so that the cover forms a straightedge with the base. 
2 Move the rear sight to the rearmost position to allow the dial to float freely. 
3 Place your thumb through the thumb loop and form a steady base with your third 

and fourth fingers.  Extend both index fingers along the sides of the compass. 
4 Place the thumb of the other hand between the lens (rear sight) and the bezel ring; 

place the remaining fingers around the fingers of the other hand. 
5 Pull your elbows firmly into your sides. 
6 Turn your entire body until the desired magnetic azimuth is under the fixed black 

index line. 
 
b. Presetting a compass.  When following an azimuth using the centerhold technique, you 
may save some time by presetting the compass.  To preset a compass during daylight hours 
perform the following steps: 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Hold the compass level in the palm of your hand. 
2 Rotate your body until the desired azimuth falls under the fixed black index line 

(fig 4-3). 
3 Turn the bezel ring until the short luminous line is aligned with the north-seeking 

arrow.  Once the alignment is obtained, the compass is preset. 
  Note: While on the move, make sure the short luminous line and the north seeking 

arrow are aligned.  This will ensure the proper azimuth is being maintained. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4-3.  Compass preset for 320 degrees. 
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c. Using the compass-to-cheek technique (fig 4-4).  This technique is used when you want to 
be more accurate.  Follow these steps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4-4.  Compass-to-cheek technique. 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Open the compass so that the cover is vertical, forming a 90° angle with the 

base. 
2 Move the rear sight to the rearmost position to release the dial, then fold it 

slightly forward. 
3 Turn the thumb loop all the way down and insert your thumb.  Form a loose fist 

under the compass, steady it with your other hand, and raise it to eye level. 
4 Look through the rear sight notch and center the front sighting wire in the rear 

sight notch. 
5 Keeping the compass level and the sights aligned, rotate your entire body until 

the sighting wire is lined up on a distant object. 
6 Glance down through the lens and read the azimuth directly under the black 

index line.  The azimuth you read is the magnetic azimuth from your position to 
the distant object. 

 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson, you were introduced to the lensatic compass and how 
to shoot azimuths using the centerhold technique and the compass-to-cheek method.  During 
your next lesson you will learn how to determine your location. 
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Exercise: Complete items 1 through 5 by performing the action required Check your 
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 

 

1. Identify the specific parts of the lensatic compass by writing the name of each 
part directly on the illustration below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2. Identify the proper safe distances that the lensatic compass must be separated 

from the following metal or electric sources in order to function properly. 
  
 a. High-tension power lines _____________________ 
  
 b. Field gun, truck, or tank _____________________ 
 

 c. Telegraph or telephone _____________________ 
  wires and barbed wire  
 
 d. Machinegun  _____________________ 
 
 e. Rifle   _____________________ 
 
 f. Steel rim glasses  _____________________ 

 
 3. List the steps used to determine a magnetic azimuth using  the centerhold 

technique. 
 
  a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  c. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  d. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  e. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  f. _________________________________________________________ 
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 4. List the steps used to preset the lensatic compass during daylight hours. 
 
  a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  c. _________________________________________________________ 

 
 5. List the steps used to determine a magnetic azimuth using the compass-to-cheek 

technique. 
 
  a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  c. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  d. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  e. _________________________________________________________ 
 
  f. _________________________________________________________ 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Lesson 2. DETERMINING YOUR LOCATION 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
1. List the steps used to orient your map using a compass. 
 
2. Given a sketch of the terrain in which you are located and using your Margarita 

Peak map, determine your position by inspection. 
 
3. Given a sketch of the terrain in which you are located and the magnetic azimuth 

to a specified topographical feature, determine your position by one-point 
resection. 

 
4. Given a sketch of the terrain in which you are located and the magnetic azimuths 

to two specified topographical  features, determine your position by two-point 
resection. 

 
"Where am I?"  This is the question most often asked during land navigation.  Before you can 
accurately plan routes, you must know where you are on your map. 
 
4201. Orient a Map 

 
Your first step when navigating in the field is to orient your map.  A map is orientated when its 
north and south correspond to the north and south on the ground.  There are two ways of 
orientating your map--through the use of a compass and by terrain association. 
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a. Using a compass.  When orientating a map with a compass, remember that compasses 
measure magnetic azimuths.  Since the north-seeking arrow of the compass points to magnetic 
north, pay special attention to the declination diagram.  Use the following technique to orient 
your map: 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 With the map flat on the ground, place the straightedge (on the left side of the 

compass) along the MAGNETIC NORTH ARROW ON THE DECLINATION 
DIAGRAM so that the cover of the compass is pointing toward the top of the map.  
This will put the fixed black index line of the compass parallel to the magnetic 
north arrow of the declination diagram (fig 4-5). 

2 Keeping the compass aligned as directed above, rotate the map and compass 
simultaneously until the north-seeking arrow is below the fixed black index line on 
the compass.  Your map is now oriented. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4-5.  Map orientated with magnetic north arrow. 
 
b. Using terrain association.  You can orient your map using terrain association when a 
compass is not available or when you have to make quick references as you move across 
country.  Using this technique requires careful examination of the map and the features on the 
ground (fig 4-6). 
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(1) Identify terrain features.  Identify prominent terrain features on the map that 
you can find on the ground. 

 
(2) Align terrain features with the map.  If there is a tower to your right front, then 

orient the map so that the tower is to your right front.  If there is a road off to your 
left, then ensure the road on the map is parallel to the road on the ground.  Once all 
of the features are lined up, your map is oriented. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig 4-6.  Terrain association. 
 
4202. Determining Your Position 

 
Now that you can orient your map, you must find your location on a map.  If you know your 
approximate location on a map, a study of nearby terrain features will help you determine your 
position. 

 
a. Determining your location by inspection.  You are standing in the vicinity of several 
prominent features which can easily be located on the map (fig 4-7).  By orientating the map 
and estimating your relation to these features, you should have no difficulty in determining your 
location. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 4-7.  Locating your position by inspection. 
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b. Determining your location by one-point resection.  One-point resection is an accurate 
technique of determining your location when you are on or near a linear feature that you can 
identify both on the ground and on the map.  You must also be able to identify another 
prominent feature, both on ground and on the map.  To determine your location by one-point 
resection follow these steps: 

 
STEP PROCEDURE 

1 Identify the linear terrain feature that you are located on or near in respect to the 
ground on your map. 

2 Identify a prominent feature on the ground and locate that feature on your map. 
3 Using the compass-to-cheek technique, sight in on the feature and read the 

magnetic azimuth. 
4 Convert the magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth. 
5 Convert this grid azimuth to a grid back azimuth. 
6 With your protractor, plot this grid back azimuth from the feature on the map and 

extend it until it crosses the linear feature. 
7 Conduct a map inspection to verify your resection. 

 
Look at your Margarita Peak map and follow this example:  You know you are located 
somewhere along the road in the southern part of grid square 5993, but you don't know your 
exact grid coordinate.  To the north you spot an observation tower that is on a magnetic azimuth 
of 16°.  Your declination diagram tells you that the G-M angle is 14° and that you should add 
the G-M angle when converting a magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth.  This gives you a grid 
azimuth of 30°.  Convert this grid azimuth to a grid back azimuth by adding 180°.  Thus the 
grid back azimuth is 210°.  Plot this azimuth on your map from the observation tower.  The 
point on your map where this line intersects your road is your location.  Your location is 
591934. 

 
When selecting a terrain feature, choose one that is perpendicular to the axis of the linear 
terrain feature so that when you plot the back azimuth on the map, the line will cross the 
linear feature more or less at a right angle.  Figure 4-8 illustrates the result of a good 
selection and a poor selection. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4-8.  Good terrain feature selection (A) and poor terrain feature selection (B). 
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 Example: (Follow this example step-by-step on your Margarita Peak map):  You know 
that you are located somewhere along an intermittent stream that flows 
southwesterly in grid square 5595, but you do not know exactly where.  
Looking to the west from your location you see two large towers in the 
distance.  You select the tower on the left (because it seems more 
perpendicular to your stream) and shoot a magnetic azimuth of 266° to it.  
What is your location?  If you said that it is 559954, then you are correct.  If 
not, this is what you should have done.  First convert the magnetic azimuth of 
266° to a grid azimuth of 280°.  Then figure out the grid back azimuth of 
280° which is 100°.  Plot 100° on your map from the tower to the stream.  
Where this azimuth crosses the stream is your location.  If you still don't 
understand it, then review paragraph 4202b. 

 

Note: A one-point resection can still be done if you are not along a linear feature.  
Merely estimate the distance between you and your prominent terrain feature.  
Plot this distance along the back azimuth to get your approximate location. 

 

c. Determining your location by two-point resection.  Usually you will find that you are not 
located on or near a prominent linear feature.  Since the accuracy of a one-point resection under 
these conditions depends on your ability to accurately estimate distance, it is better to use a two-
point resection.  The procedures for two-point resections are basically the sane as for one-point 
resections except you must select two features instead of one.  The back azimuths from each 
feature is determined and plotted on your map.  You are located at the point where these lines 
cross.  If you have a compass and a protractor then follow these steps. 
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STEP PROCEDURE 

1 Select two prominent features on the ground whose positions can be located on the 
map.  These features should be at least 30° but not greater that 150° apart (fig 4-9). 

2 Using the compass-to-cheek technique, determine the magnetic azimuth to each 
object. 

3 Convert these magnetic azimuths to back azimuths. 
4 With your protractor, draw the respective back azimuths from these two points on 

your map. 
5 Extend the azimuth lines from these two points until they intersect.  You are 

located at the point where these two lines cross. 
6 Conduct a map inspection to verify your position. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig 4-9.  Choosing features. 
 

Do you think you understand how to do it?  Let's try an example.  Use Figure 4-10 (use the 
1:25,000 scale on your protractor).  You know you are located somewhere south of Case Spring 
in the upper left hand corner of your map but you don't know exactly where.  From your 
position, you can see the road intersection at 608008 and the road intersection at 619001.  You 
shoot a magnetic azimuth of 350° to the first intersection and a magnetic azimuth of 64° to the 
second intersection:  Next you must find the grid back azimuths. 
 

350°  + 14°  =   4° (grid azimuth) 
64° +14°  = 78° (grid azimuth) 

 
 4° +  180°   = 184°  (grid back azimuth) 

                          78° +  180°   = 258°  (grid back azimuth) 
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Are the two features far enough apart (between 3 0° and 15 0°)?  Well, 259 - 185° = 74°, 
which is between 30° and 150°, so the answer is "yes."  Now plot these two grid back 
azimuths on your map.  They intersect at your location, which is 607998. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4-10.  Locating your position by two-point resection. 
 
d. If you do not have a protractor (fig 4-11).  This technique is the same as using a protractor 
except the map must be accurately orientated and the back azimuths are plotted using a compass 
(thus being a magnetic back azimuth) rather than a protractor (which is a grid back azimuth).  
Follow the steps listed on the next page to determine your location using a compass and a two-
point resection. 
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STEP PROCEDURE 

1 Orient your map accurately. 
2 Locate two prominent features on the ground which can be identified on the map. 

3 Shoot a magnetic azimuth to these features and determine the magnetic back 
azimuths from these features. 

4 Without disturbing the map's orientation, place the straightedge of the compass on 
one of these features and rotate the compass until the magnetic back azimuth falls 
under the black index line. 

5 Using the straightedge of the compass, draw a straight line through your first 
feature. 

6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 for the second feature. 
7 Extend the lines until they intersect.  This is your location. 
8 Conduct a map inspection to verify your location. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 4-11.  Locating your position by two-point resection using only a  compass. 

 
Let's do one more example.  Follow the example below on your Margarita Peak map.  You are 
navigating cross country toward your next checkpoint, the intermittent stream intersection 
located in grid square 6086.  You become unsure of your present location and wish to verify it.  
You have a protractor. 
 

(1) In the distance, you can identify a control tower and a bridge.  You find them on 
your map and note that the tower is in grid square 6389 and the bridge is in 6785. 

 
(2) With your compass you determine that the magnetic azimuth to the tower is 3° and 

the magnetic azimuth to the bridge is 93°. 
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(3) You convert these magnetic azimuths to grid back azimuths. (Convert your 
magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth, then convert this grid azimuth to a grid back 
azimuth). 

 
Control tower: 3° + 14° = 17° 17° + 180° =  197° 
Bridge: 93° + 14° = 107° 107° + 180° =  287° 
 

(4) Plot the respective grid back azimuths on your map. 
 
(5) Extend these lines until they cross. 
 
(6) You are located at the point where these lines cross; at grid coordinates 627875. 
 
(7) Conduct a map inspection to verify your location. 
 

What will happen if you plot the grid azimuth on the map instead of the grid BACK azimuth?  
That's right.  Your lines will never cross unless you extend the lines in the opposite direction. 
 
Lesson Summary.  You should now be able to locate yourself on a map.  If you want a quick 
approximation of your location, you can orient your map and locate yourself by inspection.  A 
further refinement of the inspection technique is to locate a distant object, determine the 
direction to it, and estimate the distance to the object.  The accuracy of this technique depends 
on your ability to estimate distance.  If you are located along a linear feature, you can 
determine your map location accurately by using a one-point resection.  You can use a two-
point resection to locate yourself when you are not on a linear feature.  In the next lesson you 
will learn how to determine the location of distant objects. 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 

1. List the steps used to orient your map using a compass. 
 

a. __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
b. __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
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2. Given the following sketch of the terrain in which you are located, and using your 

Margarita Peak map, determine your position by inspection.  You are currently 
located 10 meters to the west of the railroad tracks in grid square 6581.  What is 
your current position (6-digit grid coordinate)? 

 
 ________________________________________________________________ 
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3. Given the following sketch of the terrain in which you  are located and the 

magnetic azimuth to a specified topographical feature, determine your position by 
one-point resection.  You are currently located somewhere in grid square 5693.  
What is your current position (6-digit grid coordinate)? 

 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Given the following sketch of the terrain in which you are located and the 
magnetic azimuths to two specified topographical features, determine your 
position by two-point resection.  You are currently located somewhere in grid 
square 5595.  What is your current position (6-digit grid coordinate)? 

 
 ________________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson 3. DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF DISTANT OBJECTS 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Given a scenario in which you are without the use of a  compass, locate a 
distant point on a map by inspection. 

 
2. Given a scenario in which you are using a map and  compass, locate a distant 

point on a map by one-point intersection. 
 
3. Given a scenario in which you are using a map and  compass, locate a distant 

point on a snap by two-point intersection. 
 
This lesson will sound very familiar to Lesson 2 because many of the same principles are 
involved.  The difference here is that you are trying to locate a distant object rather than your 
own location. 
 
4301. Locating Distant Objects by Inspection 

 
If an object is near prominent features which you can identify on your map, its location can be 
determined by associating its location with these features.  For example, even though the 
bunker along the road spur in figure 4-12 does not appear on your map, by associating its 
location with the water tower and the road you should have little difficulty in determining that it 
is located at 749838.  This technique is called “inspection.” 

 
Fig 4-12.  Locating a distant object by inspection. 
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4302. Locating Distant Objects by One-Point Intersection 
 
When you desire to accurately determine the location of a distant object located on or near a 
linear feature, use a one-point intersection (fig 4-13). 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 From your known position, shoot an azimuth to the distant object.  Use the 

compass-to-cheek technique. 
2 Plot this azimuth on your map using either a compass or a protractor.  (If you use a 

protractor, don't forget to convert the magnetic azimuth to grid.)  The distant object 
is located where your plotted azimuth crosses the linear feature. 

 
Note: If the distant object is not on or near a linear feature, then you must estimate the 

distance between you and the distant object and plot this along your plotted 
azimuth. 

 
You MUST know your own location to use this method. 

 

Fig 4-13.  One-point intersection. 
 
Example:  (Break out your Margarita Peak map sheet and follow this problem step by step):  
You are located on the hilltop at grid coordinates 617989.  Looking north-easterly you see an 
enemy patrol stopped alongside the secondary hard surface.  Using your compass, you 
determine the magnetic azimuth from your position to the patrol is 31°. 
 

(1) Calculate the grid azimuth.  31° + 14°(GM Angle)= 45°. 
 
(2) Place the index mark of the protractor on your position and plot the 45° grid 

azimuth. 
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(3) The point where this line intersects the road is the location of the enemy 
patrol.  The enemy patrol is located at grid coordinates 627999. 

 
4303. Locating Distant Objects by Two-Point Intersection 

 
a. If you observe a distant object and it does not happen to be on or near a linear feature, the 
most accurate technique of determining its location is by two-point intersection.  The 
procedures for conducting two-point intersections are identical to those used for conducting 
one-point intersections except that the azimuth to the distant object must be plotted from two 
separate known positions.  The distant object is located where these two lines intersect. 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 From your first known point, determine the magnetic azimuth to the object using 

the compass-to-cheek technique. 
2 Plot this azimuth on your map.  (Remember, if you're plotting the azimuth with a 

protractor, convert the magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth.) 
3 Examine the map to determine a second vantage point from which to shoot a 

second azimuth to the distant object.  The two points must be far enough apart so 
the angle between the two lines is between 30° and 150° and the lines make a 
distinct intersection. 

4 After moving to the second vantage point, shoot a second azimuth using the 
compass-to-cheek technique. 

5 Plot this azimuth on your map.  The distant object is located where the two lines 
intersect. 

 
You MUST know the location for both positions to use this technique. 

 
b. A two-point intersection is easier if you can communicate with another observer who is 
already located at a second known point. 
 
Example:  Break out your Margarita Peak map sheet and follow this problem step by step (or 
look at Figure 4-14).  You have just arrived at a finger located at grid coordinate 659893.  You 
sight an enemy unit, located to the northwest.  Determine his position using a two-point 
intersection. 
 
 (1) Shoot an azimuth from your present location on the finger (point 1).  You determine 

that the magnetic azimuth to the enemy is 304°. 
 

 (2) Convert this magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth using the G-M angle on your map.  
304° + 14° = 318° (Grid azimuth). 

 
 (3) Plot this grid azimuth from your position (point 1). 
 
 (4) You know that the enemy is located somewhere along this azimuth.  You can 

estimate the distance to the enemy to get an approximate location, but you want the 
exact grid coordinates so that your report to battalion will be accurate. 
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 (5) Examine your map to determine a second vantage point from which you can shoot a 
second azimuth to the enemy unit.  Remember that the two points from which the 
azimuths are taken should be far enough apart so that the angle between the two 
lines at their point of intersection is greater than 30°, but less than 150°.  You 
determine that a defilade position at 653884 (point 2) would be a good position to 
observe the enemy while remaining concealed from observation. 

 
 (6) You instruct your second fire team leader to move southwest along a concealed 

route to point 2, locate the enemy from that vantage point, shoot an azimuth to 
them, and report that azimuth back to you. 

 
 (7) After moving to the second vantage point, your fire team leader shoots an azimuth 

using the compass-to-cheek technique and determines that the magnetic azimuth 
from the second position to the enemy was 338°. 

 
 (8) You convert this magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth using the G-M angle on your 

map.  338° + 14° = 354° (grid azimuth). 
 
 (9) Plot this grid azimuth (ensuring it intersects position 2). 
 
 (10) The enemy is located where the two azimuth lines intersect; at grid 

coordinates 651903. 

 
Fig 4-14.  Two-point intersection 
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Lesson Summary.  During this lesson, you have learned how to locate distant objects 
using inspection, one-point intersection, and two-point intersection.  As you found out, 
these techniques are very similar to locating your own position.  So far in this study 
unit, you have learned stationary land navigation skills.  During the next lesson, you 
will learn how to actually move from one point to another with your map and compass. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study-unit. 
 
 1. Your squad is on a recon patrol south of the Murrieta De Luz Road.  As you 

move through the draw in the southern part of grid square 7400, your right flank 
security notifies you that they have spotted a platoon sized enemy unit in a 
defensive position to the north.  The enemy is about 1500 meters away, beside a 
building.  Since you are on a recon patrol, you want to report their exact position 
to your platoon commander.  Use the inspection technique to determine the 
enemy's location.  

 
 Grid Coordinates: ____________________ 
 

 2. While moving northeast along the stream in the western half of grid square 7102, 
your right flank security once again sees the enemy.  This time they appear to be  
laying an ambush 20 meters south of the Murrieta De Luz Road and to the east of 
your position.  Since the angle of the azimuth as it strikes the road from your 
position will not give you a good one-point intersection, you move to a better 
position at 722030.  You shoot a magnetic azimuth of 120° to the enemy.  Use 
the one-point intersection technique to determine the enemy's location 

 
 Grid Coordinates: _____________________ 
 

 3. On the last leg of your patrol, you notice an enemy patrol to the east.  Your 
position is 703047.  You shoot a magnetic azimuth of 60° to the enemy patrol.  
You know that the company has another patrol out to the southeast of the enemy 
patrol.  After contacting the other patrol, they inform you that their location is 
734041 and that the enemy is on a magnetic azimuth of 311° from their location.  
Using a two-point intersection, determine the location of the enemy. 

 
  Grid Coordinates: ______________________ 
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Lesson 4. NAVIGATING WITH A COMPASS 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Describe the technique used to determine your individual pace count. 
 

2. Identify the pace count per 100 meters for the average Marine. 
 

3. Identify the factors that can affect your normal pace. 
 

4. When given a pace count, determine the proper number of paces to be taken for a 
given distance. 

 
5. Given an illustration of terrain over which you must navigate, and an azimuth to 

follow, select an appropriate steering mark. 
 

6. List the steps used to follow a compass azimuth during the day. 
 

7. Given a scenario in which you must detour from your original line of march 
because of an obstacle, identify the correct procedures for bypassing the obstacle. 

 
To successfully navigate, you must be able to determine from your map the best routes to follow, 
plot these routes, and follow your desired compass azimuth.  Almost all routes plotted on a map 
are divided into a number of straight “legs.”  You must know the distance and azimuth for each 
leg of the march.  A good navigator is able to stay on course by using the compass in conjunction 
with steering marks, and by understanding the factors that may cause you to wander off course. 
 
4401. Determining Ground Distance by Pacing 
 
Navigating involves many separate skills that are combined to successfully get you from one 
point to another.  Pacing is another one of these skills.  It helps you determine how much ground 
distance you have covered once you actually start moving on your route. 
 
a. Determining your average, pace count.  Many techniques have been developed for 
determining how many steps it takes the average Marine to walk a given distance.  Predominant 
among these techniques is the "hundred meter pacing course."  A distance of exactly 100 meters 
is marked on the ground.  As you walk this distance, keep a count of the steps you take.  Count 
every other step (every left foot) to determine your count.  This is your “pace count” for the 
number of steps it takes you to walk 100 meters.  The pace count for the average Marine is 60 
paces (per 100 meters).  If you cannot determine your pace count ahead of time, use this number.  

 
b. Factors that can affect your normal pace count.  There are many factors which affect your 
normal pace count.  If these factors are not considered; your determination of distance 
traveled may be seriously off the mark, and you may end up far from your objective!  The 
following conditions can affect your normal pace and must be accounted for: 
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(1) Slopes.  Your pace count will decrease on a downgrade, and increase on an 
upgrade. 

 
(2) Winds.  A strong headwind will increase your pace count; a strong tailwind will 

decrease it. 
 
(3) Surfaces.  Sand, gravel, mud, and similar surface conditions tend to 

increase your pace count. 
 
(4) Weather.  Snow, rain, or ice will increase your count. 
 
(5) Clothing and equipment.  The weight of extra clothing and equipment will increase 

your pace count. 
 
(6) Stamina.  As you become fatigued, your pace count will normally increase. 
 
(7) Thick vegetation.  Thick vegetation will increase your pace count. 

 
The factors which cause your stride to shorten vastly outnumber those factors which will 
lengthen it.  Often you will find that your pace count brings you short of your objective.  To get 
an idea of how these factors affect your pace count, set up several pace courses over various 
terrain, i.e. hard surface road, wooded area, sand, etc.  Regardless of how accurately you have 
determined your normal pace count, it will, at best, provide you with the approximate distance 
you have traveled.  Knowing an approximate distance is normally all you need during land 
navigation because it will place you close enough to locate your objective. 
 
c. Now that you know your pace count, you need to know how to apply it to land navigation.  
Once you determine the distance that you need to cover (for example, how far you must travel 
on a leg of a patrol), you must convert this distance into the number of steps you must take to 
cover that distance.  The formula to do this is simple: 
 

 
  D   x  PC = P 
100 

 
D is the distance you must travel, PC is your pace count, and P is the number of paces you must 
take to travel that distance.  Let's look at a few examples.  If you need to travel 100 meters and 
your pace count is 66 paces (per 100 meters), how many paces should you take?  I think that 
most of you can figure this one out without the formula, but plug the numbers in anyway to see 
how the formula works 
 

100/100 x 66 = 66 
 
Remember, 100 divided by 100 equals 1.  One times 66 equals 66 (paces).  Let's try another 
one.  How many paces should you take if you must travel 500 meters and your pace count is 62 
paces (per 100 meters)? 
 

500/100 x 62 = 350 
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Here, 500 divided by 100 equals 5.  Five times 62 equals 310 (paces).  Let's try one more.  
The distance is 350 meters and your pace count is 64 paces. 
 

350/100 x 64 = 224 
 
Here, 350 divided by 100 equals 3.5.  Three and five tenths times 64 equals 224 (paces). 
 
4402. Selection and Use of Steering Marks 

 
Selecting steering marks is the last important thing you must know before you can start moving 
from one point to another.  A steering mark is a well-defined object on your line of march on 
which you can guide.  These objects can be natural or manmade (hill, tree, building, etc ), a 
celestial body (sun, stars, moon), or another person.  One of the problems associated with 
selecting and using steering marks is that an object often looks good when you select it, but will 
become obscured as you approach it (fig 4-15).  This may confuse you and cause you to deviate 
from your intended line of march.  The characteristics of good steering marks are discussed 
below and should be kept in mind when you select a steering mark. 

 
Fig 4-15.  Which tree was it? 

 
a. A good steering mark must have some distinct and unique features such as: 

 
• Color 
• Size 
• Shape 

 
A good steering mark will have all three.  This assures you that it will continue to be 
recognizable as you approach it.  A distant tree may appear to have a crooked limb which 
identifies it.  However, upon entering the forest, you may find dozens of widely separated 
trees with similar limbs.  Your steering mark has then served little purpose.  A steering mark 
must have a feature that distinguishes it from all other similar objects on your line of march. 
 
b. If several easily distinguishable objects appear along your line of march, the best steering 
mark would be the most distant object.  This will enable you to travel farther with fewer 
references to the compass. 
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c. If several easily distinguishable objects appear along your line of march, the best steering 
mark is the highest object.  The higher steering mark is not as easily lost to sight as is a low 
steering mark that may blend into the background as you approach it (fig 4-16). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig 4-16.  Select the highest steering mark. 
 
d. A steering mark should be continuously visible.  If the terrain or vegetation ever blocks the 
steering mark from view, take out your compass and select an intermediate steering mark. 
Continue using intermediate steering marks until your original steering mark comes back into 
view.  To enter a wooded area thinking that you will come out on the other side still heading in 
the correct direction is foolish.  In thick vegetation, you can quickly become disoriented and 
emerge from the thicket heading the wrong way with no steering mark in view. 
 
e. If you are navigating alone and there are no usable steering marks to your front, it is still 
possible to proceed on an azimuth by referring to a back steering mark.  Simply determine the 
back azimuth of the azimuth you are following.  Now face about, and see if there is a prominent 
object on line with the back azimuth.  If none exist, erect one where you are located (place a 
stick in the ground, pile up some rocks, etc.)  When you continue on your route, use the same 
principles that apply for a forward steering mark, except that you use back azimuths to maintain 
the intended line of march and you must check your compass more frequently. 
 
f. If appropriate landmarks are not available at night, you may select a plainly visible star 
along your line of march to serve as a steering mark.  Remember though, due to the earth's 
rotation, any star that you choose will eventually either disappear under the horizon or will move 
too high in the sky to be of further use.  If this happens, choose another steering mark. 
 
g. If no natural or manmade object is visible on your line of march, have another Marine 
move forward to serve as a steering mark.  The distance he moves is determined by the terrain, 
amount of visibility, and the tactical situation.  Since this is time consuming and may be 
tactically compromising, you should never use this technique except as a last resort. 
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h. Steering marks are selected as the march progresses.  Shoot your azimuth, select the best 
steering mark on this azimuth, and head to it.  Whether you are navigating during daylight or 
periods of reduced visibility, through densely wooded areas or open terrain, over short or great 
distances, every step you take should be toward a selected steering mark.  The natural human 
tendency to veer off course, even on short distances, is too great to needlessly trust your ability 
to walk a straight line.  So, whether it is an object which meets all the requirements of an ideal 
steering mark, a star, or something as insignificant as a tiny patch of light in the foliage, 
ALWAYS, choose something on your line of march. 
 
 
4403. Following a Compass Azimuth During the Day 
 
The procedure for following a compass azimuth during the day utilizes the compass-to-cheek 
technique and the selection and use of appropriate steering marks.  Let's begin. 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Shoot your desired azimuth using the compass-to-cheek technique. 
2 Using the sighting slot and the sighting wire, choose the best steering mark that is 

directly in line with your azimuth. 
3 Recheck your azimuth.  The few seconds required for this are well spent. 
4 Close your compass to protect it during movement and step off towards your 

steering mark. 
5 Periodically spot check your azimuth by using the centerhold technique.  You can 

do this without stopping. 
 Note: If you ever become uncertain whether you are still on your intended line 

of march, STOP.  Open your compass and use the compass-to-cheek 
technique to check your azimuth. 

IF THEN 

The proper azimuth is under the black 
index line 

you are heading in the proper direction. 

The proper azimuth is not under the black 
index line 

STOP.  Check the compass to ensure it is 
working properly. 
 
Check your steering mark.  You may have 
confused it with a similar object.  You may be 
heading in the wrong direction.  Choose a new 
steering mark on the correct azimuth. Get back 
on track. 

6 When you arrive at your steering mark, stop and select a new steering mark.  
Continue repeating the steps until your journey is complete. 

 Note: If your steering mark becomes hidden from your view, stop and select 
another steering mark immediately. 
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4404. Bypassing Obstacles 
 
Despite the amount of care you take in determining routes, choosing steering marks, and using 
your compass to maintain a straight line of march, unexpected obstacles will often be 
encountered which will force you to detour from your intended line of march.  There are several 
ways to bypass obstacles. 
 
a. Detouring small obstacles.  If you encounter small obstacles, such as trees and bushes, go 
completely around the obstacle to the center of the opposite side and continue your movement. 
 
b. Detouring large obstacles using steering marks.  A large obstacle, such as a pond or 
impassable swamp, can be successfully bypassed if there is a clearly defined steering mark on 
the far side of the obstacle.  Decide carefully whether the object will serve as a suitable steering 
mark.  Remember that an object may have a distinguishing characteristic when observed from a 
distance, but lose its identity as it is approached. 
 
As a final precaution, always leave some mark, such as a small pile of rocks or a blaze 
(distinctive mark) on a tree on your side of the obstacle, so you can return if you become 
confused while bypassing the obstacle. 
 

Example:  You have been following an azimuth of 212° toward your next checkpoint 
when you come upon an impassable swamp.  On the far side of the swamp you see a 
large pile of rocks that is on a 212° azimuth (your original line of march).  You can see 
that this is the only pile of rocks in the area.  (If there were others, you would have to 
carefully study the characteristics of each rock pile and select several features, such as 
size, color, and nearby objects, which would easily distinguish it from the other rock 
piles.)  Estimate the distance across the swamp, leave a mark on your side of the swamp, 
put your compass away, and proceed to the rock pile by the easiest route.  Upon reaching 
it you may continue toward your checkpoint along a 212° azimuth.  (Remember to deduct 
the estimated distance across the swamp from the remaining distance on that leg.) 

 
c. Detouring large obstacles using back steering marks.  If there is no suitable steering marks 
on the far side of the obstacle, you can bypass the obstacle if there is an easily distinguishable 
object on your side which can be used as a back steering mark.  If there isn’t a suitable natural 
steering mark, then make one. 
 

Example:  After skirting the swamp, you come to a large pond, that has no 
prominent steering marks on its far side.  However, on your side there is an 
isolated tall tree that is exactly on your line of march.  It is obvious that it will be 
visible from the other side of the pond.  Carefully examine the terrain and 
shoreline along your line of march on the far side of the pond (this will help you 
estimate when you are at the correct position).  Now, estimate the distance across 
the pond, put away your compass; and proceed to the other side by the easiest 
route.  When you think you are back on your line of march, look back across the 
lake at the tall tree.  Now break out your compass and shoot an azimuth to the 
tree.  If you are in the right place, the tree will lie on the back azimuth of your 
original azimuth. 
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Since you have been proceeding on an azimuth of 212°, the tree should be found at 
32°.  If it is not, you have not returned to your original line of march.  You must 
move to your right or left until you find the spot from which the tree lies at 32°.  
When you have found this spot, you have returned to your original line of march 
and may resume your original azimuth of 212°.  (Again, don’t forget to deduct the 
estimated distance across the pond from your remaining distance on that leg.) 

 
d. Detouring large obstacles using the 90 degree off-set technique.  If you are navigating at 
night or there is absolutely no way to use steering marks, you can still stay on track using this 
technique. 
 

(1) Detour the obstacle by moving at right angles (plus or minus 90°) for specified 
distances.  For example (fig 4-17), while moving on an azimuth of 90°, change 
your azimuth to 180° and travel for 100 meters; change your azimuth to 90° and 
travel for 150 meters; change your azimuth to 360° and travel for 100 meters; 
then change your azimuth to 90° and you are back on your original azimuth line, 
150 meters closer to your next checkpoint. 

 

 
Fig 4-17.  Bypassing an obstacle. 

 
(2) You must maintain an accurate pace count for each leg of your detour.  All paces 

which are in the direction of your original line of march must be combined so that, 
upon returning to your original line of march, you know the distances yet to be 
traveled to reach your next checkpoint.  All paces at right angles (90°) to your 
original line of march must be computed so that, upon passing the obstacle, you 
know how many paces it will take to return you to your original line of march.  You 
should return to the original line of march as soon as possible after passing the 
obstacle.  The only sure way of knowing that you are back on this line is by 
maintaining an accurate pace count. 
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Lesson Summary.  During this lesson, you have learned how to establish your own pace count, 
how to choose proper steering marks, and how to use these two items in navigating over terrain.  
Finally, you have learned one technique for bypassing small obstacles and three techniques for 
bypassing large obstacles.  During your next lesson, you will learn about navigating using terrain 
association and dead reckoning. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 7 by performing the action required Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 
1. Describe the technique used to determine your individual pace count. 
 
 ________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________________________ 
  
 ________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. What is the pace count of the average Marine? _________________________ 
 

 3. List the factors that can affect your normal pace 
 

a. __________________________________________________________ 
 

b. __________________________________________________________ 
 

c. __________________________________________________________ 
 
   d. __________________________________________________________ 
 

   e. __________________________________________________________ 
 
   f. __________________________________________________________ 
 
  g. __________________________________________________________ 
 
 4. Given the following pace counts and distances, determine the proper number of 

paces to travel that distance. 
 
 PACE COUNT DISTANCE   PACES 

 
 a. 63 700 meters ____________ 

 
 b. 60 250 meters  ____________ 
 
 c. 66 300 meters ____________ 
 
 d. 58 550 meters  ____________ 
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5. Given the illustration below, select the appropriate steering mark. 

 

6. List the steps used to follow a compass azimuth during the day. 
 
 a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 b _________________________________________________________ 
 
 c. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 d. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 e. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 f. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 7. Given the following four scenarios in which you must detour from your original 

line of march because of an obstacle, describe the correct technique of bypassing 
the obstacle. 

 
a. You are proceeding to your objective following an azimuth of 115°, 

when you come upon a bush that is directly in your path.  Describe 
how to bypass this obstacle. 

 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
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b. You are continuing to proceed to your objective following an azimuth of 
115°, when you come to a fairly large swamp on the far side you see a 
very large tree, directly on your azimuth of 115°.  Describe how you will 
bypass this obstacle. 

 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 

 
c. You successfully skirt the swamp, but moments later you come upon a 

another swamp.  Unfortunately you are unable to spot any steering marks 
on your line of march.  You look to your rear and note that you can still 
see the tree which you used for your steering mark to bypass the last 
swamp.  Describe how you will bypass this obstacle.  

 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 

 
d. On the last leg to your objective you are following an azimuth of 175° 

when you come across a deep and impassable depression in the ground.  It 
appears that the easiest way to go around the obstacle is to the right.  
There are no usable steering marks on either side of the depression.  
Describe how you will bypass this obstacle. 

 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Lesson 5 TERRAIN ASSOCIATION AND DEAD RECKONING 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
1. Identify the five steps for navigating using terrain association. 
 
2. Define the term “dead reckoning.” 
 
3. Identify how to navigate using dead reckoning. 
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Terrain association is the process of continuously identifying features on the ground and 
associating them with their graphic representations on your map. When this association is made, 
you should have little difficulty in determining your location by inspection.  It goes without 
saying that terrain association can only be used when there are visible terrain features on the 
ground which you can identify on your map.  It is often impossible to use during periods of 
reduced visibility and in areas where the terrain all looks alike.  When these conditions. occur, 
you may have to navigate using dead reckoning (which you will learn about in the second half of 
this lesson). 
 
4501. Navigating Using Terrain Association 
 
Navigation by terrain association depends largely on your ability to visualize what a terrain 
feature on the ground looks like from its graphic representation on the map.  The only way that 
you can acquire this ability is through practical application and experience.  Through 
experience, you will be able to visualize the shape and size of a hill from its contour line 
representation on the map.  The following is a list of steps you should take to accurately 
navigate using terrain association: 
 
a. Orient your map.  You must orient your map every time you attempt to associate the map 
with the ground. 
 
b. Determine your starting location.  You must always start from a location you can identify 
on the map and associate with on the ground. 
 
c. Identify major terrain features.  Before you start your march, study your map and identify 
major terrain features you can expect to see or encounter as the march progresses.  It will help to 
complete a "mental picture" of the route if you say the identifiable features out loud:  "500 
meters from here I should cross a stream; as I cross the stream I should see a hill with a distinct 
concave slope.  This hill is about 400 meters northeast of the point where I cross the stream. . ." 
 
d. Maintain an accurate pace count.  As you move along, remember that the actual distance 
you cover should match the ground distance determined from the map.  For example, if the map 
indicates that you should cross the stream after going 500 meters, you should, in fact, cross a 
stream at approximately that distance.  If you encounter a stream after going only 100 meters, 
you know that this is NOT the right one.  You can verify this by comparing the surrounding 
terrain with the terrain on the map.  Does the terrain match up and does it appear in the right 
perspective?  If not, the stream is probably a small intermittent stream that is not shown on the 
map. 

 
e. Verify your position at every checkpoint.  When you arrive at a checkpoint or the objective, 
conduct a detailed comparison between the ground position and the map position to ensure you 
are at the correct point. 
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4502. Navigating Using Dead Reckoning 
 
The term "dead reckoning" derives from the seafaring days before the arrival of modern 
navigational equipment when mariners would "deduce" (ded) how far they had traveled on their 
course.  Based on this deduction, they would "reckon" where they were located.  To save room in 
the ship's log, entries were abbreviated to read "ded-reckon " "Dead reckoning" is a means of 
navigating using only pace counts and azimuths.  Terrain association is not used.  In thick 
jungles, barren terrain, or when visibility is limited, you will not be able to associate your current 
position with visible terrain features on the ground.  Dead reckoning may be the only means you 
have available of knowing where you are located on your map. 
 

a. Steps for dead reckoning.  To navigate by dead reckoning, you must accomplish the 
following: 
 

(1) Determine locations distance and azimuth.  Determine your own location by any 
means.  Then determine the distance and magnetic azimuth between each leg of 
your journey. 

 
 (2) Step off.  During movement, make frequent reference to your compass to ensure 

you are moving in the correct direction.  Carefully select your steering marks  
(navigating with steering marks is NOT the same as navigating by terrain 
association as steering marks are rarely shown on a map).  Maintain an accurate 
pace count.  When you have paced off the appropriate number of steps on the 
appropriate azimuth, then you have reached your objective (or checkpoint).  Repeat 
the steps until you reach your final destination. 

 

b. Accuracy of dead reckoning.  The accuracy of dead reckoning depends on your ability to 
determine and follow an azimuth and maintain an awareness of the distance traveled from the 
last known point. 
 

Lesson Summary.  During this lesson you have learned how to navigate using terrain 
association and dead reckoning.  During your last lesson, you will learn how to navigate at 
night. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 

Exercise: Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  Check your 
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 

 
 1. What are the five steps for navigating using terrain association? 
 
  a. ________________________________________________________ 
 
  b. ________________________________________________________ 
 
  c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
  d. ________________________________________________________ 

 

  e. ________________________________________________________ 
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 2. Define "dead reckoning"  _________________________________________ 

 
 ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________ 
 

3. List the two steps for navigating using dead reckoning. 
 

a. ________________________________________________________ 
 

b. ________________________________________________________ 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
Lesson 6. LAND NAVIGATION AT NIGHT 
 
 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Describe the procedures used to set the lensatic compass for night use. 
 
2. Given an azimuth to follow at night, select the correct number of clicks and the 

proper direction to move the bezel ring. 
 
3 Describe the three factors you should keep in mind when selecting the appropriate 

steering mark for navigating at night. 
 
At one time in the history of warfare, the fighting stopped when the sun went down.  This is no 
longer the case.  Now, many things are done at night.  Successes are exploited, movements are 
concealed, patrols are run, and raids are sprung.  This requires that you know how to navigate at 
night. 
 
4601. Following a Compass Azimuth at Night 
 
The procedure for following an azimuth at night is basically the same as for following an 
azimuth during daylight.  In fact, on a bright, moonlit night, the procedures are identical since 
you can see the compass dial clearly.  However, because of the reduced visibility, night 
navigation will require further consideration in selecting steering marks and applying the features 
of the lensatic compass intended for night use. 
 
a. Setting the compass for night use.  The lensatic compass is equipped with special features 
which enable you to follow an azimuth during periods of darkness.  Around the base of the 
bezel ring is a series of 120 notches.  On the forward edge of the body of the compass is a tiny 
bezel detent spring with its tip seated in one of the notches.  As the bezel ring is turned, the 
spring moves from notch-to-notch producing “clicks.”  Each click equals 3°.  This clicking 
action, used in conjunction with the luminous markings on the compass, provides a means of 
setting your compass at night. 
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b. Using the click technique (fig 4-18).  At night, an azimuth can be set on the compass by 
using the click technique. Remember that the bezel ring contains 120 clicks; each click equals 
3°.  Use the following steps to set a compass for night navigation. 

 
Fig 4-18.  Compass set for 320 degrees. 

 
STEP PROCEDURE 

1 Rotate the bezel ring until the short luminous line  is directly over the fixed black 
index line. 

2 Divide the azimuth you plan to travel by 3 to get the number of clicks you must 
rotate the bezel ring. 

3 Rotate the bezel ring the desired number of clicks in a counterclockwise direction. 
4 Hold the compass in the centerhold position and rotate your body until the north 

seeking arrow is under the short luminous line. 
5 Step off by following the line indicated by the two luminous sigh ting dots on the 

compass cover. 
Note: DO NOT FOLLOW THE NORTH SEEKING ARROW 
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Let’s try a couple of examples.  How many clicks and in what direction would you move the 
bezel ring for an azimuth of 36°?  The correct answer is 12 clicks counterclockwise. 
That was easy.  What about for 97°?  Well, 97 divided by 3 equals 32 1/3.  Can you move the 
bezel ring 1/3 clicks?  Obviously not.  So what should you do?  That's right, round 32 1/3 clicks 
off to 32 clicks.  (If it were 32 2/3 clicks, you would round it off to 33 clicks.)  Now, what 
direction are you going to move the bezel ring?  Right again, counterclockwise. 
 
Let’s try one more.  How many clicks and in what direction would you move the bezel ring for 
an azimuth of 317°?  If you said 106 clicks counterclockwise, you are correct, but there is 
another answer.  Think about it.  How many clicks are there in a bezel ring?  That's right, 120 
clicks.  Then why not just subtract 106 from 120 and move the bezel ring 14 clicks 
CLOCKWISE instead of 106 clicks COUNTERCLOCKWISE?  Would you be wrong for 
moving it 106 clicks counterclockwise?  No, but there is an easier way.  Either answer is correct. 

 
4602. Selecting Steering Marks for Night Use 

 
a. The general characteristics of a good steering mark for daylight navigation apply to 
steering marks selected for night navigation.  However, as darkness approaches, keep the 
following factors in mind when selecting steering marks: 

 
(1) Colors disappear at night and objects appear as black or gray silhouettes.  If you 

select a steering mark during daylight because of its distinctive color, it will be of 
little value as darkness sets in. 

 
 (2) During darkness, steering marks must be closer than during daylight. 

 
 (3) During darkness, steering marks must have a distinctive silhouette.  The silhouette 

of trees, bushes, and similar objects will change because you see them from slightly 
different angles as you move up or down hills and when you are detouring 
obstacles.  This applies during daylight also, but to a lesser degree. 

 
b. Following an azimuth without steering marks.  At times it will be so dark that you can see 
only a few feet in front of you.  When this happens, you have to follow your azimuth without 
steering marks.  The only way that you can stay on your azimuth is by frequently looking at the 
compass.  Practice, experience, and patience will enable you to successfully follow your azimuth 
under such conditions.  But the human tendency to drift will make this technique less accurate 
than if you use steering marks.  You will have to overcome this inaccuracy by thoughtfully 
selecting your route and checkpoints. 
 
4603. Execution of Navigation at Night 
 
The techniques which produce successful navigation at night are basically the same as those 
employed during daylight.  However, special consideration and emphasis must be given to those 
aspects of navigation which are affected by the limitations imposed by darkness. 
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a. Terrain association.  Just as in day land navigation, at night you should be familiar with the 
terrain that you will be negotiating.  If you should be going down hill when you start off and you 
are going up hill, then something is wrong.  You won't be able to use terrain association to the 
same extent as during the day, so you may have to rely on dead reckoning.  Regardless of the 
situation, maintain an accurate azimuth and pace count. 
 
b. Bypassing large obstacles at night.  Bypassing an unexpected obstacle at night is fairly 
simple--just use the 90° offset technique.  To make a 90° turn to the right, hold the compass 
using the centerhold technique; turn until the center of the luminous letter E is under the 
luminous line (do NOT move the bezel ring).  To make a 90° turn to the left, turn until the center 
of the luminous letter W is under the luminous line.  This does not require changing the compass 
setting (bezel ring), and it ensures accurate 90° turns. 
 
c. NEVER use uncovered flashlights during night navigation because it will reduce your 
"night vision" and possibly disclose your location to the enemy.  If a light must be used, it should 
be a filtered light and should ALWAYS be used under a poncho or similar cover.  If your 
flashlight does not have a filter, cover the lens with a thin layer of mud so that it reveals only 
enough light to serve your purpose.  Many Marines of all ranks hold the mistaken belief that 
because they have a red lens on their flashlight, they can not be seen by the enemy.  THEY ARE 
WRONG!  They can be seen HUNDREDS of meters away. 
 
d. Checkpoints.  Checkpoints must be easy to recognize.  You should be familiar with the 
characteristics of the checkpoint itself and the terrain features in its vicinity.  You should know 
when you are in the vicinity of a checkpoint.  Although not always possible, a checkpoint for 
night navigation should be of such a nature that missing it entirely is nearly impossible even 
though you are slightly off course.  For this reason a line checkpoint is much superior to a point 
checkpoint for navigating at night (the types of checkpoints will be discussed in paragraph 
5302). 
 

4604. Maintaining Your “Mental Map” 
 
It is just as important during night navigation as it is during daylight navigation that you create a 
"mental map" of the area you are navigating.  This mental map is created by studying your 
topographical map and is updated during movement.  It is useful in the event you must navigate 
back to your starting point without the aid of a map or compass.  Although your vision is 
restricted by the darkness, your other senses can provide you with enough information to 
produce a usable mental map.  But this can only be accomplished if you employ these senses and 
record what they tell you on your mental map. 
 
a. You can tell by the "feel" when you are going uphill, downhill, or traveling on level 
ground.  Record these terrain features on your mental map in the order that you experienced 
them. 
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b. Your sense of hearing will provide you with information to be added to your mental map; 
the sound of ocean breakers always on your left; a waterfall on your right as you cross a wooden 
bridge; artillery fire to your rear; a convoy traveling parallel to your line of march about 200 
meters to your left (must be a road there), etc.  This, and much more information, can be 
obtained by keeping your ears open, analyzing what you hear, and recording useful information 
on your mental map. 
 
c. Familiar odors can give you information which can be added to your mental map even 
though the source of the odors cannot be seen.  The only way odors can reach your nostrils is for 
them to be carried by the wind.  Should you smell a characteristic odor such as seaweed, smoke, 
certain vegetation, dead bodies, or the odor that reeks from the houses and bodies of people 
whose primary diet is fish, immediately determine the direction from which the wind is blowing.  
You will then know in which direction the source of the odor is.  Add this to your mental map. 

 
Example: "When I left the starting point, I moved down a pretty steep slope for' 400 
meters.  At the foot of the hill there was a wooden bridge about 10 meters long crossing a 
fast-moving stream. About 100 meters upstream (on my right) I could hear a waterfall.  
After crossing the bridge, I moved along pretty flat terrain.  One hundred meters from the 
bridge I had to pass through a knee-deep marsh.  From the sound of its breakers I could 
tell that the ocean was on my left.  Artillery was firing every few minutes to my direct 
rear.  After moving out of the marsh I moved up a gentle slope to the crest of a small hill.  
Took a break there I couldn't see it, but from the smell of fish the wind was bringing from 
my right front, I figure there must be a village or camp not far from here.  Finished the 
break and started down the other side of the hill.  It was really steep and had loose rocks 
on its surface.  About half way down I fell on the loose rocks and tumbled to the bottom 
of the hill.  As I picked myself up, I heard a large convoy moving on what must have 
been a road between me and the ocean.  I decided, I must return immediately and report 
this convoy.  Then I discovered that in the fall down the hill, I had broken my compass 
and lost my map.  But with the mental map I had formulated, I had little difficulty in 
getting back.  The first thing my mental map told me was not to climb that steep, rocky 
hill.  So I skirted the based of it until I came to the marsh I knew to be on the opposite 
side.  When I reached it, I moved between the marsh and the hill until I felt I was 
approximately at the point I emerged from the marsh on the trip out.  I then stopped and 
smelled.  If I was at approximately the right point, I should have smelt the odor of fish to 
my left rear.  At this point I also listened and made sure the ocean was on my right.  
Reasonably sure that I was at the correct point, and positive I was heading in the right 
direction, I moved across the marsh.  When I came out on the other side, I again stopped 
and listened.  This time I was listening for that waterfall.  I heard it and moved to it.  Now 
I knew if I moved downstream about 100 meters, I'd be at the wooden bridge.  I crossed it 
and proceeded uphill to my unit's location " 

 
Lesson Summary  During this lesson, you have learned that navigating at night is not difficult.  It 
has many similarities to day land navigation.  Setting the compass is a bit different, but using 
terrain association, dead reckoning, pace counts, etc., is similar to day land navigation. 
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Exercise: Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  Check your 
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 

 
 1. Describe the procedures used to set the lensatic compass for night use. 
 
  a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
   _________________________________________________________ 
 
  b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
   _________________________________________________________ 
 
  c. _________________________________________________________ 
 
   _________________________________________________________ 
 
  d. _________________________________________________________ 
 
   _________________________________________________________ 
 

e. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 2. Identify the correct number of clicks and the proper direction that you would 

move your bezel ring when setting your compass for night land navigation. 
 
 a. 33° _________________________ 
 
 b. 350° _________________________ 
 
 c. 178° _________________________ 
 
 d. 270° _________________________ 
 
 e. 112° _________________________ 
 

3. Describe the three factors you should keep in mind when selecting the appropriate 
steering mark for navigating at night. 

 
a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
c. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
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UNIT SUMMARY  
 
During this study unit you have learned how to apply all of your new found knowledge to 
practical use.  You can now move from one point to another on the ground during the day as well 
as at night.  You can find your own location as well as the location of other objects that are not 
identified on the map. 
 
Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions 
 
 Reference 
 

1. 4101 fig 4-1 

 
2. 
  
 a. 55 meters 4102b 
 b. 10 meters 
 c. 10 meters 
 d. 2 meters 
 e. 1/ 2 meter 

f. 1/ 3 meter 
 

3.   4103a 
 a. Open the compass cover so that the cover forms a 
  straightedge with the base. 
 b. Move the rear sight to the rearmost position. 
 c. Place your thumb through the thumb loop, 
  to form a steady base with your third and 
  fourth fingers, and extend both index 
  fingers along the sides of the compass. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions, continued 
 

   Reference 
 
 d. Place the thumb of the other hand between 4103a 
  the rear sight and the bezel ring; place 
  the remaining fingers around the fingers 
  of the other hand. 
 e. Pull your elbows firmly into your sides. 
 f. Turn your entire body until the desired 
  magnetic azimuth is under the fixed black 
  index line. 
 
4.   4103b 
 a. Hold the compass level in the palm of your hand. 
 b. Rotate your body until the desired azimuth falls 
  under the fixed black index line. 
 c. Turn the bezel ring until the luminous line is 
  aligned with the north-seeking arrow. 
5. 
   4103c 
 a. Open the compass so that the cover is vertical, 
  vertical, forming a 90° angle with the base. 
 b. Move the rear sight to the rearmost position 
  to release the dial, then fold it slightly forward. 
 c. Turn the thumb loop all the way down and insert 
  your thumb.  Form a loose fist under the compass, 
  steady it with your other hand, and raise it up 
  to eye level. 
 d. Look through the rear sight notch and center the 
  front sight wire in the rear sight notch. 
 e. Keeping the compass level and the sights aligned, 
  rotate your entire body until the sighting wire is lined 
  up on the distant object 
 f. Glance down through the lens and read the azimuth 
  directly under the black index line 
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions 
 
   Reference 
 
1.   4201a 
 a. Place the straightedge of the compass 
  alongside the magnetic north arrow of the 
  declination diagram. 
 b. Rotate the map and compass together until the 
  magnetic arrow is below the fixed black index 
  line on the compass. 
2. 654816 4202a 
3. 562938 4202b 
4 557959 4202c 

 
Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions 

 
   Reference 
 
1. 758011 4301a 
2. 736024 4302a 
3. 725053 4303a 
 

Lesson 4 Exercise Solutions 
 
  Reference 
 

1. Establish a 100 meter pacing course. Walk this 4401a 
 distance, keeping track of the number of steps 
 you take.  Count every other step.  This is your 
 pace count. 
2. 60  4401a 
3.    4401b 
 a. Slopes 
 b. Winds 
 c. Surfaces 
 d. Weather 
 e. Clothing and equipment 
 f. Stamina 
 g. Thick vegetation 
4.   4401c 
 a. 441 
 b. 150 
 c. 198 
 d. 319 
5. a  4402a 
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Lesson 4 Exercise Solutions continued 
 
  Reference  

 
6. a. Shoot the azimuth using the compass-to-cheek 4403 
  technique. 
 b. Choose a steering mark using the 
  sighting slot and the sighting wire. 
 c. Recheck your azimuth. 
 d. Close your compass and step off. 
 e. Periodically spot check your azimuth. 
 f. When you arrive at your steering mark, repeat 
  the process until you arrive at your objective. 
7. a. Go around the bush to its center on the 4404a  
  opposite side. 
 b. Leave a mark such as a blaze or a pile of 4404b 
  rocks at your current location in case you 
  must return to that spot.  Use the tree as a 
  steering mark.  Estimate the distance across 
  the swamp.  Subtract this from the length of 
  that line of march.  Work your way  around the 
  swamp, using the easiest route, until you hit the 
  tree.  Reshoot your azimuth and continue 
  your march. 
 c. Use the tree which you used as a steering mark 4404c 
  steering mark for the last swamp as a back 
  steering mark.  Estimate the distance across the 
  swamp.  Subtract this from the length of that 
  line of march.  Skirt around the swamp using 
  the easiest route.  When you get to the other 
  side, shoot an azimuth to the back steering 
  mark.  Move to the left or right until this 
  azimuth is 295°.  Continue on your line of 
  march. 
 d. Use 90° turns to bypass this depression.  Shoot 4404d 
  an azimuth of 265°.  Follow  this azimuth until 
  it appears that you are to the right of the 
  obstacle.  Keep an accurate count of your paces. 
  Shoot an azimuth of 175° (your original line of 
  march).  Follow this azimuth until you are on the 
  other side of the depression.  Shoot an azimuth of 
  85°.  Follow this azimuth for the same number of 
  paces that you followed on the azimuth of 265°. 
  When you finish this leg, shoot an azimuth of 175° 
  to get yourself back on the original line of march. 
  Remember to subtract the number of paces that 
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  you took on the right side of the depression from 
  the number of paces you must take on that leg of 
  march. 
 
Lesson 5 Exercise Solutions 
 
    Reference 
 
1.   4501 
 a. Orient your map your map every time 
  you attempt to associate the map with 
  the ground. 
 b. Determine your starting location. 
 c. Identify major terrain features. 
 d. Maintain an accurate pace count. 
 e. Verify your position at every checkpoint 
  by conducting a detailed comparison between 
  the ground position and the map position. 
2.  Dead reckoning is a means of navigating 4502 
  using only pace counts and azimuths. 
  Terrain association is not used. 
3.   4502a 
 a. Determine location, distance and azimuth. 
 b. Step off. 
 
Lesson 6 Exercise Solutions 
   Reference 
 
1.    4601b 
 a. Rotate the bezel ring until the short 
  luminous line is over the black index line. 
 b. Divide the azimuth by 3. 
 c. Rotate the bezel ring the desired number of 
  clicks in the appropriate direction. 
 d. Hold the compass in the centerhold position. 
  Rotate your body until the north seeking arrow 
  is under the short luminous line. 
 e. Step off in the desired direction by using either 
  the two luminous dots as guides or by using 
  steering marks. 
2.   4601b 
 a. 11 clicks counterclockwise 
 b. 3 clicks clockwise (or 117 clicks 
  counterclockwise) 
 c. 59 clicks counterclockwise 
 d. 30 clicks clockwise (or 90 clicks 
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Lesson 6 Exercise Solutions continued 
   Reference 

 
  counterclockwise) 
 e. 37 clicks counterclockwise 
3.   4602 
 a. Colors disappear at night 
 b. Steering marks must be closer at night 
 c. They should have a distinctive silhouette 
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STUDY UNIT 5 
 

PLANNING, PREPARATION, AND EXECUTION 
 

Introduction.  The major factor influencing land navigation will be the tactical situation.  
The routes you select will be dictated by the location of the enemy and your mission.  
You will be deprived the use of ridgelines because of their silhouetting effect.  Roads and 
trails must also be avoided because of their associated dangers, (mines, boobytraps, and 
ambushes).  Since you cannot use these features to travel on, much more care must be 
taken in planning your routes.  Your success or failure will be determined before you ever 
take your first step into unfamiliar terrain.  During this study unit, we will discuss the 
steps you must take to plan and prepare for navigating as well as the execution of your 
navigation. 
 

Lesson 1. TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
 1. Identify how the elements contained in the acronym METT-TSL influence land 

navigation. 
 
 2. When analyzing terrain, describe the terrain factors that have an impact on 

planning. 
 
 3. Describe the impact of the three types of weather conditions on your mission. 
 
 4. When analyzing Troops and Fire Support, list the two characteristics of your 

squad that have an impact on planning. 
 
 5. Identify the factors that have an impact on your squad's march rate. 
 
5101. Mission Analysis (METT-TSL) 
 
On receipt of your mission, begin your troop-leading steps and make your tentative plan. Base 
your estimate of the tactical situation on METT-TSL. 
 

M - What is the MISSION? 
E - What is known about the ENEMY? 
T - How will TERRAIN and WEATHER influence the operation? 
T - What TROOPS and FIRE SUPPORT do I have AVAILABLE? 
 
T - How much TIME is AVAILABLE? 
S - How much SPACE do I have to maneuver? 
L -What type of LOGISTICS do I need? 

 
This acronym gives you a starting point to conduct your mission analysis and to formulate a plan 
to accomplish your mission. 
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5102. Mission 
 
When we speak in terms of mission and its association to land navigation, we are primarily 
referring to those missions which involve the selection of routes to and from an objective area, 
selection of ambush sites, selection of suitable observations posts, or the positioning of units and 
crew-served weapons.  Your mission will determine the type of route you take, such as one that 
provides for maximum cover and concealment or one that provides for maximum observation.  
Your squad may be tasked with one of the following missions 
 
a. Patrols.  Your squad may be assigned a mission to conduct a combat or reconnaissance 
patrol.  The type of patrol affects the route you select. 
 

(1) Raids, point recons, and ambush patrols should be planned along routes that avoid 
known enemy locations and provide maximum cover and concealment, such as 
along draws, valleys, wooded terrain, and swamps.  Obviously, these missions will 
terminate at a location of known or probable enemy activity, such as a road.  
Additionally, return routes for raids and ambushes should provide for speed of 
movement out of the objective area. 

 
(2) Area recon, combat, search and destroy, and economy of forces patrol routes should 

provide for cover and concealment, coverage of likely enemy avenues of approach, 
and maximum observation of the area, such as on top of hills and along tree lines. 

 
Regardless of the type of patrol, you must make a detailed plan and a thorough map study, in 
order to be successful.  During the map study, you must determine a primary and alternative 
route to and from the objective. 
 
b. Movement to contact.  You may be the point element in a movement to contact.  In this 
case, you must orient your movement to the objective by conducting a map study, determining 
the location of the objective, and selecting the route to be taken. 
 
5103. Enemy 
 
The enemy situation greatly affects your navigational planning, organization, and execution. 
FMFM 1 Warfighting describes enemy positions as either gaps or surfaces. 
 

Surfaces are hard spots--enemy strengths--and gaps are soft spots--enemy 
weaknesses.  We avoid enemy strength and focus our efforts against enemy 
weakness, since pitting strength against weakness . . . is more likely to 
yield decisive results. 

 
Before you select your route, make sure that you identify: 
 
a. Suspected or known enemy locations 
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b. Size, composition, and identification of enemy units 
c. Capabilities and equipment of the enemy 
 
d. Location of enemy obstacles, such as minefields, wire, and tank traps 
 
Then, in conjunction with your mission, plan your route so that you bypass all known and 
suspected enemy strengths and attack his weaknesses. 
 
5104. Terrain and Weather 
 
a. Terrain.  Although an obvious planning factor to consider, terrain does have some rather 
unique characteristics.  Certain aspects of terrain can be either a tremendous asset or liability to 
your squad.  The more rugged the terrain, the more taxing the mission becomes, because of 
slower movement and fatigue.  On the other hand, the more difficult the terrain, the less chance 
there is of detection by enemy forces, especially mechanized units.  When analyzing terrain use 
the acronym KOCOA. 
 

K - key terrain 
O - obstacles 
C - cover and concealment 
O - observation and fields of fire 
A - avenues of approach 

 
(1) Key terrain is any area whose control affords a marked advantage to the force 

holding it.  Key terrain has a bearing on decisions regarding the selection of 
objectives, routes in the offense, and selection of positions in the defense.  Some 
types of key terrain are high ground, bridges, towns, and road junctions. 

 
(2) Obstacles are natural or manmade features that stop, slow down, or divert 

movement, such as rivers, swamps, and minefields. An obstacle may be an 
advantage or disadvantage to your squad, depending upon the direction of attack 
or defense.  For example, a river that is parallel to your route could provide flank 
security; whereas, a river that is perpendicular to your route will force you to find 
a way to cross the river.  Most obstacles can be found by conducting a thorough 
map reconnaissance and studying recent aerial photographs. 

 
(3) Cover and concealment must be considered from both friendly and enemy 

perspectives.  Concealment is protection from observation.  Concealment may be 
provided by woods, tall grass, orchards, or other features that deny observation. 
Cover is protection from the effects of fire.  Cover may be provided by rocks, 
ditches, caves, stream banks, and buildings.  Most terrain features that offer cover 
also provide concealment from ground observation.  Since cover and concealment 
influences the choice of routes, select those routes that offer the maximum cover 
and concealment. 
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(4) Observation and fields of fire influence the placement of fighting positions and 

crew-served weapons, especially when selecting a site for an ambush or 
observation post.  When you are on an area recon patrol, you must balance your 
need for good observation with the need for good cover and concealment.  You 
must conduct a map study to determine areas that provide adequate observation 
and fields of fire. 

 
(5) Avenues of approach are routes by which your squad (or the enemy) may reach an 

objective or key terrain.  To be considered an avenue of approach, a route must be 
big enough for the unit using it.  Likely avenues of approach may be roads, 
valleys, possible LZ's (for insertion by helo), etc.  By examining the terrain, you 
as a squad leader can determine the likely avenues of approach based on the 
tactical situation. 

 
b. Weather.  Weather plays an important role when planning your mission.  Although weather 
may have a negative impact on the capabilities of your men, your squad must be prepared to 
exploit adverse weather conditions that will frustrate the enemy's mobility and observation. 
 

(1) An extremely hot, dry or humid climate will drain your squad, affecting the speed 
at which you move, the load they are capable of carrying, and the duration of your 
mission.  The availability of water in this type of climate is paramount.  Consider 
the amount of water your Marines will use each day, the availability of water 
along potential routes (and whether you can purify it), and the duration and speed 
at which you will be moving. 

 
(2) An extremely cold and wet climate will tax the endurance of your squad.  Heavy 

snow will not only make movement difficult, but it may also mask certain terrain 
features.  Stationary surveillance can become hazardous as decreased activity will 
increase the chance of cold-weather injuries.  Rations will need to be augmented, 
thus increasing the individual load.  To avoid cold injuries, you will need to 
reduce the exposure time of your Marines. 

 
(3) Rainy weather is useful in masking insertion and extraction, but continued 

exposure to wet and cold weather will tax the well-being of your squad.  Be 
attentive for signs of immersion foot, and other wet-weather injuries as well as 
signs of cold-weather injuries.  Although decreased visibility will lessen your 
squad's observation (and thus their ability to identify distant terrain features), it 
will also increase your squad's effectiveness by providing concealment during 
movement. 
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5105. Troops and Fire Support Available 
 
a. The size of a unit affects the selection of positions, formations, routes, and fire plans.  For 
example, on ideal terrain, such as relatively level ground with little or no woods, your squad can 
defend a frontage of up to 300 meters.  You must conduct a thorough map reconnaissance and 
terrain analysis of the area your squad is going to move through.  The size of the unit must be 
taken into consideration when planning your route during movement.  During movement, you 
must retain your ability to maneuver.  A small draw or stream may reduce your unit's 
maneuverability but provide excellent concealment.  The size of your unit will also affect your 
speed of movement.  For example, how long does it take to move a platoon across a danger area 
in comparison to moving a fireteam across the same area? 
 
b. You must consider the physical capabilities of your Marines when selecting a route. 
Crossing a large swampy area may present no problem to a physically fit unit, but to a unit that is 
exhausted from continuous combat operations, the swampy area may slow or completely stop its 
movement. 
 
5106. Time Available 
 
a. March rate.  Your squad must get to the right place, at the right time, and in good fighting 
condition.  The normal rate of march for a foot march is 4 kilometers per hour.  However, the 
rate of march will vary, depending on the following factors: 
 

• Terrain 
• Weather 
• Distance 
• Time allowed 
• Likelihood of enemy contact 
• Equipment/weight to be carried 
• Physical condition of your Marines 

 
b. Security versus speed.  At times your squad will have little time to reach an objective. 
This may force you to choose a route that sacrifices observation or cover and concealment for 
speed.  You must conduct a map study to determine the quickest route to the objective.  The 
quickest route is not always the shortest route.  From point A to point B on the map may appear 
to be 1,000 meters, but if the route is across a large ridge, your rate of march will be slower.  
Another route from point A to B may be 1,500 meters, but on flat terrain.  In this case, the 
quickest route would be across the flat terrain. 
 
c. Danger areas.  These are areas that do not provide concealment from enemy observation.  
A danger area may be a large or small open field, a road, or a stream.  Danger areas affect you by 
reducing your speed due to either time spent crossing them or time spent avoiding them. 
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5107. Space 
 
The space in which you are permitted to operate may be restricted due to the presence of other 
friendly units, planned fire support, or the presence of strong enemy units. 
 
5108. Logistics 
 
a. The length of your operation may require you to plan for resupply during the course of the 
operation.  You must be near a terrain feature that permits the resupply. 
 
b. The types of equipment that your squad needs can be determined by a map reconnaissance.  
For example, if your squad must cross a large stream during its movement to the objective, then 
ropes will be needed for safety lines. 
 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson you have learned about how METT-TSL affects land 
navigation.  During your next lesson you will learn about the four types of reconnaissance that 
you can make to assist you in selecting your route of march.  You will also learn how to actually 
select your route. 
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Exercise: Complete items 1 through 5 by performing the action required. Check your 
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 

 
1. Identify how the elements contained in the acronym METT-TSL influence land 

navigation. 
 
  a. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
  b. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
  c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
  d. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 e. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
  f. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
  g. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
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2. When analyzing terrain, describe the factors that have an impact on planning. 
 

a. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

b. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

d. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

e. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
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 3. Describe the impact that the three types of weather conditions have on your 
mission. 

 
a. ________________________________________________________ 

 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

b. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

 ________________________________________________________ 
 

c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

4. When analyzing Troops and Fire Support, list the two characteristics of your 
squad that have an impact on planning. 

 
a. ________________________________________________________ 

 
  ________________________________________________________ 

 
  ________________________________________________________ 

 
b. ________________________________________________________ 

 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
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5. Identify the factors that will have an impact on your squads march rate. 

 
a. ________________________________________________________ 

 
b. ________________________________________________________ 

 
c. ________________________________________________________ 

 
d. ________________________________________________________ 

 
e. ________________________________________________________ 

 
f. ________________________________________________________ 

 
g. ________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson 2. SELECTING YOUR ROUTE 
 
 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
 1. List the four types of reconnaissance for obtaining information for your 

navigational planning. 
 
 2. List six steps in selecting the route that is best suited for your mission. 
 
 3. Identify the three types of checkpoints. 
 
 4. Identify the characteristics of the three types of checkpoints. 
 
 5. Given a situation where the deliberate offset technique is being used, identify the 

correct offset. 
 
5201. Liaison 
 
Before planning your route, discuss the situation with everyone who has information about the 
terrain on which you will be navigating.  Make sure you have a clear understanding of the 
location of your objective, the location of friendly units in the area, your zone of action, and 
specific boundaries assigned to your unit.  Contact others who have navigated through or flown 
over the area.  Obtain all the information you can that may have an effect on your navigation.  
Make notes on possible routes, map errors, prominent landmarks, suitable checkpoints, etc. 
 
5202. Reconnaissance 
 
a. Aerial reconnaissance.  If at all possible, make a personal reconnaissance of the area on 
which you will be navigating.  One way to do this is by air.  From this vantage point, you can 
survey the terrain you will encounter.  Take your map with you and compare the terrain with 
your map.  Make notations regarding identifiable characteristics of the features which are not 
shown or clearly defined on your map.  Shell holes, identifiable vegetation, burnt areas, etc., will 
not be shown on your map, but recognizing them on the ground will provide you with positive 
identification of terrain features as long as these features are unique to the area.  Undesirable 
terrain, such as extremely thick vegetation or swamps, may not be clearly defined on your map 
but will be obvious from the air.  The best checkpoints can be selected and verified from the air.  
Roads and trails that are shown on your map may be overgrown with vegetation to the point that 
they no longer exist.  Selecting such a feature for a checkpoint would only lead to confusion 
during the march.  An aerial reconnaissance not only allows you to exclude obsolete features for 
checkpoints, but it also enables you to select manmade or natural features that are not included 
on your map. 
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b. Photo reconnaissance.  If you cannot make an aerial reconnaissance, the best alternative is 
recent large-scale aerial photographs.  Aerial photographs, containing a wealth of detailed 
information, are available in many areas of operation, but you have to take the initiative to obtain 
them.  If they are not available within your unit, go through the chain of command and visit your 
battalion  S-2.  When you obtain the desired aerial photographs, make a simultaneous map and 
aerial photograph study. 
 
 (1) When reading an aerial photograph, always hold it so that shadows fall toward 

you.  This will give you the correct impression of terrain features. 
 
 (2) The map will provide the distance, direction, and contour of the land. 
 
 (3) The aerial photos will provide you with up-to-date information on manmade and 

natural features and positive identification of obstacles, checkpoints, etc.  On a 
map, hills often appear similar to each other.  Confusion can result from this.  An 
aerial photo enables you to identify vegetation, shell marks, etc., that are unique 
to each hill. 

 
 (4) If possible, carry the aerial photos along with your map and use them frequently 

to make positive terrain identification while navigating. 
 
c. Ground reconnaissance.  If an aerial reconnaissance is not possible, make a visual ground 
reconnaissance of your route.  Move to a vantage point inside friendly lines and study the terrain 
in the direction of your objective with binoculars.  Take your map, aerial photo, compass, 
binoculars, and notebook with you.  Study this terrain carefully with your binoculars, and 
compare it with the map.  Make notes concerning the terrain which will help you later.  Before 
you complete your ground reconnaissance, move to your exact starting point and locate it 
accurately on the ground and on the map.  Make a mental map of this area so that you will have 
no trouble locating it later when you start. 
 
d. Map reconnaissance.  The importance of a thorough map reconnaissance cannot be over-
stressed.  Begin to study your map the moment you are issued the order.  Continue to study your 
map as you conduct your liaison and carry it on until you have completed navigating.  After 
conducting your liaison it is time to sit down, make a careful and detailed map study, select your 
route, and finalize your navigational plans.  By conducting a map reconnaissance, you can 
confirm or modify your original plan--basing your decision on the terrain's effect on your 
mission. 
 
5203. Route Selection 
 
Now that you have conducted your reconnaissance, you are ready to begin the actual planning of 
your route.  Follow the steps listed below when selecting your route. 
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a. Locate and plot your starting point and objective.  Your first step in selecting your route 
is to locate and plot your starting point and objective on the map.  You located your starting 
point during your ground reconnaissance.  The location of your objective is usually designated 
by higher echelon.  Draw a straight line between these two points. 
 
b. Plot all of the areas you want to avoid during movement.  Plot the locations of known and 
suspected enemy positions.  You should only worry about the ones in the general area between 
your starting point and objective.  You should have received this information when you received 
your order and during your liaison and reconnaissance.  Plot the locations of other areas that you 
wish to avoid. 
 
c. Study and evaluate the terrain.  Beginning at your starting point, carefully study and 
evaluate the terrain and information shown on the map in the direction of your objective.  
Consider all of the possible general routes.  Some guidelines to follow in selecting your route in 
tactical situations are: 
 

(1) Avoid known or suspected enemy positions and obstacles unless your mission 
requires otherwise. 

 
(2) Avoid roads, trails, and inhabited areas. 
 
(3) Avoid moving parallel to enemy or friendly frontlines. 
 
(4) Avoid prominent terrain features.  For example, don't plan your route to take you 

over the only hill in an area.  The enemy could be using the hill as an OP. 
 
(5) Consider the use of routes through or over natural obstacles, such as swamps, to 

avoid detection and achieve tactical surprise. 
 
(6) For daylight movement, the best route normally affords concealment from the 

enemy and frequently leads through woods, swamps, water courses, and over 
difficult slopes. 

 
(7) For night movement, routes should avoid thick undergrowth, dense woods, and 

draws in order to facilitate silent movement. 
 
(8) The route of return should be different from that used when going to the 

objective. 
 
(9) Keep your route as simple as possible.  Pass through or near easily identifiable 

terrain features to permit ease of navigation. 
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Fig 5-1.  General routes available for use between starting point (SP) and objective (OBJ). 
 
d. Select your general route.  Once you plot the areas on the map that you want to avoid, you 
will normally end up with a small number of possible routes to choose from, such as routes A, B, 
and C in figure 5-1.  Each possible route should be considered as to its ease of navigation and its 
tactical feasibility.  Tactically speaking, your route should contribute to the accomplishment of 
your mission.  From the standpoint of navigation, your route should allow you to reach the 
objective in the time allotted, lend itself to accurate navigation, and not consume unnecessary 
time and energy.  Once you have selected the general route you want to use, you are ready to 
plan your route in detail by selecting checkpoints, plotting the legs of the route, and determining 
the azimuths and distances of each leg. 
 
e. Select the checkpoints.  (This will be covered in detail in paragraph 5204.) 
 
f. Connect these points with straight-line segments.  Determine the magnetic azimuth and 
distance of each leg and record them. 
 
5204. Selecting Checkpoints and Plotting the Route 
 
Planning your route in detail consists essentially of converting the curved general route you have 
chosen into a route consisting of a number of straight-line segments called “legs.”  Each leg 
should begin and end on or near an easily identifiable terrain feature.  These terrain features are 
called checkpoints because they enable you to check your navigation and verify your position 
periodically during your movement.  A wise selection of checkpoints is very important in route 
planning.  There are basically three types of checkpoints:  line checkpoints, point checkpoints, 
and a combination of line and point checkpoints.  Each type has its own characteristics, 
advantages, and disadvantages. 
 
a. Line checkpoints.  A line checkpoint is a natural or man made linear feature which 
crosses your line of march.  Figure 5-2 shows examples of line checkpoints. 
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Fig 5-2.  Examples of line checkpoints. 
 
The advantages of line checkpoints are: 
 

(1) Line checkpoints are usually easy to identify when you arrive at them. 
 

(2) Because a line checkpoint stretches across your route, you are certain to hit it 
even if you stray from your intended line of march. 

 
The disadvantages of line checkpoints are: 
 

(1) Although you know you are on a certain linear feature, you may not know your 
exact location on that feature unless you perform a resection or inspection. 

 
(2) Line checkpoints can be confused with features that are similar to them.  A map 

rarely shows all streams and trails in an area. often these features come into 
existence after the map is printed and may not be seen from aerial observation or 
on aerial photographs due to dense vegetation.  You could arrive at such a feature 
and mistake it for your checkpoint when, in reality, the stream or trail shown on 
you map is still some distance away.  This mistake can be avoided by maintaining 
an accurate pace count and orienting yourself using other terrain features. 

 
b. Point checkpoints.  Point checkpoints (fig 5-3) are specific objects or terrain features 
which, if located and properly identified, positively indicate your exact location. 
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Fig 5-3.  Examples of point checkpoints. 
 
Because a point checkpoint indicates exactly where you are, you can correct any mistakes in both 
distance and direction.  This is the advantage that point checkpoints have over line checkpoints.  
The disadvantages of point checkpoints are: 
 

(1) Because point checkpoints cover just a small area on the ground, you may miss 
them when you are navigating. 

 
(2) There may be many terrain features in the area that look like the feature you select 

as a checkpoint.  You may arrive at the wrong terrain feature and incorrectly 
assume it is your checkpoint. 

 
c. Combination of line and point checkpoints.  The ideal type of checkpoint is one that is 
either a combination of two line checkpoints or a line checkpoint and a point checkpoint. 
 

(1) The intersection of any two linear features is called an "intersection of lines" 
checkpoint (fig 5-4) 
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Fig 5-4.  Examples of “intersection of lines” checkpoints 
 
The advantages of this type of checkpoint are: 
 

(a) It is difficult to miss because one of the lines will cross your route.  When 
you reach the first linear feature you need only follow it until you arrive at 
the point where it intersects the other linear feature.  You are then at your 
checkpoint. 

 
(b) Because the intersection is a specific point, this kind of checkpoint offers 

you knowledge about both your distance and direction traveled. 
 

(2) If there is a point checkpoint at or near a linear feature, you have a combination 
line/point checkpoint (fig 5-5). 
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Fig 5-5.  Examples of "line/point" checkpoints. 
 

The advantages of a line/point checkpoint are: 
 

(a) Since the linear feature stretches across your route, you cannot miss it. 
once at the linear feature, you need only follow it until you come to the 
"point" feature.  You are then at your checkpoint. 

 
(b) Since you can accurately determine an exact point on the ground from this 

type of checkpoint, it offers you information about distance and direction. 
 
d. Checkpoint selection.  Study the terrain along the general route you have decided on and 
select the checkpoints that you will use.  Distance between checkpoints should be approximately 
700 meters.  As the distance to a checkpoint increases, you should select a more prominent 
checkpoint so that you will not miss it.  There may be a number of terrain features along your 
route that will serve as checkpoints, but select the best ones.  Mark these checkpoints on your 
map. 
 
e. Plotting the route.  Use a sharp pencil and a straightedge to connect the starting point and 
the first checkpoint with a straight line.  Connect the first checkpoint to the second checkpoint; 
and so on, until the last checkpoint is connected to the objective.  Each straight line designates a 
"leg" of your route.  Use a protractor to determine the grid azimuth of each leg. Use the G-M 
angle to convert these grid azimuths to magnetic azimuths.  Record these magnetic azimuths.  
Use the graphic scale to determine the length of each leg and record each distance with its 
respective magnetic azimuth. 
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(1) Deliberate offset technique.  If you have a checkpoint that is an intersection of 
linear checkpoints or a point checkpoint on a linear feature, one technique you can 
use to help you find the checkpoint is the offset technique.  A deliberate offset is a 
planned magnetic deviation to the right or left of an azimuth to an objective.  
When you establish the azimuth to the objective, purposely deviate to the right or 
left.  A deliberate offset by a known number of degrees in a known direction 
compensates for possible errors and ensures that upon reaching the linear feature, 
you know whether to go right or left to reach the objective.  If you do not use the 
deliberate offset technique, you may accidentally offset.  When you reach the 
linear feature, you won't know which way to turn. 

 
(a) Ten degrees is an adequate offset for most tactical uses.  Each degree 

offset will move you 18 meters to the right or left for each 1,000 meters 
traveled.  For example, in figure 5-6 the number of degrees offset is 10.  If 
the distance traveled to 11x11 is 1,000 meters, then "x" is located about 
180 meters to the right of the objective. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 5-6.  Deliberate offset to the objective. 

 
(b) So which way should you deviate?  If the tactical situation or the terrain 

does not indicate which way to deviate; then deviate in such a manner as 
to make your azimuth as perpendicular to the linear feature as possible. 
This will further ensure that you hit the linear feature on the side of the 
objective that you intend. 

 
f. Select reference lines or points.  After plotting the legs of your route, study each leg and 
see if there are any terrain features which you will be able to see in the distance and use to guide 
you in the proper direction or verify your location. 
 

(1) Ridges, rivers, and roads that roughly parallel a leg on your march will provide 
good reference lines.  If, for example, you see that there is a clearly defined 
stream running parallel to a leg of your march, periodically sight this stream to 
ensure that you are still close to it.  This verifies that you are moving in the proper 
direction. 
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(2) If there is a suitable reference line on both sides of your line of march, you should 

have no difficulty in maintaining the proper direction.  For example if there is a 
ridge line roughly parallel to your line of march on your left and a stream running 
parallel to your line of march on the right, just as long as you never cross these 
features and each feature remains on the correct side of you, you'll be headed in 
the proper direction. 

 
(3) Make a mental note of any prominent "point" features, such as characteristic 

hilltop, vegetation, or buildings, which, although not on your line of march, you 
should be able to see in the distance during movement. 

 
g. Summary.  The steps to follow in selecting and plotting your route are summarized below. 
 
 (1) Locate and plot your starting point and objective. 
 
 (2) Plot all of the areas you want to avoid during movement. 
 
 (3) Study and evaluate the terrain. 
 
 (4) Select your general route. 
 
 (5) Select the checkpoints you will use along this general route. 
 
 (6) Connect these checkpoints with straight-line segments and determine the 

magnetic azimuth and distance of each leg and record them. 
 
h. Sample problem.  Follow the explanation below of navigational planning step by step on 
your Margarita Peak map, located on Figure 5-7. 
 

(1) Situation.  You have been ordered to take your fireteam from your company 
position at grid coordinates 614955 to the vicinity of the hilltop at 637986 to 
establish: an observation post to determine the amount of enemy traffic on the 
light duty road 150 meters east of the hill.  There is an enemy position at 
coordinates 618988.  The Case Spring Road east of 626953 has been mined.  
Annotate the enemy position and the road on your map.  Time does not permit 
reconnaissance or liaison so you must plan your route solely from a map study. 

 
(2) Select your general route (figure 5-7). 

 
(a) Locate and mark your starting point (coordinates 614955) and your 

objective (the hilltop at coordinates 637986). 
 

(b) Next, plot the location of known and suspected enemy positions as well as 
manmade and any natural obstacles you wish to avoid.  This includes the 
enemy position and the mined road. 
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(c) Now consider the general routes that could be used to take you from your 

starting point to the objective (the hilltop) at 637986 (fig 5-7). 

 
 

Fig 5-7.  Possible choices of general routes. 
 
Which route looks best to you?  Why?  If you said that Route C is the best, you are correct.  
Here's why. 
 

1 Route A obviously cannot be used because it would put you on the 
skyline starting at 628973. 

 
2 Route B is no good because it takes you to the bottom of the hill 

occupied by the enemy.  The terrain in that area is orchards and 
scrubs, so the terrain will not hide you. 

 
3 Route C is good because it will place a ridge between your route 

and the enemy, thus masking your movement.  The woodland over 
much of the route will also mask your movement.  Finally, the 
stream will provide a good feature off of which to guide.  The only 
problem is the Case Spring Road. 
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Make sure you stay away from it.  The only difficult part of this 
route will be the first 500 meters where you might be seen by the 
enemy 2400 meters away. 

 
4 Route D is not too bad until you get to the end where it takes you 

parallel to the road that you will be observing enemy activity on.  
Since that area of the road is surrounded by scrubs, you will be 
seen by anyone on the road. 

 
(3) Select checkpoints and plot the route (figure 5-7).  Having determined your 

general route you are now ready to select your checkpoints and plot the exact 
route you will follow.  We said earlier that the hard part of this route will be 
getting into the trees at the bottom of your hill to the northeast.  How would you 
do it? 

 
(a) A careful inspection of the map shows that your starting point (the hill at 

614955) has a finger attached to its east side that leads to a saddle.  This 
finger should mask your movement as long as you stay 100-200 meters to 
the south of Case Spring Road.  Leave your friendly lines at 614954 at the 
bend in the Case Spring Road so that you are south of the finger.  Let's 
make your first checkpoint at 622953 where the road goes across a narrow 
part of the saddle. What is your magnetic azimuth?  Well, your grid 
azimuth is 92° and your G-M angle is 15°, so your magnetic azimuth for 
the first leg is 77°.  What else do you need to know about the first leg?  
That's right, how far to go.  The answer is 750 meters.  Call this the first 
leg of your march and label it as CP 1 (checkpoint 1). 

 
(b) In selecting the second checkpoint you want to get to the trees as quickly 

as possible.  You also want a point that you can definitely confirm the 
location of on both the map and the ground.  Where would you put it?  
How about putting it at 622957 where the stream intersects a long narrow 
open area.  You could confirm this location by the two draws to the north 
and the hill to the northeast.  Your grid azimuth is 1° so the magnetic 
azimuth is 346°.  The distance is 350 meters.  Circle it on your map and 
label it CP 2. 

 
(c) For the third leg of your route you want to follow the general trace of the 

stream in a northeasterly direction. With this in mind, what would make a 
good third checkpoint? What about the stream junction at 638965?  That 
would make it a fairly long leg, but the stream is there to guide you and 
the stream junction should be easy to find.  Your magnetic azimuth is 48° 
and the distance is 1750 meters. You will notice that if you follow the 
azimuth exactly, you will have to cross the stream three times and you 
may miss the junction.  On the other hand, if you cross the stream right at 
CP 2 and just follow the stream, you should have no problems finding the 
checkpoint. 
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Since you are not going on a straight line, you should re-measure the 
distance.  It is now 1900 meters, which is a big enough change to have 
justified re-measuring the distance. 

 
(d) At this point if you take the stream to the right, you will go too close to the 

road you will be monitoring.  So, instead, take the stream to the left until 
you hit the tree line at 633977.  Make this Checkpoint 4.  Do the same 
thing you did on the last leg, in other words, follow a general magnetic 
azimuth of 328° for 1350 meters until you hit CP 4. 

 
(e) At this point you must be sure to stay in the tree line because the hill is no 

longer masking you from the enemy position and you are getting close to 
the road you will be observing.  If you shot one last azimuth to your 
objective, you would go through an open area that you want to avoid.  One 
way to avoid this is to run two more legs, staying inside of the trees almost 
the entire time.  Make your next checkpoint at 638982 where the tree line 
meets a small scrub area in the middle of the woods.  You will have to 
cross a small danger area at 637980, but this is unavoidable.  What is your 
magnetic azimuth and distance for this leg?  That's right 28° for 700 
meters.  You can confirm your location by the small hill to the northeast 
on the other side of the clearing. 

 
(f) Your last leg takes you on a magnetic azimuth of 331° for 450 meters.  

Once you reach your objective, you can recon the area for the specific 
location that you will be using for your observation post. 

 
(g) Determine the total distance involved in the march.  It is 5600 meters.  

This will be an important factor in determining how long it will take to 
complete the march. 

 
(4) Evaluate and memorize the route.  When you have finished plotting your route, 

start with the first leg and study it carefully.  What azimuth will you be following?  
How long is the leg?  Picture in your mind the slopes involved.  Should you be 
going downhill?  Is it uniform, concave, or convex?  Is it steep or gentle?  Do you 
pass near any features that can be used as reference lines or points?  What features 
are at or near checkpoints that will help you positively identify them?  Go over 
and over this leg until you are positive of the direction and distance involved and 
can visualize the characteristics of the terrain you will be encountering.  When 
you are satisfied with your knowledge of the first leg of the march, go on to the 
next leg and do the same with it.  Repeat this procedure until you have memorized 
each leg of the march.  At a minimum you should be able to recite: 

 
(a) The general description of the entire route. 

 
(b) The magnetic azimuth you should follow on each leg. 
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(c) The length, in meters, of each leg. 
 

(d) A description of the checkpoints on each leg and the distance between 
checkpoints. 

 
(e) The type of slopes and terrain characteristics involved in each leg.  Will 

you cross fingers, draws, etc.?  Will you be traveling downhill, uphill, or 
on level ground?  Are the slopes comparatively steep or gentle? 

 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson you have learned the four types of reconnaissance, the six 
steps in selecting the best route for your mission and the three types of checkpoints.  During your 
next lesson you will learn about the final preparations you should make before stepping off on 
your mission. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 5 by performing the action required.  Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 

1. List the four types of reconnaissance that you can make to gain information for 
your navigational planning. 

 
a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
c. _________________________________________________________ 
 
d. _________________________________________________________ 

 
2. List six steps in selecting the route that is best suited for your mission. 

  
a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
c. _________________________________________________________ 
 
d. _________________________________________________________ 

 
e. _________________________________________________________ 
 
f. _________________________________________________________ 
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 3. What are the three types of checkpoints? 
 

a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
b. _________________________________________________________ 
 
c. _________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Identify the characteristics of the three types of checkpoints. 

 
a. _________________________________________________________ 

 
_________________________________________________________ 

 
_________________________________________________________ 

 
b. _________________________________________________________ 

 
_________________________________________________________ 

 
_________________________________________________________ 

 
c. _________________________________________________________ 

 
_________________________________________________________ 

 
  _________________________________________________________ 

 
5. You are currently located at the hilltop at 689043 and you want to go to the 

building alongside the road at 674048. You decide to use the deliberate offset 
technique. What magnetic azimuth should you follow? 

 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
Lesson 3. EXECUTION 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
1. Identify the first consideration you must make prior to departure. 
 
2. Given a situation in which you have become disoriented, identify the correct way 

to locate your position. 
 
3. Identify the tasks of each of the four members of the navigational team. 
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With your route carefully planned and all the necessary preparations made, you are now ready to 
step off on the first leg of your march.  All you need to do is stay on your planned course and 
you will arrive at your objective.  However, no matter how carefully and completely you plan, 
your chances of successfully navigating are considerably lessened unless you give consideration 
to the techniques for executing this plan. 
 
5301. Starting Point 
 
a. Your first consideration, prior to departure, is to ensure that you begin navigating from the 
exact location of your preplanned starting point.  If you start from the wrong location and follow 
your predetermined azimuth, you will be on a course running parallel to your intended line of 
march.  As a result, you will miss your planned checkpoints and in very short time become lost 
(fig 5-8). 
 

 
 

Fig 5-8.  Result of not starting at proper point. 
 
b. It is particularly important that you insure that you begin from the correct starting point if 
you are transported to your starting point by helicopter.  In unfamiliar terrain, it is easy to be 
dropped off on a terrain feature which could be easily confused with your starting point.  Make it 
your responsibility to ensure that you are at the correct starting position before you start 
navigating.  If you are not, move to it and then start your planned navigation. 
 
5302. Staying on Course 
 
As the march progresses, you must make every effort to stay on your planned azimuth.  The 
proper selection and use of steering marks and checkpoints are your best means of ensuring that 
you have maintained your intended course.  Even then, because ideal steering marks are not 
always available and the exact location of your checkpoints can often be confused, it is possible 
to stray off course.  The longer this error goes uncorrected, the more serious it will become.  
Therefore, you should take every opportunity to verify your location through terrain association. 
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a. As prominent landmarks or terrain features appear along your route, stop and quickly 
verify your position by inspection.  If you are on your course, continue to march. 
 
b. If you have strayed off course, immediately take steps to get back on your route or plan a 
new route that will take you to your next checkpoint.  As you arrive at checkpoints, take the time 
to verify your location through inspection and/or resection. 
 
This is particularly important when arriving at line checkpoints.  Arriving at a linear checkpoint 
tells you approximately how far you have gone, but it does not verify that you are on your 
intended route.  To proceed beyond this checkpoint without ensuring you are on course is 
defeating the purpose of a checkpoint.  If you are at the wrong location somewhere along this 
checkpoint as a result of azimuth error, the distance from your intended line of march will 
increase the farther you travel (fig 5-9). 
 

 
 

Fig 5-9.  Verify your location at each checkpoint. 
 
5303. Actions if Disoriented 
 
a. Even if you take all normal precautions while navigating, it is still possible for you to 
become disoriented.  If you have lost your sense of direction, you may still be on the correct line 
of march.  This simple form of disorientation is easy to correct as long as you have your map and 
compass.  However, if you are unsure of which direction you are heading, then follow the steps 
below: 
 

(1) Orient your map and determine your location by inspection or resection. 
 
(2) Use your compass on the oriented map to regain your sense of direction. 
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b. You may have complete and accurate awareness of which direction you are heading, but 
still be disoriented in regards to your location.  Unexpected encounters with the enemy, 
unexpected terrain conditions, the human tendency to drift off course, or a  combination of these 
can cause you to unknowingly leave your line of march and become disoriented.  At the first 
indication of this, you should take steps to find out where you actually are and either move back 
to your preplanned line of march or, if you have drifted far from this preplanned route, plan a 
different route to your next checkpoint or objective from your present location. 
 
c. In some circumstances you may lose all sense of direction and be so far off your course that 
you have no idea where you actually are.  This is the ultimate form of disorientation, because 
now you are truly “lost” (but not hopelessly).  If “lost,” you have a few options for finding your 
location. 
 

(1) Orient your map and determine your location by inspection or resection.  If you 
cannot see any features on the ground that you can positively identify on your 
map, then go somewhere where you can see the surrounding terrain better.  Using 
inspection or resection is the preferred technique of finding your location. 

 
(2) If you still cannot see any terrain features that you can identify on the map, you 

may be able to find your location using any overflying helicopters.  Contact the 
helicopter by getting his freq and call sign from your platoon commander 
(remember to use some sort of code so as not to give this information away to the 
enemy).  Tell the pilot your predicament and describe your location to him until 
he sees you.  Tell him your location in relationship to his 12 o’clock (his 12 
o'clock being his direct front).  For example, “I am on top of a finger about 400 
meters to your 10 o'clock.”  When he sees you, he should be able to tell you your 
location with a six digit grid coordinate (assuming that he is not also lost). 

 
(3) If there are no helos in the area, you have one last option.  Normally, during any 

movement you will have oncall targets for artillery or mortars.  After explaining 
your predicament to the Fire Direction Center (FDC), ask them to fire a spotting 
round (normally a WP round) at the on-call target that you think is closest to your 
position.  Ensure that you have Marines looking in all directions to locate this 
round when it lands.  If you do not see the round splash, then either ask for 
another one on the same target or try another on-call target.  Once you see the 
round splash, perform a one point resection.  This technique has two 
disadvantages that makes it the least preferred technique of finding your location. 

 
(a) It could call the enemy's attention to you. 

 
(b) It is a bit inaccurate due to the inaccuracies of artillery fire and your 

inaccuracies in doing a one point resection. 
 
 (4) With your map oriented and your present location determined, you should be able 

to determine the direction to your objective, closest checkpoint, home base, or any 
other desired point. 
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d. Regardless of whether you have simply lost your sense of direction, have gone astray from 
your preplanned course, or are completely lost, at the first indication that you have become 
disoriented, you should halt your squad, set up local security, and verify whether the march is 
going as planned or if you have, in fact, become disoriented.  Too often Marines will get a 
“funny feeling” that they may be heading in the wrong direction, or see telltale signs that indicate 
they are not on their intended course.  Yet, refusing to face reality, they will plod on, becoming 
more disoriented.  Stop and check things out.  Getting back on course at this early stage is 
usually a simple matter.  The longer you delay it, the more difficult getting reoriented becomes.  
Take advantage of every opportunity to verify that you are on your intended course. 
 
5304. Action at Checkpoints 
 
As you approach a checkpoint, you must keep in mind that the enemy may be occupying it.  The 
feature has characteristics that caused you to select it as a checkpoint.  The enemy, if active in 
the area, will also be making map studies and selecting checkpoints.  They will be looking for 
the same qualities you are looking for and may select the same points as you to serve as 
checkpoints.  They may be occupying an area in close proximity to this checkpoint.  Therefore, 
you should always approach your checkpoints with caution, stopping frequently to listen and 
observe.  You should move to the exact location of the checkpoint only when you are certain it is 
safe to do so. 
 
a. If the checkpoint is a clearly defined landmark such as a building, you should use it only to 
verify your location but not to physically occupy it.  Such landmarks can be expected to be either 
physically occupied or under observation by the enemy.  They may be mined and/or registered as 
artillery targets.  Once you are close enough to observe such a checkpoint, stop in a concealed 
position in its vicinity or bypass it by a concealed route. 
 
b. While at (or near) your checkpoint, take time to review information about the next leg of 
your march. 
 
5305. The Navigational Team 
 
When your squad is assigned a mission that involves navigating from one point to another, you 
should assign Marines specific tasks necessary to successful navigation.  These men are referred 
to as the navigational team.  Try not to assign more than one navigational duty per man.  In fact, 
when possible, assign a primary and an alternate man for the pacer and the navigator so they can 
check one another. 
 
a. The navigator.  The duties of the navigator are so important and exacting that he should not 
be burdened with any other duties while enroute to the objective.  The patrol leader should not 
attempt to do the navigating himself, since he is normally preoccupied with his normal 
responsibilities to devote the required attention to navigation.  A Marine who has displayed 
superior map and compass skills should be assigned as navigator.  The navigator is then 
responsible to the patrol leader for all navigational considerations necessary for the accurate 
navigation or the patrol. 
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(1) He supervises and controls the other members of the navigational team. 
 

(2) He positions himself as the second or third man in the formation so that he can 
control the direction of movement of the point man. 

 
(3) He carries a map, aerial photographs, and other recorded navigational 

information. 
 

(4) He carries a compass and uses it frequently to ensure that the preplanned legs are 
being followed.  He selects steering marks and makes frequent compass readings 
on predetermined reference points.  When there are available Marines, it is more 
important to assign to an alternate for the navigator than it is for the pacer.  If the 
alternate thinks there is a deviation in movement, he brings this to the attention of 
the primary navigator and/or the patrol leader. 

 
(5) He verifies when checkpoints have been reached. 

 
(6) He, more than anyone else, must have the ability to observe and create a “mental 

map” as the march progresses.  In addition, he should keep a written record of any 
significant observations. 

 
(7) Should changes in direction be necessary enroute, he advises the patrol leader of 

the situation and recommends an alternate route to him. 
 

(8) In short, he is responsible to the patrol leader for the success or failure of 
navigating to the objective and, if applicable, returning to friendly positions. 

 
b. Patrol Leader.  It must be remembered that, although he must delegate enough authority to 
the navigator for him to perform his duties, the patrol leader has the overall responsibility for 
everything essential to the accomplishment of the assigned mission.  Therefore, he must closely 
monitor the work of the navigator and require the navigator to submit all recommendations to 
him for approval.  He will make the final decision on navigational matters.  He should often 
check the direction of movement with his compass.  If there are not enough personnel to permit 
assigning a Marine to be navigator, or if properly trained personnel are not available, he must 
assume the duties of the navigator. 
 
c. Pacers.  Pacers are assigned in the patrol to measure the distance traveled. If available, at 
least two Marines should be assigned as pacers.  They should be separated in the patrol 
formation so, as not to influence each other's count. 
 

(1) The pacers should be positioned somewhere behind the navigator, normally 
around the middle of the formation. 

 
(2) Pacers must know their pace count. 
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(3) They should carry a length of cord to serve as a means of recording distance. 

Rather than try to remember the total number of meters traveled, they tie a knot in 
the pace cord every 100 meters (placing a small stone in his pocket every hundred 
meters can serve the same purpose). Knots should be untied or stones discarded at 
each checkpoint since the pace count will start over at each checkpoint. 

 
(4) When you, the patrol leader (or the navigator), call for a pace count, all pacers 

pass up the total distance covered for that leg of march.  This should be given in 
terms of meters, not in terms of paces.  Each 100 meters can be quickly 
determined by counting the knots in the pace cord or stones in the pocket. 
Additional meters can be mentally calculated and added to the total.  As the patrol 
leader you may require the pacers to "send up the pace" automatically every 200 
meters and when they have paced the correct distance for that leg of the march. 

 
(5) The pacers should begin their count anew at each checkpoint since the route will 

be planned in distances between checkpoints rather than in terms of total distance 
traveled. 

 
d. Point man.  Not only does the point man have the responsibility of sniffing out ambushes, 
but he also must be able to maintain the direction of the formation.  He works closely with the 
navigator to ensure the formation moves in the correct direction. 
 
Lesson Summary. During this lesson you have learned the duties of the four members of the 
navigational team and the actions to take if you become disoriented. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the actions required. Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 

1. Identify the first consideration you must make prior to departure. 
 
  _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Item 2 refers to the situation that follows.  Read the situation carefully, then answer the item. 
 

Situation: While out on patrol, you have become totally disoriented. You are currently at 
the bottom of a draw and cannot see the surrounding terrain, but the top of the hill to your 
right presents a clear view of the area. 
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 2. What actions should you take to find your location? 
 
  _______________________________________________________________ 
 
  _______________________________________________________________ 
 
  _______________________________________________________________ 
 
  _______________________________________________________________ 
 
  _______________________________________________________________ 
 

3. State the tasks of each of the four members of the navigational team. 
 

a. _________________________________________________________ 
 
   _________________________________________________________ 
 

b. _________________________________________________________ 
 

  _________________________________________________________ 
 

c. _________________________________________________________ 
 

  _________________________________________________________ 
 

d. _________________________________________________________ 
 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
 
During this study unit you learned how to put all of your navigational skills together into one 
package in order to plan and execute a movement.  During the next study unit you will learn how 
to navigate without a map and compass. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions 
 Reference 
 

1. 
 

a. Mission - Your mission determines the type of route you 
take, such as one that provides cover and concealment or 
one that provides for maximum observation. 

5102 

b. Enemy - You want to avoid enemy strong points and 
attack his weaknesses. 

5103 

c. Terrain and weather - Terrain and weather can be either 
an asset or a liability to your mission. 

5104a 

d. Troops and fire support available – A unit's size and 
physical condition makes some terrain more ideal than 
others. 

5105a 
5105c 

e. Time available - The time you have to accomplish your 
mission may limit you to certain terrain features. 

5106a 

f. Space - The terrain that you have available to maneuver 
in may be restricted by planned fire support or the 
presence of friendly or enemy units. 

5107 

g. Logistics - If the duration of your mission requires you to 
receive a resupply, you will have to plan to be near a 
terrain feature that permits this. 

5108 

 
2. 

 
a. Key terrain is any area whose control affords a marked 

advantage to the force holding it, such as high ground, 
bridges, towns, and road junctions. 

5104a 

b. Obstacles are natural or manmade features that stop, 
slow down, or divert movement. 

 

c. Concealment is protection from observation and may be 
provided by woods, swamps, etc. 
Cover is protection from the effects of fire and may be 
provided by rocks, ditches, caves, stream banks, and 
buildings. 

 

d. Observation and fields of fire influence the placement of 
positions and crew-served weapons. 

 

e. Avenues of approach are routes by which your squad (or 
the enemy) may reach an objective or key terrain.  
These may be either ridges, valleys, or by air. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions 
 
 3. Reference
 

a. An extremely hot, dry, or humid climate will drain your 
squad, affecting the speed at which you move, the load 
you are capable of carrying, and the duration of your 
mission. 

5104b 

b. An extremely cold and wet climate will tax the 
endurance of your squad. Heavy snow will make 
movement physically difficult and will mask terrain 
features. 

 

c. Rainy weather will be useful in masking insertion and 
extraction. Decreased visibility will lessen your squad's 
observation and ability to identify distant terrain 
features. 

 

 
4.          Reference

 
a. The size of a unit affects the selection of positions, 

routes, and fire plans. The size of the unit must also be 
taken into consideration when planning your route 
during movement as you must retain your ability to 
maneuver. The size of your unit will affect your speed 
of movement, such as the time it takes you to cross a 
danger area. 

5104 

b. You must consider the physical capabilities of your 
Marines when selecting a route. For example, an 
exhausted unit may not be able to cross a large swampy 
area. 

 

 
 5. 5106 
 

a. Terrain 
b. Weather 
c. Distance 
d. Time allowed 
e. Likelihood of enemy contact 
f. Equipment/weight to be carried 
g. Physical condition of your Marines 
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions 
 
 Reference 
 

1. 5202 
 
  a. Aerial reconnaissance 
  b. Photo reconnaissance 
  c. Ground reconnaissance 
  d. Map reconnaissance 
 

2. 5203 
 
  a. Locate and plot your starting point. 
  b. Plot known and suspect enemy 
   positions and obstacles. 
  c. Study and evaluate the terrain. 
  d. Select your general route. 
  e. Select the checkpoints you will use 
   along this general route. 
  f. Connect these points with straight 
 .  line segments and determine the 
   magnetic azimuths and distances of 
   each leg. 
 
Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions 
 
           Reference

3. 
  a. Line checkpoints      5204a 
  b. Point checkpoints      5204b 
  c. Combination of line and point    5204c 
   checkpoints 
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions, continued 
 Reference 
 
 4. 
 

a. Line checkpoints- These natural or manmade linear features 
are easy to identify even if you stray from your route. You 
cannot confirm your exact location unless you do a 
resection or inspection. They can be confused with other 
similar features. 

5204a 

b. Point checkpoints - These are specific objects or terrain 
features which, if located and properly identified, positively 
indicate your exact location, thus allowing you to correct 
any mistakes in both distance and direction.  They cover 
just a small area on the ground making it easy to miss them 
when you are navigating.  There may be many terrain 
features in the area that look like the feature you select as a 
checkpoint. 

5204b 

c. Combination of line and point checkpoints - This ideal type 
of checkpoint is either a combination of two line 
checkpoints or a line checkpoint and a point checkpoint.  
They are difficult to miss because the line crosses your 
route.  When you reach the linear feature you need only 
follow it until you arrive at the point where it intersects the 
other feature.  This kind of checkpoint offers you 
knowledge about both your distance and direction traveled. 

5204c 

 
5. 290o 5204e(1) 
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Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions 
 Reference 
 

1. Ensure that you begin navigating from the exact location you 
have preplanned as your starting point. 

5301 

2. Go to the top of the hill to the right and  locate terrain features 
that you can identify on both the ground and on your map. 
Perform a two point resection.  (This is the preferred 
technique of finding your location.  The others are performed 
only if you cannot find features you can locate on the map and 
on the ground.) 

5303c(1) 

3 a. The navigator - He selects steering marks, makes 
frequent compass readings, verifies checkpoints, 
recommends changes of the patrol route to the patrol 
leader, directs the point man. 

5305a 

 b. Patrol leader - He is responsible overall for the 
navigation of the unit and makes all final decisions 
concerning all navigational matters. 

5305b 

 c. Pacer - He measures the distances traveled. 5305c 
 d. Point man - He works closely with the navigator to 

ensure the formation moves in the correct direction. 
5305d 
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STUDY UNIT 6 
 

LAND NAVIGATION USING NATURAL MEANS1

 
Introduction.  Many Marines are completely dependent on modern navigational aids, 
such as accurate large-scale maps, aerial photographs, and the compass.  Without them 
they feel they have little chance of accurately navigating.  They forget that for centuries 
man navigated unexplored land areas and thousands of miles of sea with only the crudest 
forms of charts and instruments.  These people, through their knowledge of nature and 
the many signs it provides to guide them, were able to unerringly proceed across 
uncharted areas and accurately arrive at their destination.  In a few hours of study, you 
cannot expect to become as familiar with nature as those people were after a lifetime of 
observation.  However, each Marine should have enough knowledge of nature's signs so 
that he can orient himself in relationship to where he wants to go, and, guided by nature, 
reach his destination. 

 
Lesson 1. DETERMINING DIRECTION BY NATURE'S SIGNS 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
1. Identify the proper procedure to locate the North Star using the Big Dipper. 
 
2. Identify the proper procedure to locate due south by using the Southern Cross. 
 
3. Identify the difference between the Southern Cross and the False Cross. 
 
4. Identify the four steps for finding direction by using the overhead star technique. 
 
5. Identify the five steps for finding direction by using the shortest shadow 

technique. 
 
6. Identify the four steps for finding direction by using the shadow-tip technique. 
 
7. Identify the four steps for making an improvised pocket navigator 
 
8. Identify the two steps for using an improvised pocket navigator. 

                                              
1 The material in paragraphs 6102c, 6103c, 6104 and figures 6-4, 6-6, 6-7, 6-9, and 6-10 was 
adapted, by permission, from the book Better Ways of Pathfinding, Stackpole Company, 
Harrisburg, Pa., copyrighted 1964 by Robert S. Owendoff, 5205 Lindsay Drive, Fairfax, Va. 
22032.  All rights reserved by copyright owner. 
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6101. Techniques 
 
Throughout the planning and execution of land navigation, one essential fact becomes evident: 
your chances of success are directly related to your ability to determine and maintain known 
directions for every leg of your course.  Your lack of a compass does not alter the importance of 
this consideration.  You must continuously be aware of the direction you are traveling.  Seldom 
does guesswork produce anything but a lost Marine.  With the many means provided by nature 
for determining and maintaining direction, there is no reason for guesswork.  Nature will guide 
you only if you can recognize, understand, and employ the direction signs it provides. 
 
a. Accuracy of natural techniques of determining direction.  There are many techniques for 
determining direction using nature’s signs. Some are accurate and valid regardless of where you 
are; whereas, others are reasonably accurate, but only within certain areas of the world.  Still 
other widely publicized techniques are so unreliable that regardless of how often they are 
referred to, they should NEVER be used during land navigation.  Whichever technique you use, 
remember to use a base direction, such as true north, true west, true east, or true south.  If 
extreme accuracy is necessary to reach your destination, or great distances are involved, the 
means you use to determine the direction of true north, and subsequent direction, must be 
precise.  The technique used must indicate the proper direction within a few degrees. 
 
b. Techniques taught in this course.  The techniques for determining direction that are taught 
in this course are the most accurate.  They all depend upon the movements of the sun and stars in 
relation to the earth for their validity and accuracy.  They do not require a profound knowledge 
of astronomy on your part.  Unless otherwise specified, these techniques can be used with 
accuracy anywhere in the world. 
 
6102. Determining Direction from the Stars 
 
When visible, the North Star and the Southern Cross provide one of the easiest and most reliable 
means of determining and maintaining accurate direction at night. Although there are many stars 
and constellations, only two, the North Star and the Southern Cross, are easily adapted for use in 
determining direction. 
 
a. The Northern Hemisphere.  Of all the visible stars in the Northern Hemisphere, the most 
useful in determining direction is the North Star.  Because of its unique location in relation to the 
earth, its position remains constant over the north pole.  Since the North Star is not the brightest 
star in the northern sky, it is best located by using the prominent constellation the Big Dipper.  
The Big Dipper is made up of seven fairly bright stars in the shape of a dipper with a long curved 
handle.  Use the two stars that form the outside edge of the cup as pointer stars.  These pointers 
aim at a fairly bright star that is five times the distance from the pointer as the distance is 
between the pointer stars.  It is the only fairly bright star in that area of the sky.  This bright star 
is the North Star and is located directly over the North Pole (fig 6-1). 
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Fig 6-1.  Finding the North Star and the Big Dipper. 
 
The positions of the Big Dipper change continuously throughout the night (fig 6-2).  Although 
they will appear to rotate around the North Star, the pointer stars in the Big Dipper will always 
point toward the North Star as described above.  Remember that the North Star is visible only to 
an observer in the Northern Hemisphere.  It is NOT visible to an observer in South America.  In 
fact, the North Star is not visible to an observer 1° south of the equator.  The further north you 
are, the higher in the sky the North Star will be.  As you move closer to the equator, parts of the 
Big Dipper may be hidden under the horizon. 
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Fig 6-2.  The Big Dipper rotates around the North Star. 
 
b. The Southern Hemisphere.  In the Southern Hemisphere, you can determine true south by 
using the Southern Cross constellation.  The Southern Cross constellation consists of five stars, 
four of which form a distinct cross (fig 6-3).  Two of these--the ones on the southern and eastern 
arms of the cross--are among the brightest stars in the heavens.  The two stars that form the 
western arms are less conspicuous but are bright enough to be clearly recognized.  When you 
have identified the Southern Cross, imagine that this cross is the frame of a kite.  Now imagine 
that the kite has a STRAIGHT tail four and one-half times as long as the length of the kite itself.  
The end of this tail is at a point over the South Pole. 
 
There is no star at this point to use as a reference as with the North Star.  In fact, this area is so 
void of stars that it is often referred to as the "coalsack" of the heavens.  Realize that the closer to 
the South Pole you are, the higher in the sky the end of the "kite's tail" will be.  Additionally, just 
as the Big Dipper rotates around the North Star, the Southern Cross also rotates around the 
"coalsack." 
 
The accuracy with which you determine the direction of true south depends on your ability to 
visualize a straight line from the tail of the Southern Cross and estimate the correct distance 
along this line to the correct point in the sky. 
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Fig 6-3.  Use the Southern Cross to determine true south. 
 

 
Note: The False Cross.  The true Southern Cross should not be confused with 

another cross located nearby known as the false cross.  A distinction 
between the two can be made if you remember that the stars forming the 
False Cross are much more widely separated and are dimmer than the stars 
that form the true Southern Cross. 

 
 
c. Overhead star technique.2  Any handy overhead star can be used to determine direction 
fairly accurately.  This is done by carefully observing the movement of a single overhead star for 
a short period of time.  This movement will indicate a true east-west direction from which other 
directions can be measured.  This technique of determining direction is a bit time-consuming, but 
it does not depend on the Big Dipper or Southern Cross being above the horizon or on your 
ability to identify constellations. Additionally, fog, haze, or thick vegetation may obscure 
portions of the sky and prevent you from seeing the North Star or Southern Cross.  The 
procedure for determining direction by observing the movement of an overhead star is explained 
below. 

                                              
2 Copyrighted material.  See footnote 1 on page 6-1. 
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STEP PROCEDURE 

1 Implant a stick about 2 feet long in the ground at a slight angle (fig 6-4). 
2 Lie down on your back on the ground with one eye directly underneath the top of 

the stick. 
3 Line up your eye and the tip of the stick with any overhead star.  A star that is 

directly overhead will give you the best reading. 
4 Now, lie perfectly still and observe the direction of movement of the star.  The star 

will always move from EAST to WEST. 
 
Once an east-west direction is determined from overhead star movement, you can orient yourself 
to any desired direction of travel. 
 

 
 

Fig 6-4.  Determining direction from overhead star movement. 
 
6103. Determining Direction from the Sun 
 
a. Movement of the sun.  To properly use the sun in determining direction, you need to have 
a basic understanding of several facts related to the sun's movement. 
 

(1) The well-known fact that the sun rises in the east and sets in the west can be 
misleading unless this “fact” is properly interpreted.  Actually, the sun rises 
directly in the east and sets directly in the west only twice each year.  On all other 
days of the year, only a general direction of east or west can be determined by 
observing the point on the horizon where the sun rises or sets. 
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(2) Not only does the sun rise at a slightly different point as each day passes for a 
given location, but it also rises at a different azimuth for different latitudes on the 
same day.  For example, on 21 December (winter solstice) in Washington, D.C., 
the azimuth of the rising sun is 121° from true north.  On this same day in Qui 
Nhon, Vietnam, the azimuth of the rising sun is 114° from true north.  Because of 
the symmetry of the sun's movement with respect to the earth, the declination of 
the setting sun from true west is equal to the declination of the rising sun from 
true east for that day at that location.  For example, if the sun rises at 5° north of 
true east (in other words, 85°), then on that day the sun will set at 5° north of true 
west (in other words, 275°). 

 
(3) Because the sun follows a path through the sky that varies as each day passes, it 

would be impossible for you to know the exact azimuth of the sun for every 
latitude, for every day of the year, and for every hour of the day; however, there 
are field expedient techniques you can use to determine directions from the sun, 
and in particular the shadows that it causes.  The directions determined by these 
techniques are accurate enough for your daytime navigational needs. 

 
b. Shortest shadow technique.  Regardless of where you are on earth, a stationary object on 
the ground will cast its shortest shadow when the sun is at its highest point in the sky (a time 
known as solar noon).  This shortest shadow will lie on a true north-south line.  This is the basis 
for the shortest shadow technique of determining direction.  The procedure for determining 
direction using the shortest shadow technique is explained below and illustrated in figure 6-5. 
 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Sometime well before noon, drive a 3 foot stick into the ground in a level place.  

Ensure that the stick is vertical. 
2 Place a mark on the ground where the end of the stick's shadow falls.  As the sun 

moves, the stick's shadow will move towards the stick and gradually become 
shorter.  As it does, periodically mark where the end of the shadow falls.  When the 
sun reaches solar noon, the shadows will begin to lengthen.  When this happens, 
stop marking. 

3 Draw a curved line connecting all of the points. 
4 The point on the curved line that is closest to the base of the vertical stick 

designates solar noon.  Place a mark at this point. 
5 Draw a straight line from this mark to the base of the stick.  This line is a true 

north-south line.  The direction of north can be determined by realizing that your 
first mark will always be to the west of the north-south line (this is common sense--
not some sort of astronomical mystery). 
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Fig 6-5.  Shortest shadow technique of determining direction. 
 
The shortest shadow technique of determining direction is extremely accurate.  It does have 
several shortcomings, however. 
 

• At best, only a single determination of direction can be made during the entire day, 
and often an hour of patient waiting is required. 

 
• Readings can only be taken at mid-day. 

 
• The sun may disappear behind a cloud during a critical period. 

 
c. Shadow-tip technique.3  The shadow-tip technique of direction determination is the 
easiest to learn. It is the simplest to perform and may be performed at any time of the day. It is 
fairly accurate.  The shadow-tip technique is performed as follows: 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Drive a stick into the ground at a level, brush-free spot.  The stick doesn't need to 

be vertical. 
2 Immediately mark the shadow tip (1, fig 6-6). 
3 Wait until the shadow tip moves at least 2 inches. Mark the new position of the 

shadow tip in the same way as the first one (2, fig 6-6). 
4 Draw a straight line through the two marks (3, fig 6-6).  This is an 

APPROXIMATE east-west line, from which you can orient yourself to any 
desired direction of travel.  As you remember from the shortest shadow technique, 
the first mark will ALWAYS point to the WEST. 

 
Inclining the stick to obtain a more convenient shadow, in size or direction, does not impair the 
accuracy of the shadow-tip technique. 
 

                                              
3 Copyrighted material.  See footnote 1 on page 6-1. 
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Fig 6-6.  Shadow-tip technique of determining direction. 

 
The shadow-tip technique is not as accurate as the shortest shadow technique.  You can use these 
general rules to get an idea of the error in the shadow-tip technique: 
 

• The maximum error will occur at sunrise, decrease to no error at solar noon, and 
increase in the opposite direction to a maximum error at sunset. The amount of early 
morning and late afternoon error reaches its greatest proportion at the solstices 
(December 22 and June 22).  If accuracy is important and the situation permits, it is 
preferable that shadow-tip readings be made only between the hours of 1000 and 
1400. 

 
• If you are going to navigate for the entire day, the early morning and late afternoon 

error in the shadow-tip technique is of little consequence other than to slightly 
increase the distance you must travel.  The shadow-tip morning errors are exactly 
equal to the afternoon errors and are opposite in direction.  As a result, if you take 
frequent shadow-tip readings during the day and navigate at the same speed for the 
same number of hours in the afternoon as you did in the morning, you will 
automatically compensate for errors inherent in the technique and be back on your 
intended line of march at the end of the day (fig 6-7). 
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Fig 6-7.  Shadow-tip readings are self-compensating. 
 
d. The watch technique of determining direction.  Much has been written about the use of 
your watch to determine direction.  This technique is inaccurate, confusing, and a waste of time 
when you consider that there are more accurate techniques for determining direction. 
 
6104. The Pocket Navigator4

 
a. General.  The shadow-tip technique of determining direction and time was originated and 
developed by Robert S. Owendoff while he was a high school student in Falls Church, Virginia.  
Based on the principles of shadow-tip movement, Owendoff developed a device which enables a 
person to accurately determine directions.  This device is called the “pocket navigator.”  Properly 
used, it provides you with an infallible means of accurately determining direction during daylight 
hours when the sun is visible. 
 
b. Principles of the pocket navigator.  The principles on which the pocket navigator is based 
should be generally understood before using it.  You should have enough understanding about 
the movement of the sun to realize why the pocket navigator works.  This understanding will 
enable you to make your own navigator should the need arise.  If you place a stick vertically in 
the ground and trace the movement of the shadow tip as you did with the shortest shadow 
technique--doing this one day a month for a year--you would observe the following 
characteristics of the lines (fig 6-8). 
 

(1) On two days a year (March 21 and September 23) the sun rises directly in the 
east, “rides the equator,” and sets directly in the west.  Because the sun is “riding 
the equator” during these equinoxes, a line connecting shadow tips throughout 
either of these days is a straight line. 

 
                                              
4 Copyrighted material.  See footnote 1 on page 6-1. 
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(2) Following the fall equinox (September 23), the tilt of the earth's axis causes the 
sun to rise, follow a path, and set south of the equator.  This deviation increases 
on a daily basis until December 22.  December 22 is referred to as the winter 
solstice.  During this period, shadow-tip lines become more distant from the base 
of the stick and more curved as the winter solstice is approached.  Following the 
winter solstice, the deviation decreases until the sun once again “rides the 
equator” on the spring equinox (March 21). 

 
(3) Following the spring equinox (March 21), the reverse takes place.  Because of the 

tilt of the earth's axis during this season the sun will rise, follow a path, and set 
north of the equator.  This deviation increases on a daily basis until June 22.  June 
22 is referred to as the summer solstice.  During this period, shadow-tip lines are 
closer to the base of the stick and more curved as the summer solstice is 
approached.  Following the summer solstice, the deviation decreases on a daily 
basis until the sun once again "rides the equator" on the fall equinox (September 
23). 

 

 
 

Fig 6-8.  Butterfly diagram showing extremes of shadow-tip curvatures. 
 
c. Improvised pocket navigator.  Based on the above discussion, it is a simple matter for 
you to make an improvised pocket navigator.  The only material required is a small piece of 
paper upon which to draw the trace of shadow tips and a pin, nail, twig, match, or other such 
device to serve as a shadow-casting rod.  Secure the paper so that it does not move (fig 6-9). 
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STEP PROCEDURES 

1 Set this tiny rod (1 or 2 inches long is fine) upright on your piece of paper.  Mark 
the position where the base of the rod sits so it can be returned to the same spot for 
later readings. 

2 Periodically mark the location of the tip’s shadow.  Make the first mark soon after 
sunrise.  The more marks you make, the more accurate your navigator will be. 

Note: The piece of paper must remain in the same position throughout the entire day. 
3 At the end of the day, connect the shadow tip markings.  The result will be a 

curved line (except on March 22 and September 22). 
Note: If it is not convenient to take a full day's shadow tip markings, your 

observations can be continued on subsequent days, but the paper must remain in 
the same position. 

4 The marking made at exactly solar noon is on a north-south line.  The direction of 
north should be indicated with an arrow on the navigator as soon as it is 
determined (using the technique described in the shortest shadow technique). 

 

 
 

Fig 6-9.  Making an improvised pocket navigator. 
 
To use your improvised pocket navigator, use the following procedure: 
 

STEP PROCEDURE 
1 Hold the pocket navigator level with the rod in the upright position. 
2 Slowly rotate the navigator until the shadow tip just touches the curve.  If it is 

morning, the shadow should touch the LEFT side of the navigator.  If it is 
afternoon, the shadow should touch the RIGHT side of the navigator. 
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The arrow then points to true north, from which you can orient yourself to any desired direction.  
This improvised navigator will work all day and will not be out of date for about one week. 
 
Lesson Summary.  During this lesson you have learned how to determine a base direction, such 
as true north, using several natural means.  During the final lesson, you will learn about how to 
put all of this knowledge into the actual execution of your land navigation. 
 
 
Exercise: Complete items 1 through 8 by performing the action required. Check your 

responses against those listed at the end of this study unit. 
 

1. What is the proper procedure for locating the North Star using the Big Dipper? 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 

2. How is due south found using the Southern Cross? 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 

3. What is the difference between the Southern Cross and the False Cross? 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________ 
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 4. What are the four steps for finding direction using the overhead star technique? 
 

 a. _______________________________________________________ 
 

  _______________________________________________________ 
 

 b. _______________________________________________________ 
 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 

 c. _______________________________________________________ 
 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 

 d. _______________________________________________________ 
 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 
 5. What are the five steps for finding direction using the shortest shadow technique? 
 

 a. _______________________________________________________ 
 

  _______________________________________________________ 
 

 b. _______________________________________________________ 
 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 

 c. _______________________________________________________ 
 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 

 d. _______________________________________________________ 
 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 

 e. _______________________________________________________ 
 

  _______________________________________________________ 
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 6. What are the four steps for finding direction using the shadow-tip technique? 
 

 a. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

 b. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 d. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 

 
7. What are the four steps for making an improvised pocket navigator? 

 
 a. ________________________________________________________ 

 
  ________________________________________________________ 

 
 b. ________________________________________________________ 

 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 d. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
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 8. What are the three steps for using the improvised pocket navigator? 
 

 a. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 

 b. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
Lesson 2. PLANNING 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 
 

Identify the five steps for navigating using natural means. 
 
6201. Initial Considerations 
 
a. General.  You should acquire the ability to navigate without a map or compass long before 
you find yourself in a situation where you need this skill. If you have not already done so, begin 
to develop the knowledge of nature necessary to keep you going, and going accurately under the 
most adverse conditions. 
 
b. Develop awareness.  Develop a keen awareness of all that is going on around you.  
Through this awareness, determine any and all means which you may use to determine direction 
and identify friendly positions. 
 
 

(1) Do aircraft follow any routine flight pattern?  If so, in what direction do they fly 
at particular times of the day? 

 
(2) Is there a prevailing wind, and, if so, what identifiable effect does it have on 

vegetation and terrain (such as sand buildup against buildings)?  Actually, there 
are far more reliable means of determining direction.  Use the wind and its effects 
only when other more reliable means are not available. 

 
(3) There are other local characteristics of plant growth which may be used to 

determine direction in various parts of the world.  Learn from the local inhabitants 
if any such characteristics exist in your area. 
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Always make a personal observation and evaluation of such expedient means, and 
never assume that because a direction indicating characteristic is valid in one area 
of the world that it can be used everywhere else.  Such is not usually the case.  For 
example, moss DOES NOT always grow on the north side of trees. 

 
(4) Local customs, taboos, or expediencies will often determine the direction in 

which shrines, churches, pagodas, and even rural homes will face. 
 
(5) Become increasingly aware of the identifiable terrain characteristics in your area 

of operation.  You should be able to unmistakably identify these terrain features 
anytime you see them and from any direction. 

 
c. Importance of prior planning.  If you have properly prepared yourself before an 
emergency arises, your chance of navigating through unfamiliar terrain and arriving back at your 
unit will be greatly increased. 
 
6202. Estimate of the Situation 
 
A clear estimate of the situation will enable you to formulate a good plan of action; a poor 
estimate may lead to a poor plan and eventual failure.  The estimate of the situation is a problem-
solving process.  It is a technique of selecting the course of action that offers the greatest 
possibility of success.  The steps that you must take in making your estimate of the situation are 
the same for any tactical situation.  Use the acronym METT-TSL.  In this type of situation, you 
may not have much influence over some of the paragraphs of METT-TSL that will have a direct 
bearing on your course of action, such as the amount of food you have available.  Since this is 
not a course on survival or escape and evasion, we will not cover these things in detail.  We will 
only assume that you have entered a situation where you do not have traditional techniques of 
navigation and that you have decided to use natural means to reach a particular location. 
 
6203. Five Steps for Navigating by Natural Means 
 
How detailed your plan needs to be will depend upon your situation.  If you are separated from 
your patrol when you were 500 meters west of your patrol base, all you need to do is to orient 
yourself using the sun or the stars and step off in the correct direction.  However, if you must 
travel long distances, your plan must be more detailed.  If you are navigating a long distance, the 
first step is to prepare a map. 
 
a. Prepare a map.  The first step in preparing your map is to orient yourself; that is, determine 
as closely as possible where you are in terms of distance and direction from a known location.  In 
doing this, you should use a "home" reference system; that is, you should base your estimate on 
the location of known friendly locations.  You will probably be more familiar with the terrain 
and general orientation of your home base than with any other location.  Begin drawing this 
information on a piece of paper.  When possible, use standard map symbols, but don't worry 
about drawing a work of art (fig 6-10).  It is only important that it is accurate and that you can 
understand it. 
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Begin filling in other information on the map, such as the location of major terrain features, 
enemy units, obstacles, etc.  Be sure to include a north seeking arrow on the map.  All of this 
additional information can come from many sources. 
 

 
 

Fig 6-10.  Prepare a rough sketch to serve as a map. 
 

(1) Tactical briefings.  Learn as much as you can about the location of friendly and 
enemy units, their relation to each other, and their relation to your unit's location. 

 
(2) Observations during movement.  As you move, observe and record on a mental 

map any features which may aid you in navigation should an emergency arise.  
Because of the distance normally involved, this is particularly important when 
being transported by aircraft.  By observing the terrain beneath from a bird's-eye 
view, you will soon gain an excellent picture of the lay of the land.  From this 
view you can see that ridges and streams may meander, but that they may 
meander in a general direction.  A recollection of the direction you had been 
traveling in and the distance traveled in that direction will give you a rough 
indication of where you are in relation to where you came from. 

 
(3) Prior map studies.  Observe and evaluate the terrain you are in and can see in the 

distance.  As you do, try to remember everything you can from prior map studies, 
intelligence briefings, and discussions.  You can often determine your general 
location by identifiable characteristics of the terrain you are in or near. 
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For example, if you can see a lake in the distance and can remember seeing such a 
lake during a map study, you should be able to visualize the location of this lake 
in relation to your home base or other friendly areas. 

 
(4) The sounds of combat.  The familiar sound of combat will often enable you to 

determine where you are in relationship to known locations. 
 

(a) If, for example, you know where friendly artillery units are located, the 
sound of their firing can be used for orientation. 

 
(b) The sound of naval gunfire or the flight of what you know to be carrier-

based planes will indicate the direction to the sea. 
 
(c) If you know that your unit was to make an assault on a specific hill at 

0800, the sound of assault fire by small arms at 0800 will provide you 
with a known direction. 

 
Evaluate the reliability of the information you put on your map.  There is a difference between 
something you KNOW to be true and something that you THINK is true.  This can affect the 
types of decisions you make.  As always, estimating the situation is a continuous process. 
 
b. Determine your destination.  Once you have oriented yourself, you should have an idea of 
the approximate distance and direction to one or more known areas.  You must decide, based on 
your estimate of the situation, where you want to go.  This, then, becomes your destination. 
 

(1) Your destination will normally be the nearest known friendly location. 
 
(2) If you are unaware of the location of any occupied friendly areas but do remember 

an area that is regularly patrolled, or that is beneath regularly traveled airways, or 
that for other reasons you feel offers you a better likelihood of being located than 
where you are, then this area would be your destination. 

 
(3) Because you are determining the location of your destination by estimation based 

on what you see, hear, remember, or deduce, there is always the chance that you 
will be in error when relating its location to direction on the ground.  Nonetheless, 
you must have some specific destination in mind before starting your journey, and 
must plan your route so that it heads toward the destination.  As you progress, 
indications may arise that will cause you to reevaluate your original estimation of 
the location of your destination.  At this point, changes in your route planning 
may be necessary.  In the meantime, however, you have been progressing steadily 
in a definite direction and not wandering aimlessly in circles. Remember, 

 
 

ESTIMATION OF THE SITUATION IS A CONTINUOUS PROCESS 
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Men who have been hopelessly lost in unfamiliar terrain and who have been 
fortunate enough to be found by search parties almost invariably admit that they 
were trying to locate no particular destination.  They simply took off hoping to 
find a populated location.  Often when they were found, after several days of 
aimless wandering, they were hardly more than a stone's throw from where they 
first became lost. 

 
c. Plan your route.  Do this in the same manner as you would any other type of movement, 
such as a patrol.  You should plan for checkpoints, azimuths, and distances.  Obviously, your 
checkpoints will have to be major terrain features rather than exact six digit grid coordinates.  
They will depend on your knowledge of the area as well as the other paragraphs of METT-TSL.  
As always, checkpoints are important as they keep you abreast of your current location.  Since 
your map will not be exact, your azimuths and distances will be mere estimations. 
 
Keep track of your distances traveled in the normal manner.  (Refer to paragraph 5301 for further 
information on selecting checkpoints and planning routes.) 
 
d. Begin navigation.  Azimuths are figured by using one of the techniques described in the 
first lesson of this study unit.  These techniques will give you a base direction.  In other words, 
they tell you the direction of north, south, east, or west.  Use your base direction to figure the 
azimuth you want to follow.  For example, if your base direction is south and you need to follow 
an azimuth of 135°, then your azimuth will be to your left front as you face your base direction. 
 
e. Update your map.  As you progress on your movement, update your map with terrain that 
you pass through, distances traveled (along with how long it took you to travel that distance), and 
things that possess intelligence value.  Your sketch, if accurately made and maintained, provides 
you with many of the advantages of an actual map which enable you to 
 

(1) Determine your approximate location, in relation to your estimated destination, 
your estimated checkpoints, and prominent terrain features which you have 
observed. 

 
(2) Realize the combined distance you have traveled toward your destination. 
 
(3) In the event you have to backtrack, a recognition of features identified on the 

sketch assures you that you are heading back on the correct course. 
 
(4) Upon completion of your navigation, a properly kept sketch may be an invaluable 

piece of intelligence information. 
 

Lesson Summary. During this lesson you have learned about the steps you must take to prepare 
for navigating without a map and compass. 
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Exercise: Complete item 1 by performing the action required.  Check your response against 
the one listed at the end of this study unit. 

 
 1. What are the five steps for navigating using natural means? 
 

 a. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 
 b. ________________________________________________________ 

 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 c. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 d. ________________________________________________________ 
 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 e. ________________________________________________________ 
 

  ________________________________________________________ 
 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
 
During this study unit you have learned how to determine direction using natural means and how 
to put this knowledge to practical use.  During your last study unit, you will learn how to use the 
GPS. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions Reference 
 
 1. Use the two stars that form the outside of the cup as 6102a 
  pointers. The North Star is located five times the 
  distance between the stars. 
 
 2. Due south is located at a point four and a half times 6102c(3) 
  the length of the Southern Cross. 
 
 3. The stars of the False Cross are farther apart 6102c(2) 
   and dimmer than the stars of the Southern Cross. 
 
 4. 6102c 
 
  a. Put a two-foot long stick in the ground at a 
   ground at a slight angle from the vertical. 

 b. Lie down with your face upward and one eye 
  directly under the top of the stick. 
 c. Line up your eye and the end of the stick with 
  an overhead star. 
 d. Observe the direction of movement of the star, 
  which will move from east to west. 

 
 5.  6103b 
 

a. Place a three-foot long stick in the ground, 
   ensuring that it is vertical. (Do this well before 
   noon.) 
  b. Periodically mark the ground where the end of 
   the stick's shadow falls until the shadow begins 
   to lengthen. 

 c. Draw a curved line connecting all of the points. 
d. Mark the point on the curved line that is closest 

   to the stick. 
  e. Draw a straight line from this mark to the stick 
   to mark the north-south line. 
 
 6.  6103c 
 
  a. Put a stick in the ground. 
  b. Mark the location of the shadow tip. 
  c. Mark the location of the shadow tip  
   again when it has moved about two inches. 
  d. Draw a straight line connecting the two points. 
   The second mark points towards the east. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions, continued Reference
 
 7.   6104c 
 
  a. Set a one to two-inch rod upright on a piece 
   of paper. 
  b. Periodically mark the location of the tip’s 
   shadow. 
  c. Connect the shadow tip markings at the end 
   of the day. 
  d. Mark the north-south line by connecting the 
   base of the upright rod with the point on the 
   curve that is closest to the rod. 
 
 8. 
 

 a. Hold the pocket navigator level with 6104c(5) 
  the rod in an upright position. 

  b. Rotate the pocket navigator until the 
   shadow tip of the rod just touches the 
   curve. (The navigator is now orientated.) 
 
Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions 
 
 1. 

 a. Prepare a map  6203 
 b. Determine your destination. 
 c. Plan your route. 
 d. Begin navigating. 
 e. Update your map. 
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STUDY UNIT 7 
 

THE PRECISION LIGHTWEIGHT GLOBAL POSITIONING 
SYSTEM (GPS) RECEIVER (PLGR) 

 
Introduction.  The Precision Lightweight Global Positioning System Receiver (PLGR) is 
a hand-held device used to aid in navigational maneuvers.  It aids in performing 
operations associated with computing your location, and performing intersection and 
resection requirements.  The PLGR enables you to perform various operations by 
receiving signals from a constellation of satellites, the same as a cellular phone.  The 
PLGR is an accurate, continuous, all-weather, 3-dimensional (3D) position, velocity, and 
time-indicating tool.  When the PLGR receives signals from the Global Positioning 
System (GPS) satellites, it performs a three- or four-point resection to determine your 
location.  Although the PLGR is a revolutionary tool, you should not depend on it solely.  
You must strive for maximum proficiency in using all navigational methods.  This study 
unit will provide you with the information you need for maximum proficiency in using 
the PLGR. 

 
Lesson 1. PURPOSE, CHARACTERISTICS, AND CAPABILITIES OF THE PLGR 
 
 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Define the PLGR. 
 
2. Describe the PLGR and its accessories. 
 
3. Identify power sources used to operate the PLGR. 
 
4. Determine when to replace the memory battery. 
 
5. Determine the capabilities of the PLGR. 
 
6. Identify keypad functions. 

 
7101. Characteristics of the PLGR 
 
The Precision Lightweight Global Positioning System (GPS) Receiver (PLGR) is a hand-held, 
space-based navigation and timing satellite signaling navigation set.  The purpose of the set is to 
assist you, the Marine, in performing all types of navigation requirements.  The physical 
characteristics are illustrated in figures 7-1, 7-2, and 7-3. 
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Fig 7-1.  PLGR Front. 

 

 
Fig. 7-2.  PLGR top. Fig. 7-3.  PLGR bottom. 
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7102. External Power Source 
 
The PLGR uses the two types of power sources listed below: 
 

• External:  This power source is supplied through either AC or DC cables 
 
• Internal:  This power source is supplied through various types of batteries. 

 
Only one type of power source is required while using the PLGR.  AC or DC power cables are 
accessories used for an external power source.  Figure 7-4 illustrates where to connect and place 
these accessories.  
 

 
 

Fig 7-4.  PLGR rear. 
 
Figure 7-5 illustrates the DC and AC cables.  The cables are used to supply external power. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 7-5.  External power cables. 
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7103. Internal Power Sources 
 
The PLGR is internally powered by several types of batteries.  Table 7-1 classifies each type of 
battery. 
 

Table 7-1.  Internal Power Sources 
 

 
Nomenclature 

 
Battery Type 

 
Minimum Life 

 
Illustration 

 
BA-5800/U 
 
 
 
 

 
Lithium 
(non-rechargeable) 

 
10 hours 

 

 
Rockwell 
#221-0134-101 

 
Nickel  
Cadmium 
(rechargeable) 

 
1.5 hours 
 
 
 
 

 

 
WB 101 battery 
used with a 
battery holder 
Rockwell 
#221-0135-020 

 
AA-alkaline (8) 
(non-rechargeable) 

 
4 hours 

 

 
L-91 battery used 
with a battery 
holder Rockwell 
#221-0135-020 

 
AA-Lithium (8) 
(non-rechargeable) 

 
4 hours 

 
 
The WB101 and the L-91 are not the same length as the other two batteries.  A holder is needed 
so they will fit securely in the PLGR. 
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The battery life estimates are for continuous satellite tracking at room temperatures of 71°F or 
20°C without back lighting.  Actual operational battery life may vary due to temperature 
extremes. 
 

Warning:  Lithium batteries can explode and cause injury.  Do not 
 

• Short circuit lithium batteries 
• Recharge lithium batteries 
• Store or use lithium batteries at temperatures above 130°F 
• Open, crush, puncture, or break lithium batteries 
• Throw lithium batteries into fires 
• Install lithium batteries while using external power 

 
7104. Memory Battery 
 
The memory battery used in the PLGR uses its energy to maintain critical information.  The 
types of information stored in the PLGR’s memory are 
 

• Waypoints 
• Crypto key 
• Set-up parameters 
• Satellite information 

 
The memory battery’s nomenclature is LSG BA Rockwell #221-0135-020, with a lithium (non-
rechargeable memory battery) and a minimum life of one year (figure 7-6).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 7-6.  Memory battery. 
 

Note:  It is important that the memory battery be sufficiently charged to prevent the 
loss of valuable programmed information.  To charge the memory battery, the 
PLGR must be turned on to maintain program information.  The memory 
battery should be changed annually. 

 
Caution: If the unit is turned off when changing the battery, the PLGR will lose all 

stored information. 
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7105. Capabilities of the PLGR 
 
Before you use the PLGR, know its capabilities.  It provides highly accurate, continuous, all 
weather, three-dimensional (3D) position, velocity, and time.  It gathers information from a 
constellation of 24 GPS satellites that broadcast precise signals for use.  The PLGR functions 
primarily as a navigational tool, but can also be used for other applications such as surveying, 
targeting, and time output. 
 
Presently fielded are four operational software versions of the PLGR: 
 

• V04b.2 is used in Baseline II PLGR (old software version). 
• V04c.3 is used in Baseline III PLGR (old software version). 
• Version 613-9854-nnn is used in Baseline II PLGR (new software version). 
• Version 613-9544-nnn is used in Baseline III PLGR (new software version). 

 
Note: Baseline II and III models are being updated with new software versions. 

 
The PLGR is effective in all environments and is an efficient navigational device.  Table 7-2 
provides the performance capabilities of the PLGR in various conditions and environments.  
Study the table to review the capabilities and limitations of the PLGR. 
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Table 7-2.  PLGR Performance Capabilities 
 

Condition Performance 
Elevation variants Operation range at various levels are 

 
• Operation: Mean Sea Level (MSL) -400 to 9000 

meters (m) 
• Storage: -400 to 15000 m MSL 
• Rate of Change: -Ascending or descending 7.62 

m/second 
 
Note: High elevation limits performance. 
 

Temperature variants 
 

Operation: -4° to 158°F (-20° +70°C) 
Storage: -76.2° to 158°F (-57° to +70°C) 

Humidity variants Operation: 0 to 100% humidity 
Satellite Selection 
 

Operation: Select satellites that are 10 degrees or 
more above the horizon during initial acquisition. 

 
7106. Use of the Keypad 
 
The keypad is located on the bottom two-thirds of the PLGR front.  The keys on the keypad 
work independently and collectively.  There are 12 multifunction keys that successfully operate 
the PLGR. 
 
Keypad Operation Terms.  This lesson will use specific terms when discussing PLGR keypad 
operation and data entries.  These terms are listed in table 7-3. 
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Table 7-3.  Keypad Operation Terms 
 

Term Definition/Purpose 
Field An area of the display that has specific information.  Some fields are for 

information display only.  These fields cannot be selected.  Others may be 
selected, then changed or acted on. 

Cursor Shows the current selected field. 
Appears as a blinking field or double arrow symbol. 

Select 
(a field) 

Selects a field by moving the cursor to the desired field using the left arrow or 
right arrow key. 

Scroll Changes the display pages or the contents of the selected field.  When the 
cursor is on the paging field, scrolling changes pages.  When a field is 
selected, scrolling changes the contents of the field. Use the up arrow or down 
arrow key. 

Function 
Field 

Causes a specific action (function) to be performed when the field is 
activated.  Examples of function fields are ACTIVATE, CLR, SAVE, and 
QUIT. 

Activate Selects a function field and then press the up arrow or down arrow key to 
activate the function. 

 
Keypad Operation Modes are the control and numeric modes.  The keypad automatically goes 
into the control mode (P) when it is turned on.  When the PLGR is in the numeric mode, an N is 
displayed in the lower right hand corner of the display (figure 7-7).  To enter into the numeric 
mode, press the NUMLOCK key on the keypad (figure 7-8).  Pressing the NUMLOCK key 
allows you to toggle back and forth from the control mode to the numeric mode. 
 

 

    
 

 
Fig 7-7.  Keypad operation modes screen. 

 
The keypad changes in appearance when it is set to a specific mode.  Observe figure 7-8 to study 
the differences.  The numeric mode allows you to enter numeric data.  Pressing a key will enter 
the numeric value of that key into the selected display field. 
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Fig 7-8.  Keypad operation mode display. 
 
The MENU key on the keypad allows you to display the system menu that consists of two 
display pages (table 7-4).  Use the menu key to obtain information.  Continuous pressing of this 
key will allow you to toggle between two pages. 
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Table 7-4.  PLGR System Menu 
 

Page Contents Display Screen 
1 STATUS - Provides information on the system 

battery, antenna, and satellite 
 
SETUP – Sets operating parameters 
 
INIT – Initializes PLGR 
 
TEST – Performs self-test 
 
Help - Brings up help displays 

 

 
 
Note: Boxed test shows the 

selected field. 
2 DATA-XFR – Transfers PLGR information 

 
SV-SEL - Includes or removes satellites used by 
the PLGR 
 
DOP-CALC – Commands PLGR to calculate the 
best satellite geometry for a given time period 
 
ALERTS - Setups and controls alerts 
 
SINCGARS – Loads a time fill into SINCGARS 
radio 
 
KOI-18 – Loads crypto data into the PLGR via a 
KOI-18 COMSEC device 
 
CRYPTO – Accesses crypto displays 

 

 
 
Note: Boxed text shows 

the selected field. 

 
The WP key brings up the waypoint menu display when you press it (figure 7-9).  A waypoint is 
a point on the route to the desired destination.   
 

 
 

Fig 7-9.  WP key function display. 
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The following are options of the WP/Menu. 
 

• Enter - Enter the position, identifier, datum, and magnetic variation. 
 
• Edit - Edit waypoint information. 
 
• Copy - Copy waypoint information. 
 
• SR-CALC - Calculate data of a new waypoint using slant range, azimuth, and elevation 

from either the present position or another waypoint. 
 
• RNG-CALC - Calculate data of a new waypoint elevation angle or waypoint elevation 

from either the present position or another waypoint. 
 
• DIST - Determine range, azimuth, and elevation angle from one waypoint to another. 
 
• CLEAR - Clear from memory a single waypoint or a range of waypoints. 
 
• ROUTE - Link together the legs of a route defined by waypoints. 

 
The POS key brings up the current position to the display screen.  Pressing this key enters the 
following information.  The information will appear on the display screen. 
 

• Displays current position, time, speed, and satellite  tracking status.  This information 
consists of three pages. 

 
• Brings up the last used position page 

 
Note: To bring up a new page, or to change pages, press the POS key an additional time. 

 
The NAV key, when pressed, brings up information concerning navigation onto the display 
screen.  Waypoints must be in PLGR before the NAV key can function.  Pressing the NAV key 
allows you to select the first page.  Selecting this page allows the display mode, NAV method, 
and destination waypoint to appear (figure 7-10). 
 

 
 

Fig 7-10.  Display Mode, NAV Method, Waypoint. 
 

Note: Box text shows selected field. 
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The MARK key stores your present position as a waypoint.  Table 7-5 explains the function of 
this key. 
 

Table 7-5.  MARK Key Functions 
 

Operator Function Results Display Screen 
Press the OFF key. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: As the timer 
counts down, you 
must make another 
selection. 
 
Either 
 
Press the ON/BRT 
key 
 

or 
 
Press the MARK key 
again. 

Shows the power off 
display 
 
Starts a 30-second power 
off time that prevents an 
accidental turnoff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cancels the power off and 
return to last display 
 
 
Stores the marked position 
in the waypoint 
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The OFF key function turns the PLGR off.  Table 7-6 addresses the function of the OFF key. 
 

Table 7-6.  OFF Key Functions 
 

Operator Function Results Display Screen 
Press the OFF key. 
 
 
Note: As the timer 
counts down, you 
must make a 
selection. 
 
 
Either 
 
Press the ON/BRT 
key to cancel the 
power off and return 
to the last display 
 

or 
 
Press the OFF key to 
immediately turn off 
the unit. 
 
Note: If you take no 
action, the timer 
counts down and turns 
off the PLGR. 

The power off display will 
appear. 
 
It is the beginning of a 30-
second power off time that 
prevents an accidental 
turnoff. 
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Lesson Summary.  In this lesson, you learned the definition of the PLGR, its physical 
characteristics, types of energy sources, when to change the memory battery, and how to use the 
keypad.  You may review all or any portion of this lesson before completing the lesson exercise. 
 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Exercise: Complete exercise items 1 through 20 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 
 
 1. The Precision Lightweight Global Positioning System Receiver (PLGR) is a 
 

a. KYK-13/K01 device that is filled with unsecured data. 
b. hand-held device used to navigate using the stars as a guide. 
c. hand-held, space-based navigational and timing satellite signaling 

navigation set. 
d. hand-held, KYK-13/K01 device that is used to aid in navigation using the 

North Star. 
 

Matching:  Of items 2 through 5, match the front of the PLGR in column 1 with the 
correct part in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
 Column 1 Column 2 
 
 Illustration Part 
 

 

 
a. Key pad 
b. Swivel antenna 
c. Display 
d. Handle 
e. K01-18 Connector 
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Matching:  For items 6 and 7, match the top of the PLGR in column 1 with the correct 
part in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
 Column 1 Column 2 
 
 Illustration Part 
 
 

 

a. KYK-13/K01-18 SINCGARS J1 
connector 

b. Memory battery cover 
c. Battery power cover 
d. Swivel antenna 

 
Matching:  For items 8 through 10, match the rear of the PLGR in column 1 with the 
correct parts in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 
 

 Column 1 Column 2 
 
 Illustration Part
 

 

 

 
a. External programming connector 
b. K01-18 connector 
c. External antenna port connector 
d. SINCGARS J1 connector 
e. External power connector 
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 11. How often should the memory battery be changed? 
 

a. Annually 
b. Bi-annually 
c. Monthly 
d. Bi-weekly 

 
 12. (True or False)  Circle the correct answer.  Lithium batteries are rechargeable and 

should be removed from the PLGR and charged as often as needed. 
 

13. (True or False)  Circle the correct answer.  There are two types of connectors used 
to receive external power; they are AC and DC cables. 

 
 14. (Fill in the blanks) The memory battery uses its energy to store information such 

as _______, _______, ________, and _____________. 
 

Matching:  For items 15 through 19, match the environmental condition in column 1 with 
the correct performance data in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
 Column 1 Column 2 
 
 Environmental Condition Performance data 
 

___15.  Elevation operation variants 
___16.  Elevation storage variants 
___17.  Temperature operation variants 
___18.  Temperature storage variants 
___19.  Humidity variants 
 
 

a. 0 to 90° humidity 
b. -400 to 15000 meters above mean 

sea level 
c. 0 to 100% humidity 
d. -400 to 10000 meters above mean 

sea level 
e. -4° to 158°F (-20° to +70°C) 
f. -400 to 9000 meters mean sea level  
g. -76.2° to 158°F (-57° to +70°C) 
h. 32° to 212° (0° to 100°C) 

 
 20. When entering numerical data into the PLGR, you must be in the _______ mode. 
 

a. Operation 
b. Numeric 
c. Waypoint 
d. Control 
 

 21. Pressing the _______ key toggles the keyboard between the control and numeric 
mode. 

 
a. MARK 
b. MENU 
c. NUMLOCK 
d. CLR  
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Lesson 2. OPERATING THE PRECISION LIGHTWEIGHT GLOBAL POSITIONING 
SYSTEM (GPS) RECEIVER (PLGR)  

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
1. State the self-test procedures. 
 
2. Identify the SETUP mode page displays. 
 
3. Establish crypto set up procedures. 
 
4. State the initialized procedures. 
 
5. Establish the procedures to perform waypoint procedures. 
 
6. Identify troubleshooting procedures. 

 
7201. Performing a Self-Test 
 

• Table 7-7 will direct you step-by-step in accessing the commanded self-test using the 
MENU on the display screen. 

 
• Report the results of the self-test on page 7 of the PLGR display. 
 
• Upon completion of the self-test, the PLGR automatically changes to the standby 

mode. 
 
 CAUTION: The PLGR cannot perform navigation functions or provide position 

coordinates while the self-test is in process.  The mission could be adversely 
affected if the self-test is performed at an inappropriate time. 
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Table 7-7.  Self-Test Procedures 
 

OPERATOR FUNCTION RESULTS DISPLAY 
Press the menu key to bring 
up the menu display. 
 
Note: The MENU key may 

have to be pressed 
twice. 

Bring up the MENU display 
page containing the TEST 
field. 
 

 

 
 

Select the TEST field.  
Press the up or down arrow 
key. 

Bring up the TEST display. 
 
Note: The TEST mode 

display appears with 
the cursor on the 
QUIT field. 

 

 
 

Select the ACTIVATE field 
to start the command self-
test. 

As the self-test runs, “Self-
test in Progress” is 
displayed.  Line 4 of the 
display shows which test is 
being conducted.  The self-
test includes: 
 

• RAM testing 
• ROM testing 
• PPS-SM 
• Timer-Interrupt 
• Track Subsystem 
• 1PPS/HAVE    
• QUICK 
• Low Pwr Time  
• SRC 
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Table 7-7.  Self-Test Procedures (Cont’d) 
 

OPERATOR FUNCTION RESULTS DISPLAY 
Wait for next phase of self-
test.  

After the final self-test, the 
display/ keyboard test 
begins. 
 
Display.  See a  test pattern 
of blinking dots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keyboard.  Press each key 
(press the 0 key last) to 
cause key-board display 
likeness to be replaced by a 
dot pattern. 
 
 
Display Brightness.  See 
the level automatically 
increase and decrease until 
the OFF key is pressed. 
 
Self-test is complete. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Select the QUIT field. Returns to the MENU 
display. 
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SETUP Mode Page Displays   
 
The PLGR can be customized according to your mission assignment while in the SETUP mode.  
There are 11 pages of the SETUP mode that will appear on the screen to control the following: 
 

PAGE CONTENTS 
1 Operating Mode and Satellite Type 
2 Coordinating Systems and Units 
3 Magnetic Variation 
4 Display Customization 
5 Datum Automatic-Off Timer 
6 Data Port Configuration 
7 Automark Mode 
8 Bullseye (New version software) 
9 Operator ID (New version software) 
10 Approach (New version software) 
11 Rehearsal (New version software) 

 
 Note: Use the up and down arrow keys to scroll through the pages and field 

options.  
 
Figure 7-11 on the following page identifies what appears on the screen when each page is 
displayed. 
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Fig 7-11.  Display pages. 
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7203. Crypto Setup 
 
Two crypto variable operations are used: 
 

Selective Availability (SA).  The GPS Control Segment periodically instructs the 
satellites to transmit false data to GPS users.  To compensate for this, the PLGR must use 
the valid crypto keys to correct the false data and receive accurate information. 
 
Anti-Spoofing (A-S).  Some signals transmitted by the satellites are encrypted to deny 
certain users the reception of these signals. Valid crypto keys permit the decoding of 
these signals.  

 
 Note: The PLGR is a tamperproof module, therefore, it is not classified when crypto 

keys are installed. 
 
 CAUTION: Without crypto keys, the PLGR cannot compensate for SA errors or read 

the encrypted signals protecting against A-S.  The PLGR will still operate, 
but cannot be used for combat operations. 

 
Crypto Key Entry via the KYK-13.  The most common way to enter a crypto fill is with the 
KYK-13 (figure 7-12.)  It is a communications system device preloaded with crypto keys. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7-12.  KYK-13. 
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The crypto keys are transferred to the PLGR by following the procedures in table 7-8. 
 

Table 7-8.  KYK-13 Crypto Load 
 

STEP ACTION ILLUSTRATION 
1 Connect the KYK-13 to the J1 port on the PLGR. 

 
Note: Ensure the PLGR is turned on and not 

conducting the self-test. 

 

 
 

2 Set the KYK-13 selector switch to the position that 
contains the crypto key. 
 
Note: Ensure the correct fill position is used.  

Communication personnel can tell you the 
correct position. 

 

 
 

3 Set the KYK-13 mode switch to ON.  
 
Note: The light on the KYK-13 flashes, showing 

a successful crypto key load. 

 

 
 

4 Select the crypto pages from the system MENU 
and verify the crypto key status. 

 

 

5 Set the KYK-13 mode switch to OFF and 
disconnect the KYK-13 from the PLGR.. 
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The PLGR displays various warnings involving crypto operations.  Operators should recognize 
these warnings when they appear in the PLGR display.  Table 7-9 lists the warnings associated 
with crypto that might occur. 
 

Table 7-9.  Crypto Display Warnings 
 

WARNING DISPLAY DESCRIPTION 
 

 
 

 
Displays when crypto key load fails the parity 
check.  Try the load again. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Displays as a result of a failed crypto key 
verification.  Check if proper crypto key was 
loaded. 
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Table 7-9.  Crypto Display Warnings (Cont’d) 
 

WARNING DISPLAY DESCRIPTION 
 

 
 

 
Displays if no crypto key for the next day 
is stored in the PLGR. 

 

 
 

 
Displays when the data gathered from the 
satellites and the Group Unit Variable 
(GUV) entered do not match 

 

 
 

 
Displays if the PLGR has all Y satellites 
commanded 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Displays when there is a possible spoofer 
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Table 7-9.  Crypto Display Warnings (Cont’d) 
 

WARNING DISPLAY DESCRIPTION 
 

 
 

 
Displays when the mission duration entered 
is more than the number of crypto keys 
stored 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Displays when the crypto keys entered are 
more than the desired mission duration 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7204. PLGR Initialization 
 
To initialize the PLGR, enter starting data into six initialization display pages.  The starting data 
consist of the following five parameters: 
 

• Position 
• Time and Date 
• Track and Ground Speed 
• User-Defined Datums 
• Crypto Keys 
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The initialization displays are accessed through the MENU display using the procedures in table 
7-10. 
 

Table 7-10.  Accessing the Initialization Displays 
 
STEP ACTION DISPLAY 

1 Press the MENU key twice.  The MENU 
display with the INIT field will appear. 

 

 
 

2 Select the INIT field.  

 
 

3 Press the up or down arrow key to bring up 
the INIT display.  The first page of the 
INIT display appears with the cursor on the 
paging field. 
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Table 7-10.  Accessing the Initialization Displays (Cont’d) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
4 Use the up or down arrow key to scroll 

through the initialization display pages. 
 
Notes: Selectable fields on the 

initialization pages are changed 
using numeric mode. 

 
 Entries will not be accepted until 

you exit the current display page. 
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7205. Waypoint Operations 
 
A waypoint is nothing more than a point on a desired course of travel.  (See Figure 7-13.) 
 

 
 

Fig. 7-13.  Waypoints. 
 
The PLGR can hold up to 99 (old version software) or 999 (new software version) waypoints, 
numbered 01 through 99 or 999, respectively.  Waypoint 000 is defined as your present position.  
All waypoints are defined by position (coordinates), altitude, and map datum.  Range, azimuth, 
and elevation angle from your present position or a previously defined waypoint can also define 
waypoints. 
 
The waypoint display pages perform the following operations: 
 

• Enter, edit, or review waypoints 
• Copy waypoints 
• Determine the distance between two waypoints 
• Calculate a new waypoint 
• Clear waypoint 
• Mark a waypoint 

 
Pressing the WP key, which brings up the waypoint menu for selecting waypoint operations, 
accesses the waypoint displays.  (See table 7-11.) 
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Table 7-11.  Enter and Edit Waypoints 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
1 Press the WP key to bring up the waypoint 

MENU. 
 

 
 

2 Select one of the following: 
 

• ENTER to enter a new waypoint. 
• EDIT to edit an existing waypoint. 
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Table 7-11.  Enter and Edit Waypoints (Cont’d) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
3 Make the appropriate entries on the waypoint 

position page: 
 

• Waypoint number 01 through 999.  The 
numbers can be accessed by: 

 
 - Scrolling through in numerical order while 

in the control mode. 
or 

 - Entering the number directly while in the 
numeric mode. 

 
Note: Scroll includes defined waypoints in EDIT 

and undefined waypoints in ENTER. 
 

• Waypoint label 
 
 - 10-character alphanumeric waypoint 

identifier 
 
• Waypoint coordinates 
• Waypoint elevation 

 

 

4 Make the appropriate entries in the waypoint 
datum/magnetic variation page (if required): 
 
• Datum ID - Enter if different from that 

entered during setup. 
 

• Magnetic variation 
 

• Coordinate display.  Enter if different from 
that entered during setup. 

 

5 Exit to any other display page to store waypoint or changes to waypoint. 
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7206. Copy Waypoints 
 
The copy page of waypoint display copies data (waypoint numbers, position, elevation label, 
datum, and magnetic variation) from one waypoint to another.  (See table 7-12.) 
 

Table 7-12.  Copy Waypoint 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
1 Press the WP key to bring up the waypoint 

MENU. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

2 Select and activate the COPY field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

3 Enter the waypoint (WP) number from which 
you will copy information. 
 
Note: If you select a "From" WP that is not 

defined (in the PLGR memory), 
"WPxx not defined" appears on line 3 
of the display.  Copy cannot be 
performed. 
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Table 7-12.  Copy Waypoint (Con’t) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
4 Enter the WP number where the information 

will be copied. 
 
Notes: The first available waypoint is 

automatically selected by PLGR. 
 
 If you select a "To" WP that is already 

defined, "WPxx overwrite" appears on 
line 3 of the display.  Completion of 
step 5 overwrites the defined WP. 

 

5 Select the ACTIVATE field.  The waypoint is 
copied and the display returns to the waypoint 
menu (displayed in step 1). 
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a. Determine the distance between two waypoints. 
 
Table 7-13 provides the procedures for determining the distance and azimuth between two 
waypoints. 
 

Table 7-13.  Distance/Azimuth Between Two Waypoint Procedures 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
1 Press the WP key to bring up the waypoint 

MENU. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

2 Select and activate the DIST field. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

3 Enter the starting waypoint number in the 
"From" field of the waypoint distance page. 
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Table 7-13.  Distance/Azimuth Between Two Waypoint Procedures (Con’t) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
4 Enter the ending waypoint number in the "To" 

field. 
 
Notes: The PLGR automatically computes 

the distance and azimuth from the 
starting waypoint to the endpoint.  On 
the waypoint distance page, the 
distance is displayed on line 2 and the 
azimuth is displayed on line 3. 

 
On the waypoint distance page, the 
north reference is displayed on line 3 
and the elevation angle between the 
two waypoints is displayed on line 5. 

 

5 Press the MENU key to return to the systems menu. 
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b. Calculate a new waypoint using RNG-CALC Option. 
 
“Calculate a new waypoint” is the procedure used to determine a grid to a point (possibly a 
target) that cannot be occupied.  Use the RNG-CALC option to compute a new waypoint if the 
range to the target is known vice slant range of the target. 
 

Table 7-14.  Calculate a New Waypoint Using the RNG-CALC Option 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
1 Press the WP key to bring up the waypoint 

MENU. 
 

 
 

2 Select and activate the RNG-CALC field and 
the RNG-CALC reference page appears. 

 

 
 

3 Enter the reference waypoint.  (WP 00 is your 
current position.) 
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Table 7-14.  Calculate a New Waypoint Using the RNG-CALC Option (Con’t) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
4 Enter range and azimuth to the target.  

 
 

5 Enter elevation of target or elevation angle 
to the target. 
 
Note: You can toggle between the EL 

and ELA fields.  This 
automatically changes the data 
field on line 4 to the correct 
format. 

 

 
 

6 • Scroll to the RNG-CALC position page 
to view new waypoint coordinates. 

 
• Change position format, if required. 
 
Note: Position coordinates calculated 

from entered information are 
displayed on lines 2 and 3. 

 

 

7 • Scroll to the RNG-CALC store page. 
 
• Change WP store number, if required. 
 
Note: The first available waypoint is 

automatically selected, but you 
may change it if necessary. 
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Table 7-14.  Calculate a New Waypoint Using the RNG-CALC Option (Con’t) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
8 Select and activate the STORE field. 

 
Notes: Datum stored is the datum of the 

reference waypoint. 
 

Elevation validity of the 
calculated waypoint is the same 
as the reference waypoint. 

 
PLGR calculates the magnetic 
variation for the calculated 
waypoint. 

 

 

9 Press the MENU key to return to the systems menu. 
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c. Calculate a new waypoint using SR-CALC Option. 
 
Use the SR-CALC option to calculate a new waypoint if the slant range is known instead of 
range to the target.  (See table 7-15.) 
 

Table 7-15.  Calculate a New Waypoint Using the SR-CALC Option 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
1 Press the WP key to bring up the waypoint MENU.  

 
 

2 Select and activate SR-CALC field.  The SR-CALC 
reference page appears. 

 

 
 

3 Enter the reference waypoint (WP 00 is your current 
position). 

 

 
 

4 Enter slant range and azimuth to the target. 
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Table 7-15.  Calculate a New Waypoint Using the SR-CALC Option (Con’t) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
5 Enter elevation of target or elevation angle to 

the target. 
 
Note: You can toggle between the EL and 

ELA fields.  This automatically changes 
the data field on line 4 to the correct 
format. 

 

 
6 • Scroll to the SR-CALC position page to 

view new waypoint coordinates. 
 
• Change position format, if required. 
 
Note: Position coordinates calculated from 

entered information are displayed on 
lines 2 and 3. 

 

 
7 • Scroll to SR-CALC store page. 

 
• Change the WP store number, if required. 
 
Note: The first available waypoint is 

automatically selected.  You may 
change it if necessary. 

 

 
8 Select and activate the STORE field.   

 
Notes: Datum stored is the datum of the 

reference waypoint. 
 

Elevation validity of the calculated 
waypoint is the same as the reference 
waypoint. 

 
Source of magnetic variation for the 
calculated waypoint is calculated. 

 

9 Press the MENU key to return to the systems menu. 
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There may be a requirement to clear (erase) a waypoint or a number of waypoints from the 
PLGR memory.  To accomplish this, follow the steps in table 7-16. 
 

Table 7-16.  Clear a Waypoint/Series of Waypoints 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
1 Press the WP key to bring up the waypoint 

MENU. 
 

 
 

2 Select and activate the CLEAR field.  The clear 
waypoint page appears. 

 

 
 

3 Enter the lowest numbered waypoint to be cleared 
in the "From" WP field. 
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Table 7-16.  Clear a Waypoint/Series of Waypoints (Con’t) 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
4 Enter the highest numbered waypoint to clear 

the "To" WP field. 
 
Notes: If a single waypoint is being cleared, 

the "From" and "To" waypoints must 
be the same number. 

 
To clear a series (range) of waypoints, 
the "From" waypoint number must be 
smaller than the "To" waypoint 
number.  All waypoint numbers 
between the "From" and "To" 
waypoints will be cleared. 

 

 

5 Select the ACTIVATE field.   
 
Note: Waypoints cleared are displayed to 

acknowledge successful clearing. 

 

 
 

6 Press the MENU key to return to the systems menu. 
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d. Mark a waypoint. 
 
The PLGR stores your present position as a waypoint using the MARK display.  Follow the steps 
in table 7-17. 
 

Table 7-17.  Marking Waypoints 
 

STEP ACTION DISPLAY 
1 Press the MARK key to bring up MARK display. 

 
Note: The MARK display appears with the 

cursor on the waypoint number field.  
This is the only selectable field on the 
display. 

 

 
 

2 If desired, change the waypoint number. 
 
Note: The PLGR automatically selects the first 

undefined waypoint number to store 
MARK coordinates. 

 

 
 

3 Do one of the following: 
 
• Press the MARK key again to store current 

position as a waypoint,  
or 

 
• Press the ON key to cancel the mark. 
 
Note: PLGR automatically returns to previous 

display. 
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Notes: The waypoint field can be changed to any valid waypoint number using normal 
data entry procedures.  If changed, the associated waypoint label automatically 
changes to match the new waypoint number.  For example, for WP 03 the label 
is MARK03. 

 
 If a waypoint number is changed to a defined waypoint, the display changes and 

informs you that the waypoint will be overwritten. 
 
 If all 999 waypoints are already defined when the MARK key is pressed, the 

waypoint marked will default to 01.  You can choose to overwrite, change the 
waypoint number, or cancel the mark. 

 
7207. Troubleshooting 
 
Troubleshooting procedures are performed using the Built-In-Test (BIT).  Table 7-18 explains 
these steps in depth. 
 

Table 7-18.  Troubleshooting Procedures 
 

STEP ACTION 
1 Inspect the PLGR and its components for damage or missing parts. 
2 Turn on the PLGR. 

 

• If the unit stays on briefly and/or the display remains blank, then replace the 
power battery. 

 

• If the unit is inoperable and the display pixel pattern is dark (indicating the unit 
has locked up), then turn in the PLGR for repairs. 

3 Observe the power-on self-test results.  If the unit displays a low memory battery 
WARNING, then replace the memory battery. 
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Table 7-18.  Troubleshooting Procedures (Con’t) 
 

STEP ACTION 
4 After the unit has successfully completed the power-on self-test, press the MENU 

key.  Select and activate the STATUS field to determine the results of the self-test.
 
If a self-test Fail message is displayed, then press the up arrow key to see the self-
test failure page and record the failure mode displayed.  Turn the unit off, and 
return it to maintenance for repair. 
 
If self-test OK is displayed, then perform the self-test procedures as previously 
discussed in this lesson. 

5 After the unit successfully completes the command self-test, then press the MENU 
key.  Select and activate the STATUS field. 
 
If a self-test Fail message is displayed, press the up arrow key to see the Self-Test 
Failure Page and record the failure mode displayed.  Turn the unit off and return it 
to maintenance for repair. 
 
If self-test OK is displayed, then initialize the PLGR and allow the unit to acquire 
satellites and have a good position fix. 

6 Unit troubleshooting is complete. 
 
Lesson Summary.  In this lesson, you learned how to conduct a self-test, setup crypto, initialize a 
PLGR, perform waypoint procedures, and troubleshoot any problems with your PLGR.  You 
may review all or any portion of this lesson before completing the lesson exercise. 
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Exercise: Complete items 1 through 22 by performing the action required.  Check your 
answers against those listed at the end of the lesson. 

 
 1. The only time a PLGR cannot navigate is while in the __________ mode. 
 
  a. NAV 
  b. Self-test 
  c. CONT 
  d. Waypoint 
 
 2. To start the self-test, the operator selects the __________ field. 
  
  a. ACTIVATE 
  b. TEST 
  c. Mode 
  d. HELP 
 
 3. Which of the following is tested during the self-test? 
 
  a. Memory 
  b. RAM 
  c. DOS 
  d. PRS-SMM 
 
 4. In the final phase of the self-test, the operator is prompted to select the 

__________ key. 
 
  a. Test 
  b. ON 
  c. CONT 
  d. OFF 
 
 5. (True or False)  In the SETUP mode, the operator may customize the navigation 

software. 
 
 6. (True or False) The PLGR will not operate without a crypto fill. 

 
7. The most common communication device used to load crypto fills is 

___________. 
 

a. KYK-13 
b. KOI-18 
c. CZY-10 
d. PLGR 
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 8. How many crypto variable operations are there? 
 

a. 2 
b. 4 
c. 8 
d. 11 

 
 9. When utilizing the Selective Availability, operation satellites periodically transmit 

___________ data. 
 

a. true 
b. crypto 
c. navigational 
d. false 

 
 10. (True or False)  When the PLGR has crypto keys installed, it is considered 

unclassified. 
 
 11. To initialize the PLGR, what field must the operator  select from the setup menu? 
 
  a. MENU 
  b. WP 
  c. CLR 
  d. INIT 
 
 12. The initialization starting data consists of  
 
  a. position, time and date, track and ground speed, user-defined datums, and 

crypto keys. 
  b. position, satellites, waypoints, target, and destination. 
  c. time and date, crypto keys,  position, datums, waypoints, and grid 

coordinate. 
  d. crypto keys, position, target, destination, and power source. 
 
 13. Which key is pressed to scroll through the pages of the initialization mode. 
 
  a. Up arrow 
  b. NEXT 
  c. Up/Down arrow 
  d. Page 
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 14. A waypoint is best defined as 
 
  a. three known locations used to find coordinates with triangulation. 
  b. the track traveled by satellites while in your constellation. 
  c. a point on a desired course of travel. 
  d. a leg in a series of legs intended to keep the navigator on course. 
 
 15. Which of the following is a waypoint operation? 
 
  a. Locate 
  b. Navigate 
  c. Operate 
  d. Calculate 
 
 16. Which key is selected to access the waypoint menu? 
 
  a. ON 
  b. WP 
  c. Waypoint 
  d. WT 
 
 17. How many waypoint numbers are available to the operator on PLGRs with new 

software? 
 
  a. 99 
  b. 999 
  c. 100 
  d. 1000 
 
 18. Which of the following best describes a waypoint label? 
 
  a. 10-digit grid coordinate 
  b. 10-character alphanumeric identifier 
  c. 8-digit grid coordinate 
  d. Closest satellite 
 
 19. If all waypoints are already defined when the MARK key is pressed, the waypoint 

marked will  
 
  a. turn itself off. 
  b. prompt operator to "Try Again." 
  c. default to the 01 position. 
  d. change the waypoint page number. 
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 20. If during the self-test a low memory battery warning appears, the operator must 

immediately  
 
  a. replace the memory battery. 
  b. turn the PLGR into maintenance. 
  c. seek assistance from his/hers supervisor. 
  d. turn the PLGR off. 
 
 21. Which field must the operator select to determine the results of the self-test? 
 
  a. TEST 
  b. MSG 
  c. MENU 
  d. STATUS 
 
 22. If a self-test fail message is displayed, which key must the operator press to 

access the failure page? 
 
  a. Down arrow 
  b. Up Arrow 
  c. STATUS 
  d. MSG 
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions 
 Reference 
 
 1. c  7101 
 2. c  7101 
 3. b  7101 
 4. d  7101 
 5. a  7101 
 6. c  7101 
 7. a  7101 
 8. a  7102 
 9. c  7102 
 10. e  7102 
 11. a  7104 
 12. False  7103 
 13. True  7102 
 14. Waypoints, crypto key, setup parameters and satellite 7104 
  information 
 15. f  7105 
 16. b  7105 
 17. e  7105 
 18. g  7105 
 19. c  7105 
 20. b  7106 
 21. c  7106 
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions 
 
    Reference
 
 1. b  7201 
 2. a  7201 
 3. b  7201 
 4. d  7201 
 5. True  7202 
 6. False  7203 
 7. a  7203 
 8. a  7203 
 9. d  7203 
 10. True  7203 
 11. d  7204 
 12. a  7204 
 13. c  7204 
 14. c  7205 
 15. d  7205 
 16. b  7205 
 17. b  7205 
 18. b  7205 
 19. c  7206 
 20. a  7207 
 21. d  7207 
 22. b  7207 
 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
 
As you can see, the PLGR is an extraordinary piece of gear.  If you are fortunate to own one, do 
not become overly dependent on it.  You need to know how to shoot azimuths, find grid 
coordinates, etc.  It increases the accuracy of the map and compass, but does not replace it.  
During this study unit, you have learned about the PLGR and its many capabilities. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

TAKING CARE OF YOUR MAP 
 
There are a few things that you can do to take care of your map. By spending a little extra 
preparation time, you can make your map last longer and make it easier to use. 
 
a. Lamination.  Lamination is a clear plastic sheet that has an adhesive on one side of the 
sheet.  By putting lamination on both sides of your map, you will prevent it from being destroyed 
by humidity, rain, and the rigors of everyday use. 
 
b. Alcohol pens.  An alcohol pen is basically a magic marker.  They should only be used on 
laminated maps.  Since the ink of the pen is alcohol based, it will not wash off in the rain (like 
many magic markers).  It can be erased using alcohol.  This alcohol can come from either a 
specially made pen or from a small bottle of alcohol that you carry around with you.  If you use 
alcohol pens in conjunction with laminated maps, your maps will last longer. 
 
c. Folding your map.  There are many ways to fold your map so that it will fit easily into 
your cargo pocket, but it always seems like such a hassle when you try to unfold it. One possible 
way for you to fold it is illustrated in figure A-1.  When completely folded, the map will be 
1/16th its original size.  You can fold the pieces of the map back and forth without having to 
unfold the entire map.  The only difficulty will arise if you have to look at an area that is around 
the cut in the map.  This is the only case where you have to unfold the map entirely.  Try cutting 
and folding a piece of paper first before you try it out on your map. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig A-1.  Folding a map. 
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LAND NAVIGATION 
 

REVIEW LESSON EXAMINATION 
 

INSTRUCTIONS:  The purpose of the review lesson examination is to prepare you for your final 
examination.  We recommend that you try to complete your review lesson examination without 
referring to the text, but for those items (questions) you are unsure of, restudy the text.  When 
you finish your review lesson and are satisfied with your responses, check your responses against 
the answers provided at the end of this review lesson examination. 

 
Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or that answers the item.  For 
multiple choice items, circle your response.  For matching items, place the letter of your response 
in the space provided. 
 

1. What is the scale of the Margarita Peak map? 
 
 a. 1:250,000 c. 1:50,000 
 b. 1:25,000 d. 1:5,000 
 

2. What does the color black represent on a map? 
 

a. Contour lines c. Intermittent streams 
b. Manmade features d. Grid line convergence 

 
Matching: For items 3 through 5, match the topographical symbol in column 1 to its 
description in column 2.  Selections in column 2 may be used more than once. 

 
 Column 1 Column 2 
 
 Topographical Symbol Description 
 

___ 3. 
 
___ 4. 
 
___ 5.  

a. Fair or dry weather, unimproved surface 
road 

b. Open pit mine or quarry: active 
c. Multiple track, non-operating railroad track 
d. Open pit mine or quarry: inactive 

 
6. What is the 4-digit grid coordinate of Bench Mark 486.5 in the upper right corner 

of the Margarita Peak map? 
 

a. 6703 c. 6804 
b. 0367 d. 0468 
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 7. What is the 6-digit grid coordinate of Bench Mark 139.3 in the upper right corner 
of the Margarita Peak map? 

 
  a. 713016 c. 727024 
  b. 741027 d. 715015 
 
 8. What topographical feature is located at grid coordinate 750975? 
 
  a. Hilltop 
  b. Power line intersection 
  c. Unimproved surface road intersection 
  d. Finger 
 

9. How is 6.3 kilometers expressed in meters? 
 
 a. 630 meters c. 6300 meters 
 b. 6000 1/3 meters d. 63 meters 
 

10. What is the straight line distance between spot elevation 188 at grid coordinate 
545949 and the observation tower at grid coordinate 553941? 

 
 a. 3,800 meters c. 3.0 kilometers 
 b. 1,200 meters d. 2.4 kilometers 
 

11. What is the curved line distance between the light duty road intersection at grid 
coordinate 597928 and the light duty road intersection at grid coordinate 562930 
(follow the road)? 

 
 a. 3.85 kilometers c. 4,200 meters 

 b. 3,250 meters  d. 3.5 kilometers 
 

12. What is the average speed that you must maintain if you walk from the light duty 
road intersection at grid coordinate 562930 to the light duty road intersection at 
grid coordinate 597928 in 30 minutes? 

 
 a. 3.3 mph c. 3.8 mph 
 b. 4.8 kph d. 5.5 kph 
 

13. The North Star and the North Pole identify the location of 
 
 a. magnetic north. c. true north. 
 b. grid north. d. north. 
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 14. When measuring azimuths on a map using a protractor, use 
 
 a. magnetic north. c. true north. 
 b. grid north. d. north. 
 

15. What is the grid azimuth from the building at 741971 to the hilltop at 721992? 
 
 a. 137° c. 302° 
 b. 122° d. 318° 
 

16. What is located 1950 meters from the water tank at grid coordinate 747984 on a 
grid azimuth of 58°? 

 
 a. Hilltop c. Uniform gentle slope 
 b. Stream intersection d. Finger 
 

17. What is the back azimuth of 215°? 
 
 a. 35° c. 395° 
 b. 20° d. 355° 
 

18. What G-M angle would be used on a map with the following declination 
diagram? 

 
 
 a. 8° c. 7° 
 b. 7°30’ d. 7 1/2° 
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19. What is the magnetic azimuth between the stream intersection at 557999 and 
Bench Mark 582.5 at 583013? 

 
 a. 77° c. 42° 
 b. 48 1/2° d. 61° 
 

20. Using the declination diagram on the Margarita Peak map, convert a magnetic 
azimuth of 355° to a grid azimuth. 

 
 a. 340° c. 370° 
 b. 9° d. 5° 
 

21. Using the declination diagram pictured below, convert a grid azimuth of 6° to a 
magnetic azimuth. 

 
 
 a. 358° c. 358°30’ 
 b. 6° d. 14° 
 

22. What terrain feature is located at grid coordinate 567033? 
 

 a. Draw c. Finger 
 b. Hill d. Saddle 

 
23. What terrain feature is located at grid coordinate 692878? 

 
 a. Depression c. Intermittent lake 
 b. Cut d. Outcropping 
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24. What terrain feature is located at grid coordinate 623863? 
 
 a. Cliff c. Draw 
 b. Saddle d. Valley 
 

25. What type of slope is depicted from grid coordinate 742023 to grid coordinate 
743023? 

 
  a. Uniform steep c. Concave 
  b. Convex d. Uniform gentle 
 
 26. What type of slope is depicted from grid coordinate 763993 to grid coordinate 

767994? 
 

a. Uniform gentle c. Convex 
b. Uniform steep d. Concave 

 
 27. What type of slope is depicted from grid coordinate 671017 to grid coordinate 

686014? 
 

a. Concave c. Convex 
b. Uniform steep d. Uniform gentle 

 
 28. On what type of slope can the defender see the entire slope and where the 

attacker’s climb will get more difficult the farther he goes up the slope? 
 
  a. Concave c. Uniform gentle  
  b. Uniform steep d. Convex 
 
 29. What is the contour interval on your Margarita Peak map? 
 
  a. 20 meters c. 20 feet 
  b. 10 feet d. 10 meters 
 
 30. What is the elevation of the building located at 613809? 
 
  a. 35 meters c. 40 meters 
  b. 155 meters d. 60 meters 
 
 31. What is the elevation of the intermittent stream intersection at grid coordinate 

583003? 
 
  a. 300 meters c. 315 meters  
  b. 400 meters d. 410 meters 
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Items 32-37 refer to the following illustration of a lensatic compass. 
 

 
 32. Which is the floating dial? 
 
  a. 1 c. 3 
  b. 2 d. 6 
 
 33. Which is the fixed black index line? 
 
  a. 2 c. 5 
  b. 4 d. 6 
 
 34. Which is the bezel ring? 
 
  a. 1 c. 5 
  b. 3 d. 6 
 
 35. Which is the sighting wire? 
 
  a. 1 c. 4 
  b. 2 d. 6 
 
 36. Which is the thumb loop? 
 
  a. 2 c. 5 
  b. 4 d. 6 
 
 37. Which is the lens? 
 
  a. 1 c. 3 
  b. 2 d. 5 

 
38. What is the proper safe distance that the lensatic compass must be separated from 

a truck for it to function properly? 
 

 a. 2 meters c. 15 meters  
 b. 10 meters d. 55 meters 
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39. What is the proper safe distance that the lensatic compass must be separated from 
high tension power lines for it to function properly? 

 
 a. 10 meters c. 45 meters  
 b. 30 meters d. 55 meters 

 
40. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps to follow when determining a 

magnetic azimuth with a lensatic compass using the centerhold technique.  In 
which sequence should the steps be taken? 

 
  (1) Pull your elbows firmly into your sides. 
  (2) Move the rear sight to the rearmost position. 
  (3) Open the compass cover so the cover forms a straightedge with the 

base. 
   (4) Place the thumb of the other hand between the rear sight and the 

bezel ring; place the remaining fingers around the fingers of the 
other hand. 

  (5) Turn your entire body until the desired magnetic azimuth is under 
the fixed index line. 

  (6) Place your thumb through the thumb loop to form a steady base 
with your third and fourth fingers, and extend both index fingers 
along the sides of the compass. 

 
 a. 1, 3, 2, 5, 6, 4 c. 2, 3, 1, 6, 5, 4 
 b. 3, 2, 6, 4, 1, 5 d. 6, 4, 1, 2, 3, 5 
 

41. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps to follow when presetting the 
lensatic compass during daylight hours.  In which sequence should the steps be 
taken? 

 
  (1) Rotate your body until the desired azimuth falls under the fixed 

black index line. 
  (2) Turn the bezel ring until the luminous line is aligned with the 

north-seeking arrow. 
  (3) Hold the compass level in the palm of your hand. 
 
 a. 1, 3, 2 c. 3, 1, 2  
 b. 3, 2, 1 d. 2, 1, 3 
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 42. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps to follow when determining a 
magnetic azimuth with a lensatic compass using the compass-to-cheek technique.  
In which sequence should the steps be taken? 

 
   (1) Turn the thumb loop all the way down and insert your thumb.  

Form a loose fist under the compass, steady it with your other 
hand, and raise it up to eye level. 

   (2) Open the compass so that the cover is vertical, forming a 90° angle 
with the base. 

   (3) Look through the rear sight notch and center the front sight wire in 
the rear sight notch. 

   (4) Move the rear sight to the rearmost position to release the dial, 
then fold it slightly forward. 

   (5) Glance down through the lens and read the azimuth directly under 
the black index line. 

   (6) Keeping the compass level and the sights aligned, rotate your 
entire body until the sighting wire is lined up on the distant object. 

 
 a. 4, 2, 6, 1, 3, 5 c. 2, 4, 1, 3, 6, 5  
 b. 6, 1, 2, 4, 3, 5 d. 1, 2, 4, 6, 5, 3 
 

43. What is the correct procedure for orientating a map using a compass? 
 
 a. Place the straightedge of the compass alongside one of the north-south 

grid lines of the map.  Rotate the map and compass together until the 
magnetic arrow is below the fixed black index line on the compass. 

 b. Place the straightedge of the compass alongside the true north arrow of the 
declination diagram.  Use the G-M angle to determine the difference 
between magnetic north and true north.  Rotate the map and compass 
together until the correct G-M angle is under the fixed black index line. 

 c. Place the straightedge of the compass alongside the magnetic north arrow 
of the declination diagram.  Use the declination diagram to convert a 
magnetic azimuth of 0° to a grid azimuth.  Rotate the map and compass 
together until the new grid azimuth is under the fixed black index line. 

 d. Place the straightedge of the compass alongside the magnetic north arrow 
of the declination diagram.  Rotate the map and compass together until the 
magnetic arrow is below the fixed black index line on the compass. 
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44. Given the following sketch of the terrain in which you are located, and using your 
Margarita Peak map, determine your position by inspection.  You are currently 
located 10 meters to the west of the railroad tracks in grid square 6581.  What is 
your position? 

 
a. 654816 
b. 654818 
c. 814655 
d. 815654 

 
 

45. Given the following sketch of the terrain in which you are located, and the 
magnetic azimuth to a specified topographical feature, determine your position by 
one-point resection.  You are currently located in grid square 7401.  What is your 
current position? 

 
a. 741018 
b. 740017 
c. 749017 
d. 746011 
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46. Given the following sketch of the terrain in which you are located, and the 

magnetic azimuths to two specified topographical features, determine your 
position by two-point resection.  You are currently located in grid square 5694.  
What is your current position? 

 
 
a. 562944 
b. 569941 
c. 564949 
d. 568942 
 

 
 
Item 47 refers to the situation that follows.  Read the situation carefully, then answer the item. 
 

Situation:  You are currently located at grid coordinate 744996.  You notice an enemy 
observation post at a building about 1,000 meters to the south. 

 
47. Determine the enemy’s location by inspection. 

 
 a. 745986 c. 744987  
 b. 987744 d. 984746 
 
Item 48 refers to the situation that follows.  Read the situation carefully, then answer the item. 
 

Situation:  You are currently located on the hilltop at grid coordinate 578996.  You notice 
a four-man enemy patrol along the stream to the west.  You shoot a magnetic azimuth of 
245° to the enemy patrol. 

 
48. What is the enemy’s location? 

 
 a. 584995 c. 571996 
 b. 566983 d. 567994 
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Item 49 refers to the situation that follows.  Read the situation carefully, then answer the item. 
 

Situation:  You are currently located on the hilltop at grid coordinate 578996 when you 
notice an enemy patrol to the northeast.  You shoot a magnetic azimuth of 21° to the 
enemy patrol.  You know that your platoon has an observation post located at grid 
coordinate 592018.  When you call this OP, they tell you that the enemy patrol is located 
on a magnetic azimuth of 130° from them. 

 
49. Use a two-point intersection to determine the enemy patrol’s location. 

 
 a. 602998 c. 602999 
 b. 593017 d. 606000 
 

50. How do you establish your own individual pace count? 
 
 a. Every Marine should use 60 paces as his pace count. 
 b. Establish a 100-meter pacing course.  Have all Marines in your unit walk 

this distance, keeping track of the number of steps taken.  Determine the 
average pace count for the unit.  This average is the pace count that should 
be used by each Marine. 

 c. Establish a 100-meter pacing course.  Walk this distance, keeping track of 
the number of steps you take.  Count every other step.  This is your pace 
count. 

 d. Establish a mile long pace course.  Walk this distance, keeping track of 
your steps.  Count every other step.  Divide this number by 6.  This is your 
pace count per 100 meters. 

 
51. What is the pace count per 100 meters for the average Marine? 

 
 a. 55 paces c. 75 paces 
 b. 70 paces d. 60 paces 
 

52. If a Marine has a pace count of 64 and he has to travel 250 meters, how many 
paces should he take? 

 
 a. 160 c. 150 
 b. 144 d. 172 
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53. Given the illustration below, select the correct steering mark. 
 

 
 
 a. A c. C 
 b. B d. D 
 

54. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps for following a compass azimuth 
during the day.  In which sequence should the steps be taken? 

 
(1) Close your compass and step off. 
(2) Periodically spot check your azimuth. 
(3) Shoot the azimuth using the compass-to-cheek method. 
(4) Recheck your azimuth. 
(5) When you arrive at your steering mark, repeat the process until you 

arrive at your objective 
(6) Choose a steering mark using the sighting slot and the sighting 

wire. 
 
 a. 3, 4, 1, 6, 2, 5 c. 3, 6, 4, 1, 2, 5 
 b. 6, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2 d. 2, 1, 3, 6, 4, 5 
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55. Which of the following is the correct definition for the term “dead-reckoning”? 
 
 a. Dead-reckoning is a means of navigating using only pace counts and 

azimuths. 
 b. Dead-reckoning is a means of navigating by associating the graphic 

representation of terrain on a map with the terrain on the ground.  A 
compass is not used. 

 c. Dead-reckoning is a means of navigating at night using the stars. 
 d. Dead-reckoning is used as a supplemental means of navigating when you 

are unsure of the reliability of your compass. 
 

56. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps for setting a lensatic compass for 
night use.  In which sequence should the steps be taken? 

 
 (1) Step off in the desired direction by using either the two luminous 

dots as guides or by using steering marks. 
 (2) Rotate the bezel ring until the short luminous line is over the black 

index line. 
 (3) Hold your compass in the centerhold position.  Rotate your body 

until the north seeking arrow is under the short luminous line. 
 (4) Divide the azimuth by 3. 
 (5) Rotate the bezel ring the desired number of clicks in the 

appropriate direction. 
 
 a. 2, 5, 4, 3, 1 c. 4, 2, 3, 5, 1 
 b. 2, 4, 5, 3, 1  d. 4, 5, 2, 3, 1 
 

57. How many clicks and in what direction should you move the bezel ring if you 
need to follow a magnetic azimuth of 97° at night? 

 
 a. 89 clicks clockwise 
 b. 32 clicks counterclockwise 
 c. 32 clicks clockwise 
 d. 32 1/3 clicks counterclockwise 
 

58. What impact does rainy weather have on your mission? 
 
 a. It will force you to cancel planned artillery missions. 
 b. It will have no effect on your mission. 
 c. It will help to mask your movement from the enemy.  It may decrease 

your visibility and ability to identify distant terrain features. 
 d. It will tax the endurance of your unit due to the weight of the extra wet 

weather gear they will have to carry.  It may also mask the true shape of 
the surrounding terrain. 
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 59. The factors that have an impact on your unit’s march rate are terrain, weather, 
distance to be traveled, time allowed, 

 
 a. type of prior reconnaissance, and the physical condition of your Marines. 
 b. likelihood of enemy contact, weight to be carried, and the physical 

condition of your Marines. 
 c. weight to be carried, condition of the roads, and how accurately you have 

plotted your checkpoints. 
 d. amount of prior reconnaissance, and how accurately you have plotted your 

starting point. 
 

60. What are the four types of reconnaissance you can make to gather information for 
your navigational planning? 

 
 a. Aerial, photo, ground, and map reconnaissance 
 b. Area, point, map, and photo reconnaissance 
 c. Overlook, aerial, map, and area reconnaissance 
 d. Point, photo, overlook, and map reconnaissance 
 

61. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps for selecting the route that is best 
suited for your mission.  In which sequence should the steps be taken? 

 

 (1) Study and evaluate the terrain. 
  (2) Connect these points with straight-line segments and determine the 

magnetic azimuths and distances of each leg. 
 (3) Select your general route. 
 (4) Locate and plot your starting point. 
 (5) Select the checkpoints you will use along this general route. 
 (6) Plot known and suspect enemy positions and obstacles. 

 

 a. 1, 6, 4, 3, 2, 5 c. 4, 6, 1, 3, 5, 2 
 b. 3, 4, 1, 5, 6, 2 d. 1, 4, 3, 6, 5, 2 
 

62. What are the three types of checkpoints? 
 

 a. Line, point, and combination 
 b. Manmade, natural, and imaginary 
 c. Linear, manmade, and combination 
 d. Natural, point, and area 
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63. What are the characteristics of point checkpoints? 
 
 a. They are specific locations on the map as indicated by exact grid 

coordinates, unlike area checkpoints which indicate a generalized location.  
They can be buildings, intersections, or streams. 

 b. They are specific man-made features, such as buildings or towers.  They 
cover a small area on the ground and thus may be easy to miss, though 
they will indicate your exact location. 

 c. They are specific natural terrain features, such as fingers or draws.  They 
indicate your exact location on the ground. 

 d. They are specific objects or terrain features that will indicate your exact 
location.  They cover a small area on the ground and thus may be easy to 
miss. 

 
Item 64 refers to the situation that follows.  Read the situation carefully.  Then answer the item. 
 

Situation:  You are located at grid coordinate 542982.  Your next checkpoint is the 
windmill located at 552992 just south of the stream intersection (you will have to look 
closely at the map to see the windmill).  You decide that you want to use the deliberate 
offset technique to get to the checkpoint. 

 
64. What magnetic azimuth should you shoot? 

 
 a. 45° c. 50° 
 b. 60° d. 25° 
 

65. What is the first consideration you must make before you depart the friendly 
lines? 

 
 a. Ensure your point man has the azimuth for each leg memorized. 

 b. Make final liaison with your platoon commander concerning checkpoints 
and on-call targets. 

 c. Ensure you begin navigating from the exact location you have preplanned 
as your starting point. 

 d. Check your compass for serviceability. 
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Item 66 refers to the situation that follows.  Read the situation carefully, then answer the item. 
 

Situation:  While on patrol, you become disoriented.  You are currently on a finger.  
There is a tower to your front and a bridge over a stream to your right, both of which you 
can locate on your map. 

 
66. What actions should you take to find your location? 

 
 a. Do a one-point resection using the bridge since it is a combination of a 

point and linear checkpoint. 
 b. Do a two-point resection using the tower and bridge. 
 c. Go to the top of the hill to get a better view of the surrounding terrain.  

Then use terrain association to find your own location. 
 d. Call a fire mission on the bridge to ensure that it is the one you have 

located on your map.  Then do a two-point resection using the bridge and 
the tower. 

 
67. Which member of the navigational team is responsible for selecting steering 

marks, verifying checkpoints, and making recommendations of changes to the 
patrol route? 

 
 a. Patrol leader c. Point man 
 b. Navigator d. Pacer 
 

68. How is the North Star found using the Big Dipper? 
 
 a. Use the two stars that form the outside of the cup as pointers.  The North 

Star is located five times the distance between the pointer stars. 
 b. The North Star is the star that forms the lip of the cup. 
 c. Use the two stars at the end of the handle as pointer stars.  The North Star 

is located four times the distance between the pointer stars. 
 d. Use the two stars that form the outside of the cup as pointer stars.  These 

stars point to the Big W.  The North Star is just on the other side of the 
Big W. 

 
69. How is due south located using the Southern Cross? 

 
 a. Due south is located in the middle of the “coalsack,” which lies in the 

middle of the Southern Cross. 
 b. Due south is located 15 mils to the east to the east of the Southern Cross, 

at a point that is on line with the arms of the cross. 
 c. Due south is located at a point four and a half times the length of the 

Southern Cross in an area known as the “coalsack.” 
 d. Use the arms of the cross as pointer stars.  Due south is located five times 

the distance between the pointer stars.  It lies between two “level 4 
magnitude” stars. 
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70. What is the difference between the Southern Cross and the False Cross? 
 
 a. The stars of the False Cross are closer together and brighter than the stars 

of the Southern Cross. 
 b. The False Cross consists of five stars while the Southern Cross has four 

stars. 
 c. The stars of the False Cross are farther apart and dimmer than the stars of 

the Southern Cross. 
 d. The stars of the False Cross are dimmer and closer together than the stars 

of the Southern Cross. 
 

71. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps for finding direction using the 
overhead star method.  In which sequence should the steps be taken? 

 
  (1) Observe the direction of movement of the star, which will move 

from east to west. 
  (2) Put a two-foot long stick in the ground at a slight angle from the 

vertical. 
  (3) Line up you eye and the end of the stick with an overhead star. 
  (4). Lie down with your face upward and one eye directly under the top 

of the stick. 
 
 a. 1, 2, 4, 3 c. 1, 3, 4, 2 
 b. 2, 1, 3, 4 d. 2, 4, 3, 1 

 
72. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps for finding direction using the 

shortest shadow method.  In which sequence should the steps be taken? 
 
  (1) Mark the point on the curved line that is closest to the stick. 
  (2) Periodically mark the ground where the end of the stick’s shadow 

falls until the shadow begins to lengthen. 
  (3) Place a 3-foot long stick in the ground, ensuring that it is vertical.  

(Do this well before noon.) 
  (4) Draw a curved line connecting all points. 
  (5) Draw a straight line from this mark to the stick to mark the north-

south line. 
 
 a. 3, 2, 1, 5, 4 c. 3, 2, 5, 4, 1 
 b. 3, 1, 5, 2, 4 d. 3, 2, 4, 1, 5 
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73. Listed below, in scrambled order, are the steps for navigating using natural 

means.  In which sequence should the steps be taken? 
 
  (1) Plan your route. 
  (2) Prepare your map. 
  (3) Update your map. 
  (4) Determine your destination. 
  (5) Begin navigating. 
 
 a. 2, 4, 1, 5, 3 c. 4, 2, 5, 1, 3 
 b. 1, 3, 2, 5, 4 d. 2, 1, 4, 3, 5 
 

74. The Precision Light Weight Global Positioning System receiver (PLGR) is best 
described as a 

 
  a. KYK-13/K01 device that is filled with unsecured data. 
  b. hand-held device used to navigate using the stars as a guide. 
  c. hand-held, space-based navigational and timing satellite signaling 

navigation set. 
  d. hand-held, KYK-13/K01 device that is used to aid in navigation using the 

North Star. 
 
 75. How often should the memory battery be changed? 
 
  a. Annually c. Monthly 
  b. Bi-annually d. Bi-weekly 
 
 76. The two types of connectors used to receive external power are  
 
 a. AC and DC cables 
 b. AC cable and DC connector 
 c. MEP-3 and PP-6614 
 d. Generator and power supply cables 
 

77. Which mode is utilized when entering numerical data into the PLGR? 
 
  a. Operation c. Waypoint 
  b. Numeric  d. Control 
 

78. Which key is pressed to toggle between the control and numeric modes? 
 
  a. MARK c. NUM LOCK 
  b. MENU   d. CLR 
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 79. In which mode will the PLGR not navigate? 
 
  a. NAV c. CONT 
  b. Self-Test  d. WAYPOINT 
 

80. Which of the following is tested during the self-test? 
 
  a. RAM c. DOS 
  b. Memory  d. PRS-SMM 
 

81. Which communication device is most often used to load crypto fills into the 
PLGR? 

 
  a. KYK-13 c. CZY-10 
  b. KOI-18  d. PLGR 
 

82. When utilizing the Selective Availability operation satellites periodically transmit 
___________ data. 

 
  a. true c. navigational 
  b. crypto   d. false 

 
83. During PLGR initialization, which field from the setup menu does the operator 

select?  
 
  a. MENU c. CLR 
  b. WP   d. INIT 
 

84. A waypoint is best defined as 
 
 a. three known locations used to find coordinates with triangulation. 
 b. the track traveled by satellites while in your constellation. 
 c. a point on the route to the desired destination. 
 d. a leg in a series of legs intended to keep the navigator on course. 
 

85. Which of the following best describes a waypoint label? 
 
 a. 10-digit grid coordinate 
 b. 10-character alphanumeric identifier 
 c. 8-digit grid coordinate 
 d. Closest satellite 
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Review Lesson Solutions 
 Reference 
 

1. c 1101d 
2. b 1102 
3. d 1103 
4. c 1103b 
5. a 1103 
6. a 1202b 
7. d 1202d 
8. c 1206 
9. c 2102c 
10. b 2104 
11. a 2105 
12. d 2107 
13. c 2201c 
14. b 2201c 
15. d 2202 
16. a 2203 
17. a 2204 
18. a 2205a 
19. c 2202 
20. b 2205b 
21. d 2205c 
22. c 3101d 
23. c 3101g 
24. b 3101c 
25. b 3201d 
26. b 3201b 
27. a 3201c 
28. a 3201c 
29. a 3302a 
30. c 3302b 
31. a 3302b 
32. c 4101 
33. a 4101 
34. c 4101 
35. d 4101 
36. b 4101 
37. a 4101 
38. b 4102b 
39. d 4102b 
40. b 4103a 
41. c 4103b 

 42. c 4103c 
 43. d 4201a 
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Review Lesson Solutions continued 
   Reference 
 
 44. a 4202a 
 45. c 4202b 
 46. c 4202c 
 47. a 4301 
 48. d 4302 
 49. b 4303 
 50. c 4401a 
 51. d 4401a 
 52. a 4401c 
 53. e 4402c 
 54. c 4403 
 55. a 4502 
 56. b 4601b 
 57. b 4601a 
 58. c 5104b 
 59. b 5106a 
 60. a 5202 
 61. c 5204g 
 62. a 5204 
 63. d 5204b 
 64. a 5204e 
 65. c 5301 
 66. b 5303c 
 67. b 5305a 
 68. a 6102a 
 69. c 6102b 
 70. c 6102b 
 71. d 6102c 
 72. d 6103b 
 73. a 6203 
 74. c 7101 
 75. a 7104 
 76. a 7102 
 77. b 7106 
 78. c 7106 
 79. b 7201 
 80. a 7201 
 81. a 7203 
 82. d 7203 
 83. d 7204 
 84. c 7205 
 85. b 7205 
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 Note: You must bring the Margarita Peak map and the GTA 5-2-12, 1981 protractor to 
the final examination.  THIS IS THE ONLY REFERENCE MATERIAL YOU 
MAY USE WHILE TAKING THIS FINAL EXAMINATION. 
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